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Cutting Carnival

A

Al>VK. RTI.sK.MKNTS

THIS WKKK.

A. II. Norris—Dry Goods.
Thomas .1. Chase— Notice of foreclosure.
Maine Central lhillroa«l-Tlme table.
"in. A. Kemh-k —Auction wile of real estate.
Austin II. Joy—Groceries.

Hyrn—Clothing.

Owen
"
A

usimian A Son —Furniture.
Holt -F ir* works, hammocks, Ac.
notice Fist. Jacob S. McFarland.
A'lmr. notice—Kst. Alfred o. Morrell.
A * 1111 r notice K-t Abljah Garland.
Boston ,t Bangor
Steamship Co.—Summer
rangement.
H

xec.

i

has been in progress in our
establishment for some time.
Will you participate in the
festivities? It will be to your
interest to do

tell you
house

we

we

goods, bought for cash at
the very lowest price, that we
arc offering you 1c’SS than they I
co^t to bus' to-day
Broadcloth that cost $i.oo we
will sell you for jOc. per yard.
of

Gloves that

54c. we will
Think uk

cost

sell you for 25c.

And yet it

IT!
fair

sample

of the

giving
dry goods.
we

is

are

only a
bargains

9

John A. Scott is home from
the summer vacation.

Bowdoin

in

Irving Osgood has bought of the Free
Baptist church society a portion of the
F. I. Campbell and wife, of Cherryfleld, lot
adjoining the Osgood homestead on
were in HI Is worth Sunday.
Church street. The piece contains about
Rev. F. A. Mason has moved to Robert
12*4 square rods.
Cole's cottage on High street.
Chas. A. Bellatty and family, and Mrs.
Judge K. K. Chase, of Bluehill, was in E. B. Wyman, with her two children, are
the city to-day (Wednesday).
occupying their cottages at Contention
Mrs. H. II. Kingsley and son, of Bar Cove. The Wyman cottage was completed this week.
Harbor, were in the city Friday.

j

Mrs.

Catherine I). Joy is home from
for the summer.

Miss

Tax Collector A. K. Woodward has
otlice over I>. H. Fppes & Son's store.

an

of

Mrs. J. C. Chilcott will be present at
the commencement at Colby next week.
visit

ar*'

Billington and Carrie
ing at Manset and Islesford.

--

MAIN

A

handsome

from

I *r.

tile

walk

I.in wood H. Cushman and family
the Wiswell cottage at Pleasant beach.

Stolen!-

Mr. ami
North* ast
Sal

Mrs. James
Harbor,

T. Gardiner, of
in
Filsworth

were

unlay.

Fli-wort h

Tuesday.
Th*- high school base ball nine
1-nmoine to-day (Thursday)

week’s cruise among the islands. On
board were Capt. Whiting, Henry II.
( 00k,
Harry
Joseph Woodward and
Rowe.

ton

t«»

t he

nine

visiting Mr-. George
But k-port road.
M

Grace I. Lord

isses

den 1* ft Monday for
at \Y inu r Harbor.
M
ful

ins

w

to

ill

go

play

here.

Miss Alice (ioogins,

Annie

term

of

a

The Sunday school

of Bucksport, is
Grant on the

church

H.

Mt.

their
Point to-

move

residence at Hancock

to

That is the complaint we hear day Wednesday
Charles A. Allen made a business trip
from nearly every customer to Southwest Harbor and other
points on
who buys a new umbrella. the island t his week.
Fred I. Friend, with his daughter, EsIf you want anything in the
umbrella line call and see our
new
gripsack umbrella which
can be folded up and carried
in

Do

a

traveling bag.

common

not

fail to

see

Bar-

the

gains we shall offer in Clothing for the next thirty days,
as

we

want to close out

dollar’s worth of

every

spring goods.

Frost and Miss Ida Baker are
home from Gorham normal school to
spend their summer vacation.
William Brown, of Ellsworth Falls, has

|
j

Miss Wilia

just

completed

cottage

a

at

Conten-

tion Cove for E. B. Wyman.
Rev. T. F. Butler
His

urday.
Were

pleased
King

A. W.

was

in

j

Ellsworth Sat-

many former parishioners
to welcome him.
and Dr. N. C.

!

King, uf this
July speeches j

city, will deliver Fourth of
Ijtmoine.

n. r

V KK I

II
\

A

|

CO.,

I.I.SW OK I

II. 1M

I

Cnitarian

t

ion of his

m0'7
IO.M.

The many friends of Mrs. E. Harding,
widow of Kev. Ephraim Harding, so well
remembered by Ellsworth people, will regret to learn of her death, w hich occurred
at her home in East Corinth, .June 15, at
the age of 84 years.

City Marshal J. 11. Donovan had Special
Policemen \Y. J. Logan, Charles Gray,
Parker Saunders and John Campbell on
duty circus day. The crowds were not
as

large

rests

as

during

usual, and there
t he

were no ar-

day.

and

attached

to

an

ice

wagon,

things lively for a little while last
nesday afternoon by running away.

F.

Aiken

is

home

j

j

ENTERED AS SECOND-CLASS MATTER
AT ELLSWOHTH POST OFFICE.

"NT AWIBbJt
HU HEM?

j

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest U.S. Gov’t Report

CONCERT AND LECTURE.

FARMERS’ INSTITUTE.

Ellsworth ami Vicinity

made

The

Wed-

work

last

for

the

energy that has characterized their
efforts in t he past.
This is the fourth year of the present
?orporation’s existence, and each succeeding year has surpassed its predecessor,
rhere is every reason to beli-, ve that this

of

summer

iame

Blanquefort eommandery was done at
the asylum in Manning ha 11 last Monday
evening.
Degrees were conferred upon L. C.
Bragdon, Franklin; E. B. Richards, of
Bar Harbor; H. L. Rowe, of Aurora; and

The
runaway started from Lincoln street and
ran down Oak street.
Near the corner of
Church street the forward wheels parted
company with the rest of the wagon, and
the horse, relieved of the greater part of
his load, started for Main street at an
His flight through
accelerated speed.
Main street awakened the usual interest,
and the usual demoniacal yells, which
only served to increase the fright of the
At State street the runpoor animal.
away turned the corner, ran along the
sidewalk to The American office corner,
turned back on State street, got mixed
up with t lie shafts and forward wheels,
and stopped. The horse was badly cut.

year's

John H. Brimmer, of Ellsworth.
Visiting sir knights were T. W. Burr
and John H. Stone, of Bangor, and R. 11.
Hinckley, of Portland.
Work was begun about 3 p. m. At 6 a
banquet was served, and work resumed at
8 o’clock.
It was nearly 12 before the work was
Lunch was then served,
completed.
Eminent Commander Redman occupying
the head of the table.
Speeches were made by all visiting sir

the Lewiston
Of Miss Clio Chilcott
Journal has tHe following among its
biographical sketches of the class of ’95,

Avery,

were

oi

rraiiKJin,

urs.

runups,

Miss Clio Melissa Chilcott, of Ellsworth, was
in Sullivan twenty two years ago. She
fitted for college at the Ellsworth high school,
where she graduated in 1SSU, and was valedie
torlan. She was treasurer of the class her

previous

surpass all

ones.

Admission 25 cents.
Week commencing Monday, July 4—
Frankie Carpenter company a; Hancock
hall.

Tuesday, July 2 Picnic of I nitarian
Sundayschool to Mt. Desert Ferry. Tickets for round trip, 25 cents.
Thursday, July 4 Trotting at Wyman
park.
Thursday, July J Trotting at Mountain park. Bluehill.

man-

Hagerthy, W. H. Dresser, J. T.
Cushman, A. \V. Greely and A. W. King.
ning

fair will

( inning Events.
Thursday, June 27. at 7250]) rr Stereoptieon lecture on Ellswor; h and vicinity,
Rev. D. L. Vale, at the Congregational
Music
vestry.
by Monaghan's band.

newly-made sir knights.
also made by Sir Knight

and

knights

Speeches

Colby university:

ami

born

In the sophomore year she was
of the class, a member of the
conference committee,
vice-president of the
I. adie*’boating club, treasurer of the Y. W. C.
freshman year.

vice-president

member of the Ladies’ tennis asso
She had the third junior part, and was
chairman of the executive committee of the
class. She is now president of the Ladies’
cycle elub, and has a eummencement part. She
A., and
elation.

i*

a

a

member of the

Sigma Kappa society.

Miss Chilcott is a daughter of the lute
J. C Chilcott, f«*r so many years the able
and honored editor of The American,
whose death occurred in April, 1893.
FLLSWOIM’H

FALLS.

The schools here close on Friday.
day evening
City water is being put into the railpastor a vacation during the month of
where he went to enter the
July. The church will probably not be road station here.
He will
Morse A Co., lumber dealers.
closed, as supplies will occupy the pulpit.
A. V. Bliss, of Bangor, made a brief call
not return.
Washburn’s circus last Friday was well on Fred Flood Friday last.
Miss Ida F. Webber, of Ellsworth, and attended at both afternoon and evening
C. J. Treworgy’s mill has been shut
Charles S. Gross, of
Bucksport, were performances. The show was not very down for a week on account of a broken
Justice
at
married
Bucksport Saturday by
laborate, but contained some very good face-wheel.
W. A. Remick.
features. The Japanese athletes and jugTiconic engine company is diligently
■
R. H. Hinckley, of Portland, spent sev- glers were the best features of the exhibipracticing for the 1th of July contest. A
tion. The menagerie was limited.
eral days last week in Ellsworth and
of more than 215 feet was made on
play
The engine of the down train due here
vicinity, on business connected with the
Monday evening.
Tisdale estate.
at 1.32 broke down two miles north of
Fred \V. Flood returned from Fryeburg
Miss Clara Jordan, who has been in Green Lake Tuesday. The train follow- last
Wednesday. He has taught in the
New York during the winter, is here to ing, due here at 6.15,was delayed about an
academy there during the past year. He
hour. The stalled train was pushed along
summer with her aunt, Mrs.
the
spend
spends the summer at home.
to the siding at Green i^ake, and passenJohn D. Hopkins.
Rev. H. W. Conley was called to North
6.15
and
mail
were
transferred
to
the
gers
Is another name for advertising,
Miss Sadie W. Burr ill is home from
Ellsworth, Tuesday afternoon, to attend
train.
and advertising sells goods. This Providence, R. I., where she is teaching,
the funeral of Isadora Austin, only daughMrs. Ida C. Pettengiil, aged thirty-six
with her parents, Col. and
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Philander Austin.
week I am harping on the same for the summer
years six months, died Monday, of conMrs. C. C. Burr ill.
j
old subject—
Children’s Day was observed last Sunat her home on Water street.
sumption,
to
fortune
Rev. D. L. Yale had the good
day. The exercise used was the one publeaves
a
husband
and
small
She
several
the
catch a tine six pound salmon from
lished
by the Congregational Sunday
The remains were taken to
children.
steamer “Senator” at Green Lake, last
and publishing society, of Boston
the former home of the deceased, school
You can call and examine, or
Marlboro,
All the parts
Tuesday afternoon.
and was well carried out.
for interment Wednesday morning. Kev.
order by sample, or give your orProf. Walter R. Whittle, of Westerly,R. 1. II. W. Wharff officiated at services at by the children were well taken. Tht
der at once. You’ll be treated
I,f formerly principal of the Ellsworth the house in Ellsworth, and at the grave. hall was handsomely decorated with
right in any event.
plants and flowers. A contribution ol
high school, has rented a cottage at l^aSecretary B. Walker McKeen, of the f 13.40 was made to the missionary work ol
for the summer.
moine
MY MOT TOES:
State board of agriculture, and G. M.
the above society, which sum will probFull summer service on the Maine
Gowell, professor of dairying and live ably be increased a little before being
Best.
Central went into effect last Sunday, and stock at the Maine State
college, Orono,
Prices Lowest. there are six trains, including the mixed, while in the city last week visited the sent off.
from Ellsworth each way daily.
farm of K. B. Holmes. Both were unreNew Church at tiott’s Island.
II. JOY, There will bean important meeting of served in tlie expressions of admiration The new Methodist Episcopal churct
AUSTIN
this
(Thursday)
the King's Daughters
of Mr Holmes’ Guernsey bull, cow and at Gott’s Island will be dedicated ThurManning Block, ELLSWORTH, ME.
evening, at which all members are es- calf. Prof. Gowell, after examining them day. July 11. The exercises will be conbe
present.
pecially requested to
thoroughly, said they were the finest ducted by Presiding Elder II. W. Norton
An;STIX M. FOSTER.
Miss Clio Chileott is one of three in Guernsey cattle he had yet seem in the assisted by several of the preachers of tlu
CAKPKVTF.lt AND BUILDER.
her class at Colby university who have State.
surrounding churches.
r draw plans, make estimate-, take <-<*ntra« treceived commencement appointments , Chief Justice Peters, of Bangor, on SunRev. A. F. Chase, of Bucks port, wil
for all c.asses of buildings. First ‘lass work
course.
of
the
entire
for the rank
mansliip guaranteed.
day received « letter from Judge L. A. preach the dedicatory sermon at 2 p. m
List of letters remaining uncalled for Emery, of this city, announcing his safe All former pastors and friends are <jor«
Special attention given to Saxitarv Work.
Miss Pheby Clair, Mrs. Frank arrival w ith his party, Mrs. Emery and dially invited.
June J2:
kllrwortii, Me.
Water St.
W.

)

Hut
as Viewed by
Interesting
Meetings
SIRnJy
Attended.
Stereoptloon.
The circus proved too great a counter
This (Thursday) evening, at the Cona party to Shady Nook last Sunday, and
gregational vestry, a stereopticon lecture attraction for the success of the farmers’
be delivinstitute Jast Friday, in point of attenon Ellsworth and vicinity will
attracted a great deal of attention.
dance, but the meetings proved most inZenas L. Richardson, of Bar Harbor, was ered by Rev. D. L. Yale.
The entertainment will commence at teresting and no doubt beneficial to the
tried in the municipal court before Judge
few who attended.
Dutton last Thursday, on charge of as- 7.30 o’clock. Prior to the lecture MonaThe meetings were held at Iland&ok
several selections.
sault preferred by P. W. Ford, of Bar ghan’s band will play
About 125 views will be shown, among hall. John A. Peters, jr., introduced the
Harbor. Mr. Richardson was ordered by
of the ice cutting at Green
speakers, though really they needed no
Officer Higgins to go to Ford’s saloon and them several
Lake during the ice boom a few years introduction to the farmers of Hancock
Constable
Bunker
search
the
help
previews of the fish hatchery at Green county. In the morning but very few
mises for liquor.
Ford ordered him to ago;
were present, and
Lake as exhibited at the World’s Fair,
Secretary B. Walker
leave the premises. He refused to do so,
McKeen made his remarks on “The Value
and other Green Lake scenes.
and Ford procured the warrant for his
There will be several views taken at of Maine Grown Crops” more of an ina revolver.
he drew’
arrest, claiming
Branch pond, including an interior view formal talk.
Judge Dutton, after hearing the evidence,
In the afternoon the attendance was
of Nicolin club, and a shot at an “after
acquitted Mr. Richardson. Charles E.
on the porch.
larger, though still small. Prof. G. M.
Wood appeared for defendant and J. E. dinner” group
Views on Union river and bay will .in- Gowell, of the State college at Orono,
Bunker, jr., for plaintiff.
clude several taken during the freshet of
gave a very interesting and instructive
Among visitors to the city during the 1886, and some picturesque views down talk on the dairy, the care of cows and of
past week were L. B. Deasy, J. F. Hodg- the river.
cream.
kins, M. Franklin, Mrs. L. L. Roberts,
The lecture arranged for the evening,
There will also be shown many views
Miss Kate Moran, Miss Nellie Haines, J. in and about the
city, and a number by Prof. W. H. Jordan, of Orono, was
H. Bunker, jr., Charles H. Wood, E. B.
from Mt. Desert island.
postponed.
Richards, J. W. Burns, A. S. Bunker, J.
The lecture will prove interesting beSecretary McKeen has promised to visit
E. ('lark, T. F. Moran, J. II. Prescott, cause of the
familiarity of the scenes Ellsworth again in the fall, when it is
James Cutter, Raymond Joy, Frank T.
presented. The familiar faces of many hoped there will be no circus in the town.
Young, S. S. Bunker, Bar Harbor; Mrs. prominent business men of the city will
The institutes held at Waltham last
White, Mrs. Bowden, Bass Harbor; H. H. be seen in the groups. The oxy-hydrogen fhursday and at Bueksport Saturday
Clark, Henry Clark, Southwest Harbor;
light will be used, focused to a smalltr were well attended.
Nathaniel Noyes, Sullivan; C'. B. Small,
picture than usual, to bring out the
Green’s landing; F. E. Pettengill, FrankPremium List for 18{)5.
pictures more clearly than on the larger
lin; George A. Dodge, F. J. Herrick, screen.
The premium list for 1SD5 has been issued
Daniel Dunn, Bluehill; F. B. Moon, Mt.
The proceeds from the lecture, above by the Hancock county fair association,
Desert Ferry; A. P. Bunker, East brook; actual
expenses, are to go to Monaghan's md is now being distributed among the
A. C. Holt, North Lamoiiie; C. S. Thomas,
band to obtain music for open air conthe
farmers and others throughout
Mt. Desert; S. E. Hall, George S. Crane,
certs. This is a donation by Mr. Yale
?ounty.
G. N. Towle, T. A. Partridge, Buckspori;
which will be appreciated by the public.
The fair this fall will be held at Wyman
H. E. Benson, Tremont.
Park on September 10, 11 and 12. and the
A horse belonging to Campbell & True,
Tianagers will bring to the exhibition the
Hlanqiiefort Com main lery.

of

son.

Miss Lutie A. Blodgett, who has been
ut Fort Fairtield, was in the city
teaching
church
of
tiie
Methodist
ladies
Th*‘
!
on the way to her home At Hurry
Tuesday
vescake
at
their
and
ss ill MTVt- ire-cream
for a few day’s vacation. She will leave
try tli- Thursday' evening; 15 cents.
1 the last of the week for
Philadelphia to
M iss Florence G. Smith, of Providence, attend Holt's opthalmie school.
is home to spend the summer vacation
At t lie regular meeting of the official
with tier parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. S.
hoard of the Methodist church last TuesSmith.
it was voted to give the

at t he celebrat ion in

\v

the

a

Lowell, Mass.
George E. Parsons and Arthur L. Macomber graduate this week from the
Brunswick Medical college, receiving
their degrees of M. D. James E. Parsons
left Tuesday to he present at the gradua-

1.

ther, of Gardiner, is visiting his brother,
David Friend, in this city.

Desert

of

picnic at the Bluffs,
Ferry, next Tuesday, July 2.
have

Miss M. H. MacFarlaml is visiting Miss
Henrietta Given at Lewiston this week,
ami will attend Bates college commtnceBefore* hej* return to Ellsworth
ment.
Miss MacFarlaml will visit Boston and

McFarland closes a successschool on the Surry road

urday. J une Jib
S. K. Whiting and wife

will

The excursionists will leave here on the
early morning train and return in the
afternoon.

Hattie Bow
few weeks’ visit

and

Sat

summt r

Miss Sadie Burrili.

The yacht “Maude,” Willie Whiting
c-iptain and owner, left Monday for a

and Bert Witham.of
Falls, arrived home from Bos-

Hastings

Arthur

her

Rev. L. D. Cochrane, Mr. and Mrs. John
1). Hopkins, Mrs. A. F. Greely, Miss
Mary A. Greely and Mrs. John Hill left
Tuesday to attend the State confeience of
the Cnitarian churches at Houlton.

occupying

Strayed-

and

The summer train schedule went into
effect last Sunday.
The railroad gives
to the excellent service to Bar Harbor this summer.
The time table elsewhere in this
are ! issue has been corrected.

M. Haines' house

W.

Hubbard

been laid

has

sidew al k.

STREET.

P.

Mrs. H. A. Allen, of Billings, Mont.,
and Mrs. William Bradley, of St. Paul,
Minn., who have been visiting here, are
spending this week with Mrs. Daniel
Hagerthy at Lamuine.

Misses Julia A.
s

William

daughters Alma and Louise, of
Wheeling, West Virginia, and Anna
Staley, of Kansas City, Mo., are the guests
two

Holyoke college

Mt.

M
CIi»> Chilcott who has been home
the pa.-1 week, left Friday for Waterville.

Lost,or

city last

in all kinds ot j J"ii*

A. II. NORRIS,
NO.

the

was

for

stock

a

The Odd Fellows are to work the secand third degrees on several candidates on Thursday of this week and a full
attendance Is requested. Refreshments
will be served.

ond

Thursday.

monstrate it.

Here is

Fen nelly

Sheriff

any other
prepared to de-

Think ok it!

the fall.

H. \N hittemore, of Boston, is in the

city.

selling dry

arc

arc

we

Schools of the city close Friday of this
week.

than

lower

goods

When

so.

ar

Hancock Point, Me.
F”. F'. Hartshorn—Girl wanted.
Seoowick, Me.
Richard H. Condon—Notice of foreclosure.

"

-f,

M. Carter, Edward Dolan, Lorring L. Mrs. Hannibal Hamlin, at Genoa, on the
Franklin, Miss Lilly Glass, Mrs. Ina steamer “Ems,” Wednesday, June 12,
Lynch, Dan McLellan, Miss Phebe A. after a pleasant voyage. He intends to
Maddocks, Miss Annie Quinn, Miss A. pass a week at Genoa, and then go to tiie
Gastein springs. Judge Emery writes that
Worcester.
Another circus is billed for Ellsworth his health began to show marked improvement as soon as he embarked on the ocean
July 20. And it is said there are others to
follow. The year 18U5 will go down to and the improvement continues.
A handsome eleven-passenger buckboard
history as a circus year in Ellsworth.
The examinations for entrance to the has just been turned out of the H. E.
Davis’ factory. It was built to order for
high school take place to-day (Thursday)
ateachot the grammar schools. About George P. Osgood, and is one of the finest
jobs of the kind recently turned out. It
titty pupils wilt take this examination.
has the Richards’long-distance axle, w ith
Miss Lucy K. Osgood is studying at
full oak and hickory gear. It is trimmed
Woods Holl, Mass., through the summer,
in russet w ith springs in the backs of the
and will enter upon her duties as assistseats.
It has Princeton No. 5 lamps, oil
ant in zoology at Mt. Holyoke college, in
burners. This handsome turnout carried

affairs.

jaJUAL
't "

07

Bangor,
employ of

from

GROCERIES.

Quality

>

i

j
j

Sheep Killed I>y Dogs.
Fred Moore, of Ellsworth Falls, reports
that seventeen of his sheep were killed by
dogs, Saturday. The remainder of the
flock, seven, broke down the gate of the
pasture and came home covered with
blood, one being bitten about the throat.
The sight of the frightened and bloody
sheepstartled the family, and Mr. Moore’s
eldest son, Vernon, went to the pasture,
which is back of Juniper cemetery, about
a quarter of a mile from the house.
There he found the slaughtered sheep,
with their throats mangled and t lie blood
sucked, and the dogs in the act of killing
the last of the lot.
At sight of the boy the dogs left the
sheep

and

for

ran

him.

He

jumped

Hark-l'eeler Killed.
Peter Baker, \\ ho was employed in idling bark at Hancock Tannery, was
killed by a falling tree last Thursday. His
face and body were crushed by the tx.ee,
and death was almost instantaneous.
Baker's home was at Greenfield.
He
!
u
was
leaves
thirty years old
widow and three small children, the
oldest being six years old. to mourn his
loss.
_

Childre n

.y for
Pitcher’s Casters,
-w?

a

fence, but had to climb a tree to escape
them, and then he was held a captive for
several hours until his captors left.
The boy says the dogs were three in

number, large
low

and

and savage;

two

were

yel-

white.

one was

Loan and Hiiilding Association.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Ellsworth loan and building association
will be held at the rooms of the First
national bank next Monday evening,

July

1.

series of shares will be issued at
this time, and the directors have authorized the issue of a limited number of
paid-up shares, on which 5 per cent, interest will be allowed.
A

A

new

heavy

( i lVilt Ait ractions in

Spring

like the goose with
it lays down the “dust.”

the golden eggs
Energy and determination have done
wonders many a time.
Cnless you

imagine

you

flatter
are

some

and

Smnm<r

Dress (ioods.

shower is

people they

best and

largest

sortment

can

found

slandering.

nm\

1 lie
as-

be

at

Drunk again!
VilKector Ah me!
lage Inebriate (consolingly)—So’m 1, sir;
—so’ni I!
Some
a

people would be good at keeping
they were not afraid somebody

secret if

else

would tell it first.

a good plan to have a
girl in the
family earning money. Everyone then

it is

has

someone

to

borrow from.

a t.

Memory, however sad, is the best and
purest link between this world and a
better .—Charles 1) icken s.

The latest thing out in the furniture
line is the Trilby foot-rest. That’s about
Ihe kind of a rest the public are yearning
for just now.

A school teacher asked an Irish boy to
describe an island. “Sure, ma'am,” said
Fart, “it’s a place that ye carv’f J'ove widout a boat.”

s.

th—-«-■ars*——
■

Not many business house- m thpne
fifty years’
I'nited States can boast
A£er
standing. The business of *)r. J.
& Co., Lowell, Mass., whose
icom^ arable
1
u
ovoXySarsaparilla is known ami
i-1 dal &nc&
where, has passed its half
was never so vigorous as at present.

KLLSWOKTH

THE WEDPINH CAKE.

CHKIST1 AN KNDKAVOR.

Confect inner** Art
Ancient Pedlcree.

FALLS ( HI K( II

P<»*-

Abstract of Address IVUvered by F. K.
Hartshorn at tin- Vnnlversary.
that
the
What bride or groom
Topic.—Faith In God: what It i»: what it
N an abstract of the address
other
all
above*
[Following
aloft
towers
cake which
does.— Heb. xi. 17, 32-40: xil, 1, 2.
F. K llart.-horn at the anniver-ary
luxuries that grace their nuptial feast delivered by
In tho close of the preceding chapter
Falls t'idon church, May 21,
boasts of ancient lineage or is symbolical of the FIN worth
Paul's great watchword, “The just of one of the most essential ritt*s in the 1895]
has been quoted,
earliest union of man and wife* Vet, if
shall live by faith,
The August evening twenty-five years
London Pracand to prove that faith is the true prin- one may believe all that the
tical Confectioner tells, the earliest concep- ago. w hen 1 called with my sister on Mrs.
brilliant
and
array
ciple of life a long
tion of this gem of the confectioner’s art
Hinckley to ask her opinion about estabof holy men and women of old are cited, dates back to a period of the remotest ana Sunday school, does not seem
lishing
and their wonderful achievements by
tiquity, ami the chronicles of its birth and very long past. It is needless to say that
genealogical descent are scarcely less interk the suggestion met with her hearty apfaith are recalled.
than those of the growth of wedh*
The writer, however, introduces this I esting
and on Sunday, Aug. 2tf, 1870, the
itself. I,ong before the introduction of the proval.
or
faith,
was organized in
witnesses
of
defining
by
array
wedding ring, some 2,000 years ago. the l'nion Sunday school
more particularly by giving a descripcounterpart of what is now known as the school-house on the ledge.
institu
Other schools had been organized and
tion of faith, for, while virtually a defi- bride’s cake was an established
tion. Long before even the church its«lf working before this, but had not benition, yet these words are not in the was
thought of, it was so necessary an mi
come permanent.
They lasted, usually,
strict logical form of one. The faith re- junet in the solemnization « f marriage
only a part of the year.
eonsid
faith
in
waChrist,
that without it the ceremonial
ferred to is not saving
About
an
twentv-tive
encouraging
en d invalid.
but is general belief or faith in God.
number then--were present. 1 knew but
Like most things archaic, it must 1** ad
Two statements are made here delittle about Sunday school work, but 1
mined that what has 1mm*ii railed the pn*
scriptive of faith. First, it is the sub- else origination of "bread ceremony at had a good force of w illing workers. 1
for.
of things hoped
stance i»r assur
am surefyou will be glad to hear the names
primitive wedd ngs is shrouded in mytho
Among ancient writer* of some of them ; I regret I cannot rememIt makes the things hoped for iu the fu- logical invste
is
Curtins
on the subject. Quintus
proha
ber all.
ture real to us in the present. It is a layAmong my teachers were Mrs.
the most definite. He alludes to the
Mrs. l>a\is, Mrs. Saunders, Mrs.
ing hold of the future iu the midst of bly
of Romulus pertaining to it. which Hinckley.
laws
the present, of the eternal iu the midst
Heath, formerly Mrs. William Saunders)
the latter, in turn, is said to have based
of time.
Second, faith is said to lie the upon those of the Etruscans and other bar
Mrs. Haynes, Mr. and Mrs. Moore, Mrs.
evidence or the test of things not seen.
b&rous races who preceded the foundation Kills, Mrs. Hartshorn and Mary WhitInstead of adopting an cialwIn the physical world we believe because
of Rome.
comb. Other helpers were Mr. Frazier,
rate process of betrothal and marriage the
we see; in the spiritual world we see beMr. Bartlett. Mr.
Haynes, and many
a simple
devised
Romulus
well
ever
has
The Bible
practical
cause wo believe.
w hose names cannot be recalled.
as confarreatio. whereby
known
method
it
for
been < ailed the eyeglass of faith,
As the school increased it was necessary
the parties by simply eating a ltvaf of liar
is through it that faith sees, and faith
to
look
for
larger accommodations,
with earlier formalities, ac
together,
ley
itself is the eye by which we pierce the
It was
Thus and Brown’s hall was secured.
their union at once.
complished
veil of the future and are convinced of
not well supplied w it h seats, so Alexander
an>sc the* "bn*ad ceremony" in contracting
the realities of the things that do not marriage, and that barley l»>uf was the Bartlett made ten settees at, I think. $3.00
yet appear. Such a faith, one that makes first ancestor of the British wedding cake each. They w ere not very handsome, and
In subsequent times the coarser barley :
the future as real as the present, though
backaches, hut they were
gave many
in a different way, is one of the best
product gave place to fine wheaton cakestrong. They do good service still. It
at ••. n farreat ion «• lehrations,and the prac
we
us.
When
to
can
that
Gtxl
give
vjfts
of distributing these among was a happy occasion w hen they were put
\ what it does, we will believe this to tice sprung up
the families and friends of the wedded in the hall. To be sure the ladies’ dresses
pair. As civilization advanced other f->rm* : suffered by contact with varnish, but our
in Gtxl explains the origin of
of marriage crept in. ami eventually sn
increasing attendance was well provided
theHuman
this present world (verse 3).
perseded con farreat ion, but the ancient i for.
uniories concerning the origin of the
cake eating custom remained in vogue
The next thing needed was a library,
Indeed, its the baker's art progressed these
verse are mere conjectures, eternal exand an entertainment to procure funds
cakes liecame m re and more ornamental
istence of matter, the making of what
was proposed.
I think this entertainin appearance, and an impression began t«'
is seen by what now appears will nut
ment. a sort of combination of Sunday
wets* emblematic of hap
that
satisfy human reason. But faith tells us prevail and they rather than a relic of by- school concert and amateur theatricals,
plenty
that an all wise, all powerful, self ex- piness
was the most for the money of any I have
gone nuptial vows; hence in all civilized
istent, eternal Gtxl has made the uni- countries the bridal cake is now regarded abeen interested in. At its close it was
verse by a simple edict of His will.
presagingan abundance of all g'»od things rather discomfiting that some of the
of
faith we understand that the v irlds

Beginning June
30- Comment by Rev. S. H. Doyle.
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/Faith

“By

to

have been framed by the word of God.
Thus faith relieves us of the greatest
mysteries in the universe.
Faith in God furnishes us with the
true principle of life (verses 4 7, 32-40).
■What was the ruling, acting, living
principle of this long list of ancient
who “subdued
worthies
kingdoms,
wrought righteousness," etc? It was
faith. By faith all these things were
done. Faith is still the only true principle of life.
Faith unites ns to Jesus Christ. This
is saving faith txii, 1. 2). Christ is the
author and perfector of our faith, and
by beginning and completing faith in ns
Christ unites us forever to Himself.
Have we such faith in God?
Bible Readings.—Hab. li. 4; Hut'.L
rxni

9ft-

Mqrlr

m

1 ft

.TiiViTl

iii

those who

are

privileged

to

partake

The original idea, however, of the unity
that was cstahli.-hod by eating these cakes
was never entirely di*>ociated fr m tin m
It was though,t. there?*-re, that the practice
of giving a separate cake to each person
a
was not quite so appropriate to the
sion as the giving to each a portion of one
and the same cake, and one ns-dding cake
came to In* substituted for several.
it.

It must not, however. 1h*
this modern development

imagined
of

that

Romulus'

barley loaf has enjoyed an uninterrupted
career of popularity in its growth. At son
eral epochs in the world’s history its existence, in Europe at least, has boon threatened by more or less prolonged intervals
of neglect and disuse, but notwithstanding all the vicissitudes of its eventful career it is now a more popular institution
than ever, and, thanks to the confectioner's skill, will probably so continue.

1ft-

vi, 40; xx, 31 ; Acts xv, 8, 9; xxvi, 18; A NEW TREATMENT FOR CANCER.
Rom. iii, 28; v, 1 ; I Cor. xii, 9; GaL
iii, 11-14; v, 6; Eph. ii, 8; vi, 16; I
Thess. v, 8; Hob. iv, 3; vi, 11, 12; x,
DIm-am* I>e«troyer of the System.
22, 23; Jas. ii, 17-20; I Pet i, 3-9; I
Protonuclein, a new remedy for cancer.
John v, 4, 5; Judg. xx, 21; I Tim. i,
Is being t«*st«*d at the New York Skin ami
18, 19; n Tim. iv, 7, 8.
j Cancer hospital. Concerning a case for
which a complete cure is claimed, the
Cultivate the True Spirit of the Gospel.
house surge*>n is quoted as follows in the
If we are true Endeavorers, we shall New York Herald:
“It was one of the most stuMnirn and
be very careful in our Christian and somalignant crises of cancerous growth I
cial intercourse of those who may be rehave ever seen.
Microscopic examination
garded as the weaker or less favored by the hospital pathologist had clearly
a nr

t,

iii vr

imnni

wi

ir

in

nr

.. hi ui ni

members of the society. We shall be demonstrated that it was u case of genucareful not to wound their sensibilities,
ine sarcoma.
The treatment by means of
and we shall count it a pleasure to do injection of erysipelas culture had b«*en
tried
patiently for about six months with
what we are able to promote their progWe shall not nothing but discouraging results, and in
ress and their happiness.
all human probability the woman six
assume an air of superiority <r of conde- |
; weeks ago had not more than a year to
scension, but we shall extend to them
; live, if imh'cd the terribly unyielding
such courtesy and exercise, such gentlegrowth which encompassed her neck and
ness and kindness. as we should wish to
jaws did m t choke her todeath in a much
receive were the circumstances and con- shorter time Today she is going nlxmt her
ditions reversed.—National Presbyte- 1 ordinary hou-chi.ld duties. The two larger
glands—the p ir< >t io- are reduced to ah* ail
rian.
The smaller
j their normal condition
Endeavor In Mexico.
glands of th<• r.eek. which are now und-r
-»•:
hat swollen, hut
A convention of Sunday school work- treatment, nr-—: .1:
they an- yielding r.idly.
ers is to be ht Id in San Luis Potosi.
As to the action of the remedy anoth.. r
Mexico, during the early part of June,
sa\
and at that tine- the Christian Endeavor physician
“The active* letnent in this treatment ileaders are hoping to have a convention the leuoM vie or the white 1 1«k1
corpuscle
of Christian Endeavorers and secure a
i ng re. .gni/.ed as the natthe leuc.M
national organization of the 20 or more ural se.iveng. r and di-;is«* destroyer of
societies that already < xist in Mexico. the sjstem, ature s *.«tily real antitoxine.
They believe that this convention will Our method l- to re enforce nature by the
result in the formation of many new so- application of the leue<x*yt«*s to diseased
Cbr-stian Endeavor enterprise tissues, thereby destroying the perverted
cieties.
cell growth, whatever its kind and wheris not limited to the United States.
ever located.
The morbid growth once destroyed. nature restores the proper equilibGive Them a Chance.
riuin.
It
is
my own belief that this remedy
|
It would be interesting to know how will
prove to 1h* efficacious in any and ail
many Endeavor societies m:tke use of diseases which are of microbean origin.
their honorary members by obtaining
“Leucocytes watched under the microfrom them contributions fur the regu- scope, have l»een observed to take up fine
lar support of the society. They should gran tilt's of particles to he removed from
the system. MetsehnikofT laid special stress
at least be given an ojiportunity to do
the activity of leucocytes and spoke
their share with the active members in upon
of them as •eating’ the parts they were to
this work for Christ and the church.
remove.
Grolden Rule.
“It Is regarded now as not at all far■

—

■

—

Rescued From

Slavery.
Some English Endeavorers have become slaveowners ! Hearing of a young
Chinese maiden whose parents were going to sell her as a slave, they gave to
the Loudon Missionary society enough
money to buy her, bo that she could be
trained in Christian lilierty. The price
of this Chinese girl was £3 1 Os.
Our Creed.

Our creed is not what we have thought,
but what our Lord has told us. The
true creed must come down from above
and not out from within. Make your
creed simply and broadly from out of
the revelation of God, and you may keep
it to the end.—Phillips Brooks.
A

Prayer.

I pray the prayer of Plato old.
God make thee beautiful within.
And let thine eyes the good behold
In everything save sin!
Imagination held in check
To se rve, not rule, thy poised mind.
Thy reason, at the frown or beck
Of conscience, loose or bindNo dreamer thou, but real all,
Strong manhood crowning vigorous

youth.

Life made by duty epical
And rhythmic with the truth.
—John Grcenleaf
e

Whittier,

fetched to assume that Providence should
have endowed the poly nuclein, or more active and stronger leucocytes, to act as a
guard to the well being of the system at
large—to patrol the highways of the systern and act as standing armies of scavengers to resist the constant invasions of
disease germs nt all times seeking admission to the system in the air wo breathe,
the water we drink and in the food we
eat.”
A Specific In Grip.
Dr. Keeley is credited with the statement
that four doses of asafetida, of 10 grains
each, daily will completely break up the
worst case of grip in any stage of its development: that it is as absolute a specific
fur grip as quinine is for ague.
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a
full house,
conviction to the

preach always insured

to

The Moat Brilliant of Luminous

been in

could

fail

not

fill

to

empty pocket-books.
at one of them f 175 was
I think

have

we

stomachs

and

"About 8 years 0
1 suffered®
from what the doetors called rheu- o
ago,

£

record of

£

■crlbed.

to

be

thankful

our

a

village

with

a

of them brought
lit
put them Into a
Ixu. In the night the confined Insects
She
made such a noise as to awaken her.
opened the Ixu, the Inside of which seemed
to lx» all in a blare, and In her astonish
Each
ment the box fell front her hands
of the Insects seemed to be on lire. She
cause
and
re■
the
s,
<n, however, guessed
placed her brilliant guests in their place of
She adds that the light of
confinement.
one .if these insis ts is bright enough to
rend by. The firefly is a common represent
ativcof light giving insects In this country

The chief aim of our religious work
has always been to lead the young to
better conceptions of life. The evidences
fruitfulness in this respect are not
of
always plainly seen. In line with this
let me say that a former scholar of mine,
now
living in another state, wrote me
how helpful were the instructions received in the Sunday school.
Through
all his life the principles implanted there
had help'd him from many temptations
and had inspired him to lead a nobler

nuuMi, aHi.i', am) AMit:,.:>;

>.

Ilut Often Held Mack by an Illness
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month,
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rheumatism entirely disappeared.
c
James Way, proprietor of livery stable, O
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Competent Workmen.
Prompt Attention.
Low Prices.
At the old fttnnd of ROWE &. CO.,
Sonth Street.
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For Sale,
We shall
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few

months

desire

a

was

express

our

deep regret

that

a

number

ings,

and

to

have

that providence interposed.
At a
meeting, in my absence, Horace
Davis proposed to build a large building,

with

t ho>e

e-arlyjine

rs

have g- nc to the ir
of them “they were

We can say
faithful unto death."
For many:Jyears the great obstacle to
growth whs having no regular supply.
Later, C. L. Skinner, of Hangor theologireward.

cal

seminary, supplied during

mer.

Towne

For

the next

was

pletion of

engaged,

his studies

season

and
was

one

sum-

Rev. S. D.

at

the

called

com-

to

be

pastor. Under him the church grew in
numbers and spiritual strength. During
this time preaching was held at North
Ellsworth, a Sunday school organized,
and later on a church was formed.
All remembers the visit of the Pease
family as evangelists, in the fall of 1884.
Their interesting meetings resulted in
much good.
Of the^many good friends that have
supplied this church there is one that
deserves ^more than passing notice.
1
refer to Rev. Jason Mariner.
For several
years he spent a part of his summer vacation w ith us, and his visits were looked
forward to by young and old with the
greatest pleasure. A notice that he was
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papers of
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addressed to help spread the knowledge of these scientific facts, that the
people who believe root bee r is not alcoholic, because they make it themselves,
may be undeceived, and may not, when
too late, find that there is in it the sting
of the adder.
Louie E Reed,
Nai l Sup t Press Dep't.

so to sj**ak. live
their feet.
Among the latter the symptoms of
female diseases are early manifested by
weak an«l aching barks, pains in the
lower limbs and lower part of the stomach. The “monthly period" is irregular: with some profuse, with others a
The sure symptom, leucorcassation.
rh'i-.t, is present, and with faintness,
weakness, loss of appetite and sleep.
She may be sure that a womb trouble
assails her. She knows not w hen- to go
f >r aid.
Miss Mary Srnylie, of 2078 Susquehanna Avenue, Kensington, l’hiladel-

mighty unpleasant company
gits ter feel in' too big.”

when

hit

“points with pride” to
the fact that h.s wife bus worn one bonnet fur twenty-five years.
fhe feeling
with which the wife points to hc-r busband has not yet been described.
man
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A good way to cure a cough is to
stop
coughing. Most people, even when they
have colds, cough ten times where they

‘interment’ is a
a poet this morning,”
“If the poet will kindly
says an editor.
make the former,” he adds, “we will
is the latter.”
giiHr .ru*" that h«

OVER

C

(.

New England lad always lines his
jacket with republican papers, when he
expects a whipping, because he heard
there was “so much protection in them.”

and

.•.OFFICE

ATI
AND MH'A!!.N,
of Ontario Veterinary <

A

“‘Appointment’
rhyme sent in by

1) K N T I S T.
San dolor for tbs Painle** Extraction of Teeth.
•^

GKAIH

The entire circulation of the newspaper
press of the world is estimated at 10,700,000,000 copies, and there exists one journal
for every 8'J.fiOO inhabitants.

need to
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class

4,I)e mercury in de fermometer,” said
Uncle Eben, “am jest like folks. Hit am

-lore

ME.

on

err.

We

only one of thousands. Some work
cramped positions, hut the great ma-

jority of working girls,

have

We appeal t<» such papers t<> investigate
the nature of this beverage they ar* advertising a* a harmless temperance drink.

J

t<

over

tures

shown that the proportion is often larger
than in malt beers, which no religious or
literary periodical would in these days of
temperance enlightenment think of advertising. But the small percentage of
alcohol, which not even the manufacturers of the extracts deny is produced in brewing it, makes it n most
insidious foe of temperance, kindling
and fanning by imperceptible degree* the
alcoholic appetite.
Sir Benjamin Ward Richardson, the

to

Bb*k,

l'cters

KLLSWoKTH.

above to accommodate the
Sunday school and meetings. This innovation met with general approval,though
some of the tax-payers demurred.
The
building was completed at a cost of
about *5,500.
The hall was finished
largely by individuals, many contributing labor. We were all very happy
when the hall was done and the tirst
session of the Sunday school was held 1
greatest of living physiologists, says of
in it.
I think the house was tin is bed
this power of alcohol to create a taste for
about 187*2.
itself: “So long as a man is taking even
Not long after this Dr. Tenney, of EUs- |
a small quantity of alcohol, so long as
worth, n-signed, amlgKev. Mr. Garretson :
the system is under its influence ever so
succeeded him.
He, as well as Dr. 1 little. we find this taste
always present.”
took
a
grtat interest in the work
Tenney,
We can. therefore, but class root beers
at the Dalis, and meetings were held
with intoxicating beverages, and us* our
w hichj ’resuitcd
in a number of conj influent * to discourage their use*.
versions.
As there was now quite a numThe ”]
] it are gone into eaptivity, beber of professing Uhrist ians, it was procau-e they have no knowledge” of the**e
posed to form a|Union church, ms many fact*. And
by the same ignorance the
denominat ions',were represented, and it
1 aders of the people
many church ami
was organized by! Dr. Tenney and Rev.
in which they place imMr. Garretson, May 21, 1874.
Many of family paper*
plicit contldcne* have caused them
mb«
hall

a

K.

,J()IIN

liquors."
that the fermentation of sugar, yeast
and water produces alcohol.
In the manufacture of root beer there is
I the fermentation of these substances,
weather permitting, every Sabbath.
! flavored with the herb extracts; there
Soon after the Sunday school was
| must, therefore, be alcohol in it, varying
in quantity according to the length of
and
a
school
member
of
the
posed,
being
time it stands before using.
Analyses of
I
board
presented plans at a district the drink
and
wellby
unprejudiced
Here it
meeting for a modest building.
later

reputa: .-n
and fair

(Tarts.

t3tofc5sion.il

be

seems

11•••

work

S. L. LORD & CO.

Rev.

remembered with affection. It is of
interest to note here that from the time
the religious meetings were first held to
the present, there has been some service,

sustain

lo

prices.

of

some rtligious meetleading pap-rs, which circulate extenKphraim Harding, re- |
among young people ami in Chrissively
cently come to Kilsworth. was engaged. tian
families, ar«- doing much to nullify
Quite an interest was awakened. As the the effects of such
teaching by advertising
numbers increased these meetings, like
certain preparations for making root
the Sunday school,
removed to
were
beer.
Brown's hall.
It was not possible to
The pledge of the Woman’s Christian
have regular preachers, and supplies were
! temperance union is
against the use of
sources.
secured
from
various
occasionally
and traffic in “all distilled, fermented and
All these faithful ministers will always
The chemist 1ms taught
malt

expressed

dea\or

predecessor* for good

«»ur

Woman's Christian

proposed to have a dance. 1 temperance union the
superintendents
strong objections, and they of its
press department desire to express
were going to fight, but were finally paccordial appreciat ion of your valuable serified. The proceeds of the evening were
vice in advancing the cause of total absufficient to enable us to procure a tine
stinence by the publication of tcinp-rlibrary.
ance truths.
At the same time we must
a

°

•

AT THE WORLD’S FAIR °
oooooooooooooooooooooooo

young men
made quite

After

®

Cal.

Ayer'sSarsaparilla l

of
TO THE

the ®

year, until

WORKING GIRLS.

ers.

ti.

whole

a

MADE and REPAIRED.

There is one feature of the work pleasant to look bflok upon, and that is the
freedom from all contentions and discords. This is to be attributed to the
unselfish spirit and the faithful co-operation of so many kind friends and help-

C.

for

.Ttmcrtiann ruts.

life.

Ill

aaparllla

sects says he h;ul several
.no (laytime and
to her

better record?

q

£

THE LANTKHN PLY

business.
Among the young ladies a
large number have become teachers, and
Where is
are held in high esteem by all.

last,

At

I began taking O
Ayer’ s Sarsapa- ®
After ft short time, the pains
rilla.
ceased. I continued the use of the Bar O

realized.

reason

£

pre-

Sunday school. One
of its pupils i« a i^astor, one i« studying
for the ministry, several are college
students, one is a physician, two are
dentists, others graduating from the
are
now
engaged in
school,
high
for the

Nobody

and which clung to
mo In spite of the o
®
medicines

remember that

I

®

knows the pain
and misery which O
I bad to endure ®

to

That writer does the most who gives j
knowledge and takes !
from them the least time.

If you believed what the discontented
assert, you wouldn’t believe in one solitary man or woman with a grain of goodness or civilitj’.—Charles Dickens.

Cures Rheumatism.

mat Ism.

~

Grant—Can it he possible that Hawkins
is in love with that fat girl? Why, she
weighs 300. at least. Hobbs—No; I don’t
believe he’s in love; he’s just infatuated.

Ayer’S Sarsaparilla

a

the colonel a man to be trusted?’’
“I think you will find him so.
If you
trust him once, you'll trust him forever.”
his readers the most

PAIN AND MISERY

community w here such
abundant provision was made of such
excellent quality and tempting variety as
at those suppers.
They were laterally
baked
The way
beans,
patronized.
sponge cake and lemon {ties disap|»eared
never

“Mr. X has threatened to kick me the
next time he meets
me
in company.
Now, if I see him walk into the room,
what am I to do?” “Sit down!”

“Is

3t)Ucrttscmmts.

1 need a.

Tlu> lantern fly of Sonth America in salil
an inspiration to all.
were
far tlio most brilliant of all luI to lie by
It sometimes measures
minous Insists.
During his visits a picnic was usually
Thr
In length.
held, which on one occasion about three ! more than two Inches
1
shots' of the head Is very curious. It is
hundred attended. The Ellsworth hand
a
hollow, Iranst'arvnt
furnt hisl with
w as engaged, and business was quite sus! snout, nearly the length of Its lssly,
the
also
has
to
receive
He
gone
A lady
pended.
whence comes the lami'llke ll^rht.
reward for his faithful labors.
of these In
j relating her first lmiiresslons
was
for
ex
current
The money
{tenses
usually raised by a fair and supper. It is
due to the Falls ladies to say that I have
carried

His words
hearts, and

jj

—y.-j

Caveats, ami Trade Marks obtained and a Patent business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our office Is opposite U. 8. Patent Office. We
have no sul» agencies, all business direct, hence
c->*n transact patent business in less time and at
LESS COST than those remote from Wash
button.
send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tlon. We advise, if pe ten table or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent Is secured.
A book, "llow to obtain Patents," with references to actual clients In your state, county, or
town, sent free. Address

C. A. SNOW & CO.,

Opposite Patent Office. Washington, D. C.

IT’S WORTH TRYING

Subscribe for Tuk American
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additional
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ter

other

Percy

Hancock

j

Ministerial association
ill be in session

of

here^Juiy

Arthur Dyer is expected home
from Cotuit, Cape Cod.
I>r. G.

good

A. Phillips, of Ellsworth, was
Mattie Sawyer Sunday.

man

a
beautiful location, on the
of Mrs. Abigail Hobinson. A
daughter born to Mrs. Caroline l^awlor
Jam 10 w ill help the young Christopher
to make music in the new home.

Iiiwlor

room, and has

Mrs.

urday.
I

accompanied

his

on

tour

of

veyance.
.]. H.
tensive

Gilley has been doing quite an expiece of stone work for John O.
the

Hancock,

building

A

shore to

was

sit.**

a

where it was
stone b»»H* incut
n

at

markctmnn

Mauset.

removed by him from the
William Newman's,
raised and a substantial
near

added, the w hole making
mat and commodious market place.

concert

attended,

in

the

and

a

evening
long and

(filbert arrived at Cndercliff SatHer son, Prof. A. F. Gilbert, of

Somerville, Mass., is expected later in the
season, after he returns from a trip to

Kev. J. A.

Sunday

on

the

some

The third
ered

on

Airs,

gent

course

of lectures

soon

was

Wednesday evening by

by

improved when she returns,
The lecture last Thursday evening by
Rev. C. W. Bradlee, of Rockland, wan
enjoyed by all who attended. The
North l.unioiMt*.
audience was small but appreciative, and
Mrs. Lucy Gray
has returned home
the subject, ••Punctual People,” was very
from Ell*worth.
suggestive as well as humorous.
The
roud
through John Austin’s
Cora (Jordon and Mattie Hoppremises is under process of construckins met w ith an accident while driving

tion.

week.
last
The
Harbor
broke, causing the horse to run
Miss Hopkins
and throwing them out.
«d a slight sprain, but fortunat.lv
rece
both escaped seri*>us injury.
June IP.
Sullivan

at

Melvin McFarland was kickc.i by lLi
horse Saturday nigltt. His upper lip was

harness

cut.
on

the

Mrs. Marcelius Lamphar, of Mt. Desert,
who hits been visiting A. A. Richard-

J. W. Bunker
store erected. It

is

having

t

A

Harry Hodgkins and family, of Bar
Harbor, spent Sunday recently with Mr-.
Hodgkins' mother, Mrs. I. N. Salisbury.

I.

turned home.
YOUNG-BA RTI.KTT.

very pretty home wedding took pbi
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry K.
Bartlett, at Partridge Cove, at eight
o'clock Wednesday evening, June ly,
when their daughter, Alice Ethel Bartlett, was married to Ralph Theodore
Young, son of Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Young,
of Lamoiue.
Rev. L. D. Cochrane, of
A

Ellsworth,

officiated.
The bride was attired in white benrietta, with lace and ribbon trimmings,
and wore a corsage bouquet of white
carnations. The bridesmaid, Miss Alice

Whittaker,

of

and

lace.

"l

I

entertainment June Id in Oakland
hull. The stage was very handsomely
decorated with ferns and wild flowers.
The superintendent thanks Miss homes
She labored
for her kind help.
very
earnestly for the entertainment. She
also’thanks the ladies of the place for the
contribution of cake, and Bloomfield
Richardson for the use of the hall.
an

Melvin McFarland.
The parlor, where the ceremony was
performed, was tastefully decorated with
cut flowers and ferns.
Relatives and
intimate frieiids were present to the
number of about thirty-five. After the
ceremony refreshments were served.
The bride was the recipient of many
The
handsome and useful presents.
guests departed with congratulations and
best wishes for the bride and groom,
which found expression in a generous
shower of rice.
Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett will make their
home with the groom’s parents.
The wedding day was also the seventyfourth birthday
anniversary of Mrs.
Phcebe Bartlett, grandmother of the
bride, in honor of which it was fixed.

C!.i-rri«

•*.

J. H. West and Mrs.
were in
of Franklin,
call

on

Friday

.12(a). 15
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ton—
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per lb

Coco inuts, each
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.12ro 20
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]r,

town

Your Liver
I

!

Is out of order if you
have bitter
taste, offensivo breath,
sick headache,

stomach,

ITood’s Pills rou9a
the liver, cure biliousness, restore proper
digestion, expel accumulated impurities,
cure

const

or nausea.

ipat

ion. 23 cents.

lb

IN

her.

Miss Etta Simpson, who spent the past
winter in Newton, Mass., has closed her
house here and gone to Bar Harbor, w here
she is employed by J. W. Crapo.

Orlauti.

George C. Emery and son Richard,
Kansas City, arrived in tow n Saturday
will remain with Mrs.
morning, and
Emery’s mother, Mrs. C. A. Stimson, for
the summer.

Increased pensions have been issued to
Jeremiah Wink and Henry W. Gray, of
this place.

Rev. J. T. Horner and family arrived in
tow n iu^t Tuesday, and are established at
Mrs. M. A. Franklin’s house for the sea-

Mrs.

of

busi-

had better try and

story

....

of

and
at

patterns,

sistent with

the latest

prices

good

FRIEND

LEWIS

French
Mixture

last.

in

this:

width

Elegant

OF SUPERIORITY.

man

disthat

friendship

no

we

Trousers cut to your orfashionable
der in the

by C. I. Hood & Co., I.owell. Mass.

PROOF POSITIVE

is

—so

AT THAT

Prepared only

old

this

statement

low once—but that’s another

.15
,2b

LOOK

in the

ness

Log. Walnuts, per

Zltjurrtisnnrnts.

slight fever,
weight or fullheartburn,

15

for.

eet alone without customers than
We knew a felwithout friends.

Tamarinds,
Currants,
.08(5) 12
.08
Ai'i-h1*. di-dce string
.12
i!.nice sliced

Even the pres*, be ini' human, may be
sometimes mistaken. Charles Dickens.

a

Spiro Bridgbam, son of Dr. F. W.
Bridghatn, arrived last week from Pittsfield, where he has been attending school.
Mrs. A. S. Cummings arrived in town
Borne two
weeks ago, and opened the
Emery homestead, closed since last No-

the
is

ness’’—a

&

con-

work.
CO.

TE [.Kill ON E CONN EC ! ION.

li.

C.

L. W. Blaisfor

prove
“there

.15
10

Filbert*, per lb
>'•

you—doing

will hold

.16

Messina Oranges, .2
California oranges,

have worked

we

given prices which have
attracted you and treatment which

-15

A

business—

a

We have

.04

1<-«1,
hike,
Fresh l'ruit.

all

but

superstructure,
that’s what

Tallow—per lb—

Clover.

right for
steady custom

is

Transient trade

is the foundation of

Rough,
Tried,

T2

.18

Almonds, per '.h
Pecans, per lb
Brazils, per lo

Miss Helen Smith, of the Bar Harbor
Record, is at home with her mother for a
few weeks’ much-needed rest.

vem

Coal—per
Broken,

.2U@.2S

••

Bigs,
Oates,
Raislt.s,
Prunes,

an.

Mrs.

MAKE FRIENDS
OF OUR CUSTOMERS
—AND CUSTOMERS
OF OUR FRIENDS.

,06(o..20

h
Brruwherries.
Ku-ld strawberries, lb
Dried Fruit.

lb

June 17.
Sulll\

3.(5

3u<i .35
.1-/.15
15> -Ih

I'Tieapp!*'*,

by

WE

.05

lb

N ill**.

Mrs.

The library society held its weekly
meeting with Mrs. Flora Bordeaux, last
Tuesday afternoon.
The Juvenile Temple Watchtower guv.

Lemons, pr doz
Bananas,
Apples,

ASbcttisnnmts.

Bertram

Hiram Treworgv, of East Surry, is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Charlotte
Richardson.

Six handsome paper dolls, showing ladies* bicyclo costumes
noted designers, will be mailed for five j-cent stamps.

2sBKj|

.70

bu

Providence
Buffalo

two l-ccnt

stamps.

Seed*.
Herds Grass per
Red Top, tier lb
L iwn seed, lb,

Chicago
San Francisco

Agency, or
by mall tor

per load

lb
-05
Ox
.05
Cow,
Ca.t Skins, green .3 M..7 »
.25(01.40
Pelt*.
15 (a .25
Lamb skins,

granted to W. L.
hi-plac.-, for a mail-bag fasten-

llug.-ne Richardson has returned from
k'p.rt, w h> re he has been atiiuding
school.

wore

man was

purchased

large schooner is at Brewer’s wharf
i.iig with paving blocks.

yellow
dell,
The groom’s best
short

Kllsworth,

has

Boston
Kew York

04

2.00i4eL50 stove,

Hides—per

furniture

been

Bin

C

Miss Gertrude Bragdon, who has been
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Clara Abbott, at her
summer home at
Hast l<amoine, lias re-

Dorr

BRANCH STORES.

Free at any
Columbia

Corn, full w.-lght pr bu .75
.75
Barley, per bu
.10
Oats, per bu
Hide* and Tallow.

the West Gouldsboro’s here Saturday, June 29.
June 24.

Byard.of
ing.

3.00>o..600

Corn meal per Du

with

Sargent vill**.
A patent has

Send for
Catalogue.

gftl

»

will -be a tine building.
newly-organized base ball team of
this place will probably arrange to play

I.

I.»■ w i**

a

«Krl

6.00
Kgg,
6.00
1.0C(all.25 Nut,
6.00
Blacksmith's,
Flour, Grain ami Feed.
bbl—
Shorts,
Flour—per
per bag
1.20(0.1.25
Mixed feed,
4.0C(o.4.50
Straights,
1.25
St. Louis roller,
Winterwheat,
4.(XYoi43iO Spring wheat, 1.10@1.15
Patents,
Middlings, per hag
1.35
Winterwheat, 4.75(015.2’)
Spring wheat, 5.0U@5.io

The

1

.14(0
Corned fish per
25 @.35 Lobsters, each
.10 Shad,
Uluetlsh,
Trout,
Fuel.

Hry Hard,
l>ry Soft.
Roundings,

Mrs. Fred Hamilton and two children,
of Prospect Harbor, are visiting here.
Mrs. Flora Gerrish, of Winter Harbor,
has been visiting relatives here this week.
1

■

.12

'■ Wood--per cord—

A. F. Hooper and son have commenced
the stone work on Yellow Island.

Brow n’s colt.

son, has returned home.

apt. A. C. Holt returned home la-d
Friday, leaving his vessel, the ‘Helen G.
Moseley,” in command of his son Arthur.

ii

to

Miss Jessie Bunker is employed at the
Bianey cottage, Iron bound Isle.

\acation.
So ii

soon.

go

Jjjgl

Smoked bloaters, doz
.25
Smoked alewives, string

.05
.('4
.16

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Salmon,
l'ickerel,

hamund bar-

ana

Model 42 Columbia has been especially designed
for the many ladies who prefer to wear knickerbockers rather than cumbersome skirts.
Ladies’ wheels also in Hartford Bicycles at lower
prices—580, $60, 550.

.10
.12

.15 Halibut fins,
.24 Halibut heads.

doz
Fresh-ner lb

Florence Bunker has gone to
Southwest Harbor to work.

A.

much

expected

2#©i

^

Mackerel, large, apiece
.25(5. .30

.10

,C5<£).06 Tongues and sounds,

Mackerel.
Herring, per

Miss

Miss Annie Crosby, who has been in
poor health for some time, left town on
Monday to spend ttie summer with her
brother. Her many friends hope to set
r

bargeiit
have been ill.

Miss Kthel Hooper expects to
this summer.

deliv-

Miss

joan

here

.06
.f*4
.04

Salt—

.07'5

Pollock.

Sorrento

M. Wilson, of Bangor. Miss Wilson if
well known here by the students, and hei
lecture was very profitable.

h-

Salt—per lb
Dry Cod,

South (iouhKhoro.
are

Model 41 Columbia

Veal Is higher and spring lainb lower this
week.
.08
LV5J.25 Tripe, per lb
Steak, Beef, lb.
.13(0.15 Hams, per lb
.13/U.I4
Fresh Pork,
,0fi//r.l0
Veal, perlb
.08(g) 2 * Mutton, per ib.
.10/5.14 Spring Umh, per lb .14(0*20
Boasts,
Beef. Corned, pr lb .06/5* 1 '* Poultry—per lb—
!6
.18(a) 20
Fowl,
Tongue,
.lo Bologna
.10 i
Salt Pork, per lb
.10/5 12
Lard, per lb
.08
Pigs' Feet, per ib
Flail.

Roy.

visitors

Buckwheat,
Graham,
Bye meal,

.06

|

•*

esting sermon at the Baptist church Sunday afternoon, many of his old acquaintances
being present. He will leave on
Wednesday for his home.

Harbor, spent

is to be organized
of the “leaders of sport."

in—

use

Columbia Bicycles

•*

The venerable Rev. II. M. Eaton, of
M iddleborough, Mass.,
is here
South
visiting relate*-. He preached an inter-

town.

A tennis club

models for women’s

new

—

entertainment of those who may favor
them with their presence.

Weed baptized four persons
Winter

Physicians recommend bicycling. Dame
Fashion says it is “good form.” Two

.40 Dairy, per hag
Havana,
.05/5.25
.5(i
Porto Kico,
1.00
Liverpool, pr cwt
60 Turks Island, pr cwt
1.00
Syrup,
Maple Syrup, pqt. 25(5)30 Oil-per gal
Linseed,
.60(5)65
.12
Kerosene, per gal
Astral oil,
.14
Lumber and Itiiilding Material*.
Lumber—per M—
lapboards—per M—
8f5)l" Extra Spruce.
Hemlock.
24(5-26
Hemlock boards
7.(5,12 Spruce, No. 1,
17(5,18
12(516 Clear l'lne,
36(560
Spruce
15(5)20 Extra Pine,
35(5*60
Spruce door,
Pine.
.12(0)35 Laths—per M-2.00
15(5,16 Spruce.
Matchedpine,
Shingles—per M—
.02(5).04
Nalls—perlb
3.25 Cement- per Cask
1.60
Cedar, Extra,
2.10
one.
Lime—per Cask 1.0fi@l.l0
No. 1,
1.40 Brick—per M
7.oix5ill
.0("i|.uO White Lead—pr lb .05/g) "8
Scoots.
1'5* 1.25
Spruce,
l*rovi*ion*.

season.

Summer

.C61-2
.C5

B.

Molasses—per gal—

Ernest L. Haynes is at home from Bar
a few days.
He will go to the
Lynam house where lie is employed for

last.

frank 1 racy, of

Sunday in

apt. Merrill Chatto and wife, of Surry,
H|>ent a few days of last week w ith friends
Mrs. Chatto, who
at Southwest Harbor.
is
superintendent of juvenile temple
work, was well pleased with the routine
work and apj»arent zeal of
Sparkling
has
This temple
Diamond juveniles.
marched steadily forward, holding its
own in point of numbers for many years,
the seniors nearly always graduating into
Ocean He ho lodge of Good Templars as
soon as they reach suitable age.
Si’KAY.
June 23.

cashmere

Granulated,
Coffee—A &
Yellow, C.

Trillion.

Harbor for

B. B. Havey is enlarging bis stable.

largely
interesting

(.

summer

\V***it

June 23.

was

Raymond McFarland arrived home
Sunday from Amherst college for

Creamery per It*.23
Dairy. 15&18
Cheese,
Bent factory (new) per 8*.15
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (Imported).1.10

Sullivan.

VV*«t

—

j

the

program of music and recitations impressed ail with the importance of the
car* ful training of the children for the
active du. ies of life.

badly

Rutter.

.03 Potatoes,
perlb
.50
I-ast Saturday forenoon Richard Greene Beets,
.05
.50
Turnips, nor bu
j New cabbage,
.(6 Spinach, pk
.30
thrown from his bicycle. He did not j Bermuda onions, lb,
.(3 Cucumbers, western,
Squashes, per lb
.03
.03 Cucumbers native,
.06
appear to be much hurt at the time, but Parsnips,
string beans, qt
.10
.In
Kadishes.
bunch,
in the afternoon, while on his way to the Bunch
.10
beets,
|
.08
Lettuce, bunch,
.10 Asparagus,
.15
steamboat wharf with the Grange store Bunch carrots,
Groceries.
delivery team, he fainted from pain. He j
lb
.0651)10
Coffee—per
Kice.perlb
soon recovered, and Mr. Osgood, the road
Bio,
.25(5(30 Pickles, per gal
.4(|5i.KO
.40
Mocha,
.3 (£,.75
Olives, per qt
commissioner, who was repairing the
Java,
.37 Vinegar -per gal—
Cure cider,
.25
roads, loaned him his buggy to come Tea—perlb—
.40/5: 60 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
.06
home. He is now about again.
.05
Oolong,
.25f£».60 Out meal, per lb
lb—
rolled
.05
Sugar--per
oats
(Quaker
June 22.
G.

the extreme northern part of
cape to a locality which is not pleasing to the people in general, as threefourths of tho*e interested have signed a
petition for it to remain where it is.
Many <-f us will now be obliged to go
about four miles for our mail if t he
office is moved to its obi position.
June 17.

crew

the frequent rock-blasting explosions.
Children’s Day was observed at the
Methodist church, which was beautifully decorated for t tie occasion, June Id.
A

Improved, per bu (seed).2.50

of the
in front.

corner

corners

m

Peas:

was

moved to

of twenty-tlve men from Cape
1.1;/ abe: h, furnished by Contractor Dyer,
has ! <■•!! hard at work the |*ant two weeks
for the water company, preparing a ditch
for the main pipe, erecting a stand pi|>e.
etc.
iYrimp", according to science, our
smart little rain of Saturday was due to
A

octagonal

Improved Yellow Eye. per bush.2.30 *3.00
l*ea, hand picked, per bu.2.50a3.00

K

Bicycling for
Women

2

Beans.

Capt. C. C. Clark and wife, of South
Surry, were in town Sunday, June 10, in
attendance at the obsequies of Miss Lizzie
V. B. Black has already applications for
S. Haynes.
more summer boarders than he can entertain.
One arrived Saturday.
At Little
Capt. Charles Cousins, of Green’s Landing, after an absence of several years,
Deer Isle (.apt. Babson is obliged to turn
was in town Sunday calling on relatives
He was enteraway many applicants.
taining ten on the 10th inst., with more and friends.
arr:\ ing
The ladies of the society of King’s
daily.
Daughters are making every preparation
W * are informed that our post-office,
f »r a grand eelehration on the Fourth of
which has fora few years been nearly in
No pains will be spared
for the
the centre of Cape Hosier, is to be re- July.

the

COL UMBIAS—They almost tty.

.......

Porter Staples is quite ill at the
home of her parents, John Bakeman and
wife. She came home on a visit.
Mr.
Staples is employed at Little Deer Isle by
Capt. Babson.

county tow ns by Frank Mason, of Bluehill, bicycles giving rapid and uny con-

tmmmm

I.ast Saturday Fred J. Candage went to Fftffa.
pasture to get his mare. He found
Fresh laid, per doz.15
her lying down with a small hole in her i Hay.
side and four ribs broken from the backBest loose, per ton. .8 510
Billed. .12 a U
bone. He thinks the injuries were caused
j .Straw.
by the mare rolling on a small stump and ; Loom*
.7 o8
struggling to clear herself. The mare j Baled.I0gl2
was killed.
Vegetables.

Mrs.

prof. Kugene Stover, principal
hill academy, was in town last week introducing new book* into schools. He

LAW BKOAKDINO WRIOHTS AND MEASURES.

his

Europe.

of Blue-

was

F A INK

It is an artistic piece of workmanship.
Isaac L. Hodgkins, Ellsworth, is the
maker.

Lightning Friday struck the house of
Ephraim Dyer, entering every room, doing some damage to the building, ami
killing a eat. The family was absent.

on

Stobrrtiurmmtis.

MARKETS.

Country Produce.

closet is made to fit into the

lnonumeut.

horn" lot

^

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60 pounds, and
bushel of Turks Island salt shall weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes, in good
order and fit for
Is 60 pounds.
rhe standard shipping.
weight of a bushel of beans In good order and til for shipping, is 62 pounds. Of wheat, beets,
rut a haga turnips and peas, 60 pounds; of corn, 66
pounds; of onions, 52 pounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye. and Indian meal, 60 pounds; of barley and
buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats 82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

Monday Mrs. N. J. Long was the
recipient of an elegant crockery closet
neatly finished with glass doors. It was
a present from her
daughter Lizzie. The

Miss Mattie Sawyer still remains quite
ill*
Dr. Farrar is attending her. iler
friends hope for iier speedy recovery.

mittee i^ now being appreciated, and n
much better understanding established
all around. I-et us hope that the foothold gained may never be relinquished.
A new cottage is being erected for Allen

AC

•

Last

M iss Annie Johnson is on the Cape, and
helping the young people in their Christian Endeavor meetings.

Metho-

A A

Wednesday, June 2f», 189*.

book-keeper.

this

from Boston is hoarding at C. H.
Blake's ami getting the steamer “Cornet” ready for sea.

10.

AX

ELLSWORTH

Clara Lula

Norwood’s Cove have
Cottagers at
ore established at
marly all arrived, and
C. H. Blake caught five tine salmon
their summer homes.
June 13. Two of them weighed twenty
II \v. Hodgkins, wife and daughter,
Sorrento from Yonkers, pounds each; the others were only a I it
on their way to
i tie smaller.
Ywhere
they
spent the winter,
V
Mr. Butterfield is here to set a tablet to
and
at
Northeast
here
relatives
visited
the memory of \V. \V. Blake, and also to
Harbor.
finish tlie carving on Daniel Blake’s
work of the sidewalk comThe

relative,

E.

season

A

it larger
Harbor Record's (ummn list,
other papert printed
than that of all the
in Hancock county.

"

a

Knot Itluelilll.

culled to attend

of

The

accompanied by

Long, Lizzie P. Long, Susie
Long and Mollie A. Long, started
Annie Blake came down from Castine yesterday morning for the Point Lookand returned
out club house, Isle au Haut, where they
Sunday.
Mrs. Hose Ames and Lyman Sawyer will work during the season. Miss Lula
has charge of the help, and will act as
have arrived from Orland.

the only paper printed in
icaS it
county, and has never claimed to

dists

Clifford has arrived home from

Strawberries are ripening. Two quarts
picked June 10.

not

}<oiitl»we«t Hartmr.

are

Mrs. T. Hooker and daughter, of BrookR.
lyn, N. Y.

were

bined

tion

They

son.

Hound.

AMERICAN hat subtcrihert at 10H
11':
the
post-offices in Hancock county;
of
other
papert in the county com„U the
do not reach to many. Tiie AmerXhk

AA

■

Cap* Homer.
George Hodman has arrived home.

pages.

that ran propbe. hut it it the only paper
a C'OCNTY paper; all the
called
he
erly
The circularest are merely local papert.
Tiik American, hairing the liar

■

MY WINDOW.

FOSTER,
DEALER

FURNITURE

AND

What better
be that the

COOLEY

or

stronger

evidence

20 cts.

Only

(Cut of Creamer.)
can

there

CREAMER-

is the best milk setting apparatus in the
worl'1
an tlie fact that every new apparatus that has come on to tlie market has had
to adopt its process or patents before it

FUNERAL
Flowers

furnished,

FJLX2TT2ZIS’

FLORIDA

ORANCES, |

30

7

and

32 Main

ME.

all

Seasons.

20

c.

to 35

c.

ROOFING

STEEL

per doz.

and

E.

G.

SIDING.

53 Main Street.

Send for

j

catalogue
of

prices.

Ellsworth.

Pauper Notice.

rpHE undersigned hereby gives notice that ho
has contracted with the City of Ellsworth.for
the support of the poor, during the cusulng year,
and has made ample provision for their support.

He therefore forbids all persons from furnishing
supplies to any pauper on his account, as without
Tin* Penn Iron Hoofing and Corhis written order, he will pay for no goods so
rugating Co. (Ltd ), Phila.,
Harry S. JoNBfl.
I furnished.
l*a., Sole Mfrg.

Lightning,

SMITH,

SUPPLIES.

Street,

-from-

(Sagendorph’8 Patent.)

LEWISTON,

at

NICE

points.

A. b. A. K. F. (JOSS co.,

DIRECTOR.

(

could make a success? which fact is proved
by the numerous decisions of the courts
against other apparatus. Would they take
the risk of Infringement unless they know
there was great benefit in the patent* they
infringe?
Certainly not; and therefore
they pay a great tribute to tIn* Cooley
Creamer by attempting to adopt Its good

per£lb.

Fire

and

Storm Proof.

I

1 1 J

A

X aTI I

»

-Sr-

<tl)c ^llsiomll) American.

and Notes of Interest of Hancock County Towns.
The “Shore Line” railroad project is
Thi9 road means a great
not dead yet.
deal to Hancock as well as t<> Washington

POLITICAL JOURNAL

rrBUsiiED
THU RSI'AY MORNINl,

K VERA

AT

MAINE,

I LL-WORT1L
Bi

HAN'

paid
red.

AJ\.
be "i"’’

■

JUNE 27, lS9o.

AY.

,"i

equal propriety, designate

Tiic

ol

»f.i'v:t

now opportunity for collecting
comparing the different flowers of
the same family, and noting the common
characteristics. This i* particularly in-

teresting where several varieties are in
blossom at the same time.
June 1. 1 found the bright yellow blossom of the trailing vine which borders
our roadsides, and is commonly known

has thus

far

shown H.tii' oek county to be possessof several base ball teams of exceptional strength. Probably not for
eU

many

rs

good

team

Ellsworth

has
at

,s

present.

had so
Franklin.

Bucksixirt and Bar Harbor have good
teams

West Sullivan enters the arena
-, time
tliis week, and Sor-

for tii’ :i

will probably follow very soon.
Cherry field, though not in this county, may pi’v >erly be included in the
rento

Hancoi k county group.
Universal interest is

being

taken

this year in the national game in this

vicinity,

f.ocal

has furnished in

pride

several towns far better ground- than
are com tidily found in the country.
In one u wn Bluehill—where there is
me** ~.1' ’a! nine, the agricultural

society of that place has laid
unusually good ground, which
by visiting teams.

is used

being

of

visiting

a

club

spectators.
Naturally

the sympathy of a crowd
is with the home team, and naturally
it will express approval
plays or decisions in

or

of

a

or

less

at-

counter

\\ an h siri’Hn

ui

ugumiug
the press

if*

|

help

re-

confusing

Harbor and at Franklin exhibitions of

to

given

of the

money

to

playing

and not to listen to tirades of

see

t

accompaniments

The

they

are

of

or

For the most part the players teerathe evil
are
well-behaved;
which we are decrying is confined al-

wholly

the spectators.
Now and then a player by a v.

glorious Fourth
observed

■<

Tin ;
hill w i.i

is to be

more

...

and

pot ate-

drama

a

of

in

bat

tires

rse

trotting

).[■>*-

f
an :

I

us

at

mistake at 'ume

to

here and

there to mount too far and too fast.
The volume of all business is by no
means equal to that of 1S92 as yet.

quarter in

a

fraction of

lower than a

..

At

in

a

per cent,
Two influ-

1

Sarsaparilla is
in
only true blood purifier prominently
i—tte when
petite eye to-lay. It i; r
Houd'a

otter? tail, tie.Mu-e it
llood's This
in-,

'a*.

rule

:re

n

jo-

I.itljation

..

■
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Retail.

A 1

s

of m.I.I.S AT SL'NKISF. FANTASTICS. KIRKMKN'S FARAD!.. HAND CONCERT. SACK AND POTATO
RACKS. PIE EATING CONTI ST.
TUB AND WHEELBARROW
RACES, THREE LEGGED
HACK. SWIMM’NG Co»NTEST, TUG OF WAR

it-

GOOD

X

c.

I'

Utn

-■

the

Glass.

a

ih<-

.•.Mi

••

-.une

-V

...

in

we-!

:nd

m

mask.

Worth?

upon

that

where

honestly,

you

And

conscientiously

than anywhere in the State,
that
Call

\rtikiir
Wardwell,
f
NewMi:U"3
hv
Oak
*trce!:
.m
"! the iate N am y
V.
\
Hi vo

b«

..

Administrator.
...

ip,-

.n

riled,

ami ha<>{ executrix *>f

that -he ha- been
taken upon inr-rif

the

la-t

w

believe

or

any

matter.
It’s
and learn my

5 WATER ST.

./

(>

JtTXXEI! T.IBLE

\\

1. /. V)'

or

marred

by

the table

will devote almost more attention to
these equipments and to the service
than to the food Itself. My stock Is

"
"

|

[
*'
t

[

('

|1

complete.

E. F. ROBINSON.
Spru'al

j|

Xoticrs.

Fire in the business portion of Dover
NOTICE.
last Thursday destroyed nine stores, and {
FORBID all persons harboring or trusting
partially destroyed two dwellings and the j
A. Treworgy, on my acFermor
wife,
my
office of the Dover (Jhsrrrrr. It was the I count. as I shall pay no bills of her contractmost
lisa&trous tire in the history of ing after this date. Philip B. Treworgy,
Ellsworth, Maine.
Dover. The loss is estimated at *30,000.
June 12, 1895.
Incendiarism is suspected.

duly

ken upon himself the
administrator of the e-tate of
Abijah Garland, late of Ellsworth, in the
county "f Hancoek, d.-ci ised, by giving bonds
as th*- law directs;
he therefore requests all
person- who ire indebted to said deceased’s
estate,to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon to exhibit the
same for settlement.
Lynwood F. Giles.
Ellsworth, June 12, 189e».
trust

CLOTHIER and MEN'S FURNISHER.

appointments—In china, In silver, In
glass. The fastidious housekeejier

subscriber hereby gives publii notice
pHE
to all concerned, T tint he In.- I
1
m

appointed and ha-

OWEN IJYllX,

lias been made

of bells and tiring of cannon.
Fantastic*: £25 in prizes for the three most

7..’50 A. m.

twenty-five
8.30

a.

to

enter,

or no

of

unique

characters:

prizes.

Band Concert.

m.

MINOR SPORTS. !> A. M.
Sack Race

Prizes:

Potato Race

*2.00; #*1.00.
Prizes: *2.00; si.00.

Three-legged

Prizes: S.'l.on; 82.1*0.

Race

Wheelbarrow Race

Eating

Pie

of War, or
each team
test

12.00 m.

'sfj

>2.00; si.O'i.
Prizes: *2.(*0;

Tub Race

Firemen's Parade.

10.*k) a. M.

Prizes:
Contest
Prizes:

Prizes:

>

’.

do

>1

00:

>2

>::.<«>;

Rope Pull, between teams of four men each, members ot
belonging to same town. Three teams must enter, or no con-

Prize: .*10.00.
Firemen's Dinner ;n Hancock Hall.

All the loIVllooll, l
Afternoon

down

llll

Wvmnn

at

tow II.

Park:

Trot.

I i<>!•->•

11

itaee*. F.a-o Hall.
}•

-One Fare for the Hound

Trip

on

Railroad.

Maine Central

..mi tes-

hi- taken
upon herself the
of u:i admini-t: ..t nx <f tin e-tate of
»i.
Alfred
Mum 1. late of Eden, in the
county of Hancock, decea-ed, b>
giving
bonds a- the law lim-t-. -in- therefore requests all persons who are indebted to the
said
leceased’s esta
payment, and tho-e who have any demands
thereon to exhibit tin
nr [nr
,-eti it meut.
June 12, lHy.r>.
Li na Muiiiu.i l,
f

prices.

between two of the strongest
TEAMS IN THE STATE.

T

DADJU,

EROGWAMMK.

>atunl

afterm
on
the
described reai t-*
S
in
EngMl
.-d as follows
-treet, and bounded
•*
*--.imue 1
on

State.

the

Kinging

Sunrise

All Entries for MINOR SPORTS must Ik* made with Mu. O. i>. STCART.

BUY

YOUR

SPRING

THE MAN WHO—

MEDICINES

HAS WHEELS

tru-t

prices.

;

at

tj

DxlijlJ

appointed, ami

I

out.

that your
money is worth more
w hen clothes are the basis of comparison, right here in Ellsworth,
other state for
for you to test.

D a OT7

rpHE
1

question depends

go to

race,

Swimming Match for Married Men

■

What’s Your
Answering

ENGINES,

OFFERED.

LARGE PURSES for HORSE TROTTING.

Tug

fr. i,.
f Hit

f ]
moine. in the county of Hanco, k. d< ceased,
no bond being required by the •. rm- of said
will: .-he therefore reipo -t- ad persons who
are indebted t«< said dn a-»
e-tate, to
make immedialt
tnd thos< who
hav e*:i n > demand- thereon : ex I.. lot the same
A-.n M ! u.i \m
for sett lenient.
I.anioine, J utu 1-'. Is.

Variety Store.

Money’s

PURSES

By TEAMS from all parts of

r-h

:•••

ho.HIlson.

thetru-t

AT

Holt's

d
! lb k

U

-i

-outb

on

duly

Home-Jiade Cocoanut Cakes

burn;, ard.

wing

t

.*n

Cream Soda ami
Boston Root Beer, rp 111l'
1
5

FIRE

itose:

Co,

the

in

k

;ii*

the

A.

Whipped

o*i !i
tit:

2

Huck-pot T

K

»i
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TRIAL
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ns-

1
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prem.'*

ami Base Balls.

1

Moot

Ulousne—. -irk
..1. iter ills.—Advl.
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tin
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v

County,

[ringing

«

Goods,

Wholesale and

Croquet

j

________________
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Held in Hancock

*,

n

"But there’s none of that now, thank
ences of tremendous power contribute
heaven
exclaimed the new woman proudto the rise, encouraging crop news ly.
“Woman has asserted herself, and"— !
and confident replenishing of stocks
“No, there's none of that now,” inter- I
old man. “That’s all past. A i
which have been for two years de- rupted the
man dot's not buy a wife in these days."
utmost.
to
the
pleted
"I should think not!"
When business payments have so
“Certainly not. It’s all changed, all
lofig been 15,000 millions yearly less j changed. Now he has to be paid to take
her, and her poor old father has to wreck
than before, it is not strange that the
his bank account to provide the dowry.
increase should be at the rate of. Yes, 1 admit that the new woman,
11,000 millions a year when faith in the Maria"—
!
Then the door was slammed as she infuture inspires general replenishment
dignantly left the room.—Chicago Timesof stocks.
Herald
Think of

The Grandest Celebration Ever

woman

iLojal Xoticcs.

Thomas J.

Ju'.y

Hainim clc»

interest

dissertation upon the progress of the sex,
"the new woman is vastly UifTerenc from
the old."
"I thought you would realize that in
time." she returned rather sharply.
"I have just been reading." he went on,
“how girls used to be sold by their parents. and some of them brought fancy

one

year ago.

.n

*

V

damn

varieties of this
flower, which reminds one

n

i.:r>

said
the old man j
Ves, indeed,
thoughtfully after his wife had delivered a j

single year is the more significant because. in spite of recent advances, the
prices of commodities as a whole
a

in

■*

*-

FIRST-* I.\SS girl to do general housework from wo to three months at Hancock Point.
Reference** required.
Address
F K. Hakt-Hof.- Hanc** k i' dnt, Me

have had three

Fourth of

tv..

One Point of Difference.

29.9 per cent, larger than last year, though s.6 per cent,
smaller than in 1S92, the last year of
full business .at this season.

average

the

are

A rise of more than

flourish*

(viAT

Ellsworth. June 20. l*«y
and

Hurrali for the 4th n! Jnlv!

C?1 !!!t(t!.
M NKHl-Fr-t Ha-- work
t
1.• wl- Friend
Apply at oil.
Kil-worth

AND oTHKK

-.

though in some important branches
Larger than in that o! any other year.
Daily payments through clearing
houses in June

Main street; house
h'Min and lot on
K Whitis*.

on

"firfwokks

n,ie-

But. stranger still, even the liquids are
froz* :. sond and sold in blocks.
Milk 1frozeii into a block in this way, with a
k
or
a
-tit
frozen
into
«»r
string
projecting
from it. This is for the convenience of the
purchaser, who can take his milk by the
string or stick and carry it hom**, swung
acros- the
mlder.
So in a (b *i*’ 1 e
use. such jus is unknown
in other e untrie.-. a man can buy his
drink wiib a stick in it "—Boston Traveller.

From all parts of the
other country.
United Stati -. the best advices obtainable tell ol a rising tide of trade and

industry,

I.»t

<>;»k -tree?;
S

1

like so much cordw.*h1, and
meat likewise.
All kinds of fowls are similarly frozen and pil»Ki up.
Some animals brought into the market
whole are propped upon their legs and j
havethcaj pearancoof ln-ing actually alive,
and as you go through the markets you !
seem to be surrounded
by living pigs,
sheep, oxen and fowls standing up anil
watching y a as though you were a visitor

last
this time, .'ays l>un'> lierinr
Saturday, must be gazing through a

ireatens

j

up in >tack>

lliisillcss.

t

on

Look Out
NOTICE or FORI CLOSl RE.
f' iik'T* ahead
when pimples, Poll-, car
for
llk«
manifestations of Impure 1
HE REAS, Lucy A Tarbox, of El swi rth,
huncle.- v d
bloo<i ap,''Hr. They wouldn't ap|M*ar If your
in the county of Hanco< k.
▼ ?
by her
blood w<
mortgage deed date'! the tenth day of June,
pure and your s% stem in the right
condition.
Thev show you what v.*u need—a ! a. d 1893, and recorded in the Hancock Reggood blood purifier; that’s what you get when istry of Deeds, book 276. page 34, conveyed t<>
me. the undersigned, a certain lot of land
you take I>r. 1’lerce’s Golden Medical Ids
with the buildings thereon, situated in said
covery.
It carries health with It. All Blood. Skin and
Ellsworth, and described a- follows, to w it
The same premises sold to William Jellison
Scalp Dl-ea-n*-, from a common blotch or erup
tion to the w -rst scrofula, arc cured bv It. It
by David Dyer and Seth Tisdale, by died
Invigorates the liver, purifies and Inriches the ! dated March the thirty-first, a. d. 1<W, and
blood, and rouses every organ Into healthful recorded in Hancock Registry, book r»9, page
action
In the mu-t stubborn forms of skin 203: it i- also described in a warrantee deed
from Isaac L. Emery to New-all Wilson, by
Disca-e-, such as Salt rheum. K.-vcma, Tetter,
in
Ery-ipi-!a-, ( arl-uncle.-, ami kindred ailment-, deed dated June 14. 189U, and recorded
Hancock Registry, b-- k 246, page '**' and
,t! .'! \\ it!, scrofula In every shape, ami all blood
taint-, it cflV.-r- perfect and permanent cures of ing tlu oropi-rtv sold -aid Lucy A Tarbox by
Newall Wilson Viv warrantee deed ilated Jum
the w -r-t rases.
h
10, a. d. 1893, to wl
be had for further d«— rip11 n- com?-lining
•ne
hundred and -1 \: > four a< r» -. i.-tc or
f
.1 mortv-: and w he re as t i.» ion-1 it or.
<•tin r. f ri !>v reagage h.'.- been broken,
-"II ol U.I
-n-: i; i->n
t n- .. -1. I
?.reach of tin

..

ing -ight in the wintur tine for everything on sale is frozen solid. F.-L are piled

the season exhibitions of such unseemly character as have been witnessed in several towns in this county

which

,j

.11;

s.

ami lot

_

>

01

telescope pointed by

I

delicate. O

evening. I

k c. k*>

setback in business

speedwell, too,

places;

1

and

races,

lie

lays himself open to good-natured pendence Day.
guying, and he must expect it. but to
Blocks of .Milk.
subject each member of a visiting
u ofIrkutsk is a c i t y in cent nil Si'
team to the Indignities he now
t1111 hr:.
people Lave i..ore
ten is compelled to submit to, is unthan f r art .:. Lil Lv cream r
without
exvi.se.
and
manly,
utterly
ing
We sincerely hope that for t lie rest
i .]*■ mai-.v. ts of Irkutsk are an

:.ei' a

1

gen-

s.iuthwt-; Harbor ami W
n<»: 1 e behind in <:• :rig h*:

or

act

He who

little

iu

k

1 h!!

to

Let
this year, will not be repeated.
have decent ball, or no ball at all.

MV

the swamp-, too, we find the common
flag, or ir: -. which is nonetheless
beautiful
for
being abundant. The
la.lie-.’ slipper, one of our 1 *v»•;;eU orch
grows not far off. and s«m. -• .arieties arc n!y found in deep swan:;*'
The

•—

ner, o.c

segvrs
most

hoi.

Church street, K..-worth.

prey.

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

In

Hancock county this
usual.
Ellsworth. Bluehili.
year than
Lamome, Southwest Harbor and West
Trenton are in the field w ith programmes
for the day.
Ellsworth offers the m«»st
elaborate programme, and Lainoine, p»rnext with cannon salute a!
nej -.
‘i -ties.
sunr -t.
speech-making, din-

erally

other sport', and
should not accompany base ball.

Bremen's contests

t

Pain-Killer

is the surest cure, the quickest amt the safest cure.
It is sold everywhere at
25c. a Lottie. Sec that you get the genuine—has "Perry Davis & Sou" oa Lottie.

'I

1

T

proceedings
horse-racing.

No such outrageous

a*

secure

Cramps may assail you at any time, without warning. You are at
a complete disadvantage—so sudden and violent is their
attack_
unless you are provided with a sure cure.

1

blue

its weather

abuse, to insults, and in many eases to
indecent language.
the

cheerily

as

the disgust of many
game who paid their
an
exhibition of ball-

lovers

making the most of it, quacks
of old and contentedly keeps
eye peeled."
Latest reports from East Bluehili state
he duck st ill lives.

the duc k is

this year,
to the detriment of the game,

greatly
and greatly

Karly in this month, the chick weeds,
which are a branch of the pink family,
begin to mak their appearance; first,

V.

holds any -mall fly that may alight, and
the outer glands at once turn inward and

tends dost ; laying, carried far beof the
ceiving attention from
j
yond. until it reaches the point of State. The Kennebec Journal says:
who
are
of
the
men
duck
is
a
abuse
Bluehili
••An
Hast
setting
positive
good example of making the most of cir- :
piaviug for the crowd's amusement cumstanres.
Lightning struck this duck
anti whose guests they are.
in the head not long ago, putting out one j
At Ellsworth, at Bucksport. at Bar eye. trepanning a portion of its skull and j
the bird.
However
otherwise
tills sort have been

sticky liquid

glands,

That East Blue-hill duck, w hich distinguished itself by living after a lively en-

here: it is. after sufficient allowance
that

odor.

aromat ie

o

emphatic manner. But the demonstration by the crowd does not stop
is made for the excitement

tlie new leaves and a rusty brow n on
those of la-t year. It is so thick that the
leaves feel a- if lined vv *h felt when you
touch them; when crushed they have an
on

1

disapproval
more

fore, and think 1- not very common; the
flowers are white, rather small, and in
large clusters; the leaves are oblong,
smooth, and evergreen; the under side
covered with a thick wool which is white

I1.VKM

the

by

blossoms. Among these arc some maples,
several viburnums (large clusters of fine,
white flowers', the pink laurel, some
bush honeysuckles with their small yellow flowers, ami the Labrador tea. The
U-t is a flower that I have never seen be-

1^

the game, and perhaps the game itself. We refer to the “guying" or

“roasting

now

1>lI

exhilarating game,
there is bo ng developed a feature
that will st riously neutralize if it does
the enjoyment of
not totally destroy
shown in t his most

-'fSJWvVS^,

--

Vv|(

out an

With all the interest that is

3t>brrtiermmts.
--v--

our

Hancock county man claims the State j
record for long distance road run.
tlie mou«e-ear chick weeds (named from
as t he flve-flnger or cinquefoil; t his name
J. S. Ankerstream. of Bar Harbor, recently j
their small, funny leaves', then the comis from the form of the leaves, five long,
of
Belfast,
that
to
rode from
by way
j
place
smaller flower, ami numerous other
leaflets radiating from a common mon,
Bangor, a distance of ninety miles, in five j green,
varieties follow m rapid succession. The
but the I,atin name of the family
point;
hours. Is this record disputed?
members of tlie pink
more pretentious
is potentilla.
because it was formerly
arrive very soon, and are very atfamily
medicinal
to
thought
possess powerful
The Lewi-ton Journal says that "about
tractive. most of them bring showy,
properties.
the only other city beside Lew iston that
The ragged-robin is
handsome flowers
other
of
this
are
four
There
species
is getting real excited over the Fourth of
I think must be quite rare
one which
which I have found in this vicinity,
July is Ellsworth.” Yes. and we're going plant
In re. as i have never seen but one plant
and there may be many more; one of
to
keep up the excitement until the
of it; tin flowers are bright pink, deeply
is the silrery cinquefoil, a low.
these
to
is
Ellsworth
arrives.
Fourth
going
ringed, ami grow upon a tall stem; there
spreading plant, which grows upon is another
have a great, big day!
;nk. t he evening-blooming
ledges, the leaves of which are covered lychn;s. w hu h is e jually large, ami a pure
vv hite color.
hairs
it
a
silwith
white
that
fine,
give
Franklin and Hancock are the banner
These are but a very few of the mimerAnother interesting
road towns of northern Hancock county very appearance.
ou« June flowers; and there are many of
member of this tamily is to be found t he others w hie h are equally interesting,
this spring, according to the county commissioners who recently returned from a on our river bank**, in places even com- though perhaps better known.
M. \. Cl RK.
June 24, 1885.
pletely submerged. The underside of
tour of inspection. Mariaville must hang
h
thick coat
ht r head in shame at the commissioners' j the leaves is covered with
Co Ha.
of silky down which give the name of
report that she wa- the only town where
weed
to this plant.
silrer
roads
the
showed neglect.
1 H;oNT K«***M. w.lh board, with
About this time we find the first of
u-«* of parlor. to two re-twctahlc people
Min ''IU.uak, •' Franklin
IVii!.' r«aus by the
those
curious
known
to
plants
The little mountain-climbing locomostreet, K!!-\vorth
name
of
The
Jaek-in-the-pulpit.
shajH*
tive formerly used on the Green MounBar Harbor, has "gone up of the root, and the fact that it was used
tain line.
ffer salt.
of
food
the
as an article
Indians, gave
by
higher." It has recently been purchased
\ 1 11»N
another name, Indian turnip.
by a railruad company in the White it
C*Eo. A
order.
Will sell cheap.
The wild calla. which can now be found Par* good
Mountain- of New Hampshire, where it
hi u. Kil-worth.
in woody swamps, is a close relative of
will continue to climb.
*’■
\ It >1
a*r*
nit* 7 to lit torn* of bay
the “Jacks.” and one of our most showy
w 11 a
K
tin
by ji .1 b: v r\
pr’-M pa]:
I" kll-w rth
1*r*
Kcv Stephen
place.
the
blossom
is
like
wild
the
flowers;
From Cape Rosier conies the complaint
tv
firt vv *od. Hargain will be given If rail* !
cultivated
calla with
which we are for-oon. A .1 SAt > 1'Kits. North‘‘rlatid, Mr
that the post-office is to be moved to an
inconvenient place,
with buildings and fine well of wa
regardless of the familiar, but smaller and lacking its de*
ter verv hand;
nit- .’> to 7 tbay '■'»
wishes of a majority of the citizens. It licious fragrance.
arte-land. known a- l 1-or l JwimmI- plane In
are
for
All swamps
very attractive now.
is whispered that the change is due to reilarga
Plenty of fire w
.1’
\
1 M’hKs, North* <*rland, M«
for-oon
and interesting plants may
lationship. It has been, we believe, the many strange
be found in them. The curious little
l^Nt.lNF AM* lb'll hi: fj.right I h -r-e
to
so
of
the
policy
post-office department
d bolh-r. p'-rta'li1 at.il or
I
p. w -t ftigi :.*•
bloscentrally locate offices as to be conven- drosera. or sundew t hough not in
»l
for at y purpose, I11 doors or
truckw he re light
Ineeded
du-l the
p. wient to the greatest number, ami it is som. ha.- its leaves spread to catch any
1 wo.. |
-aw.: g.
I ri perfect r* | rt 1 r. and
jt;
w.
hoped that this rule will not be departed unwary insect that may alight upon
'd'-Ceap *»*vn«r ha- no furtluru-s*
•'
the leaves arc covered with long, hairy I
en at Hopkiu-' foundry.
For
from at Cape Rosier.
». l(o\
A
tidd ress 1*
pit'
which secrete a
that

bicycle

Milliners.
1 s;i,i

flowery

a**

and

A

•T*
lka.se It.>11

it

June, for there is such a profusion of
flowers that it seems as if no other time
of year could furnish th» variety that is
now offered.

port will, it is believed, take the matter
the Orland
up. and reap the benefits that
farmers allowed to slip from them.

'■

Till

landlocked

some

the

There is

s

to an*!

woitb.

than anything

shrubs are in blossom
the shrubs which wait for their
leaves before putting forth their

Many of
new

in.j

of the “leafy month of June”
time when the trees are wearing
their freshest foliage; but we might, with

Orland's creamery boom has fallen fiat,
all because of a dispute between stockholder- as to a choice of location. Buek*-

'onunleatlot shouhl In- addressed
I’m.
inler- made payalm
U!ln :
l't ! 1

Bn-'1

HAN'

Ten years ago

for The Amkkk

speak

We

salmon

fry were put into Alligator lake in townships 34 and 28. The fish have prospered
well.
Recently some were taken from
the lake that weighed ten and one-half
pounds each.

Manager.

application.

-wn on

[Written

county.
CO,

.ton l*rirt?—a year: 7A !V!it-for
:
cents fur tliree months, if
:i>
advance. All arrearaees an1
h. rate ol ai per year.
:t.-\re re.i-onalde, ai"l will

Siitisr
six u

veal New Realities.

as

ins. Editor and

l.

The Woods, Fields and Swamps Re-

no:

K COUNTY l’UBI.ISHINU

•<

more

else.

Vhvs
A l.OCAL AM'

of the forget-me-not

FLOWERY .IINE.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

■

an

NOTICE OF FORECLOSI'IIK.
"VI^H KRF. A>, Ji ah B'a. k. of Sedgw ick. Haucock
it
State
of Maine, bv
county,
his mortgage deed, ciated March 5, a. d
1891. and
recorded
in
Hancock
County2N3,
Registry of Deeds, in book
page
< ondon,
126, conveyed
to
iL
Richard
of Brooksville, in
said county
of Hancock, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in said town of Sedgwick, and bounded
and described as follow-, to wit: Beginning
at the Bagaduce river, at lot number 93 of the
first division of lots of said town of Sedgwick, agreeable to the plan made by David
Carlton; thence southeasterly by said lot
number 93 to lot number 2o of the third division: them e southwesterly by said lot number 2r>, and Black's pond, to* lot number 5*2 of
the first division; thence northwesterly by
said !"t number 5*2. to said Bagaduce river:
thence by said river to the first-mentioned
bound, containing one hundred acres, more
or less
Whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken,
now
therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof. 1 claim a foreclosure of sab. mortgage.
Richard II. Condon,
By Edward L. Chase, his any.
June* 26, a. (1. l'WV

WOODWARD
NEW

BROS.

UNDER HIS FEET—

STORE

DRUG

rides

who

especially

We have one of the largest
Stocks of Drugs, Chemicals. Patent Medicines and
Toilet Articles in Eastern
Maine.

WE

Everything Fresh

MAKE

SPECIALTY

A

cles and

‘

and New

42

Main St

Headquarters

for

all

etc.

F. A. COOMBS.

Store.

7 Per Cent. Interest

“AGENTS WANTED

paid annually on t year loans, secured Dy -af
municipal mm-urities, bearing i? per cent. Intel
e-t. Loan may be marie through your own bank
’i ou get your securities when you deposit you
money.
Any -urns from $-0* up will l*e rr
e«-i\«-d. Thi-’l- a -afe and hone.-t proposition
Write f**r further Information.
to do it. Address
A. S. I>BI --LB, Broker,
Oregon City, Oregon*

nerves—

Sporting Goods,

Hammocks,

Me.

It will pay yo1

jaded

IN HIS HEAD.

OF

BROTHERS

Ellsworth,

new

WHEELS

kinds of

Opposite Boston Clothing

light,

—

HAS NO

PHYSICIANS' PRESCRIPTIONS.

WOODWARD

the

bicycle

Falcon of 1S95 pattern,
has no more rusty mus-

....

No Old Stock.

a

represent the Most Complete NnrseriefcAmerica. Cu-tomcrs get what they
order and the best quality.
Position permit
uent; terms liberal; pay weekl}\ Write at onee
nml Mfurc territory. ELLWANGER &
BARRY. Mt. Hope Nurseries Rochto

•

1

tfrtex.N.Y.’’

game —4

with

a

to

tty

Stuart

3.

to

retired

decided upon,
to change
GLORIOUS FOURTH. | two-thirds vote subject
of the committee.

side

the

left.

a

at

HOW

ELLSWORTHS DO UP BUCKSPORTS

centre

FUN FAST AND

HELD

rain made it

|

played, and thedriczling
comfortable for the spectators
work

1

;

un-

hard

Still the exhibi-

the players.

for

and

Hon of ball

playing

ever seen in

Ellsworth.

the

perhaps

was

best

Total*.. 2ft
B

A

Bucksport came over with a red-hot
that in spite of
team, showing by tills
victories,
they still retwo
their
previous

Tillock, rf.
Bums, |>.
Gorman, **.

3
3
3

Bobbins lb.

3

foegworthy of all
a
amt
little foreign
metal,
Bucksport's

llubbani.

ulllty. 3t>.
Bobtilftoti, If....

3
2
2

Ellsworth

in

cognized

alloy beside.
First there

11

ft

1ft

15

WCKSroKTS.

a

c_

Dorr. 2b
I .tones, rf.

2
2

Total-.

23

It. B II

T.B. P

111
1
1
1
1
2
0
2
3
o

1
«
4
0
1
1

on

111
0
0
0
o
1
1
o
1
0
7

ft

2
lft

9

Gorman, the short -top
and coach, who last year played w ith the

K.llsworth.

0

1

England league.

Buck-port.

2

ft

was

Haverhill*, of

New

the

Bobbins, of the Camden
Then
nine, a salaried team. Baas,of the [Maine
State college, was another of Buckaportn'
importations, but Ellsworths' heavy hitter* landed on him in great stmi*-, and
there

was

SCORE IIY

O.
o
0

IN M NGS.
0
()

THE

IN

CITY—THE

OLD

OUT.

extras.

J. H. Donovan wasappointed a committee of one to collect money subscribed*
Too much credit cannot be given Mr.
Donovan for the excellent report the subscription committee is able to present,
due to his personal solicitations.

will be fun fast and furious from the time
the first small boy begins his noise long
before daylight in the morning, until the

boy stops his noise long after
night.
According to the official programme,
the fun will commence with the ringing
last big

dark at

WEDDING
TKK WO ROY

at

sunrise,

but

o’clock the parade of fantastics
will take place. I^ast year the fantastics
were not a howling success, but this year
first, second and third prizes, aggregating
f25, will fie offered, providing there are
twenty-five competitors. The size of the
prizes, and the activity of the committee
4
12
having this part of the programme in
will make the fantastics a feature
A. K. charge,
this year. This committee, appointed at
0
o
0
5
a meeting of the general committee Mono
3
W. S. Pratt,
0
2 day evening, is as follows:
1
0
chairman; William Flint, Oscar Morrison.
12
Eight o’clock is the hour of the band
ft
0
o
1
concert. Monaghan’s full band of twenty
0
1
pieces will play. The band has been enft
lft
gaged to furnish music down town in the
morning, and at Wyman Park in the
3
2—ft afternoon. The concert in the morning
1 2 —ft
will last an hour.
7

MINOR RACES.

Earned run-. Buck-port. 3;
Ellsworth, ft.
Itn-e on ball-, off Bass, c, off Foster, 2. Hit bv
pitched ball, by Bn--, 1; by Foster, 2. Struck
Pa-sed ball-,
out, !■>• Bn--,. I; by Fo-tcr, ft.
I.«• ft on base*, Buckllubl.anl, J \dnm-, I
Two bn-e hit-, Work-,
port, 3. 1- '! w r 11 *. ’■
Bobbin*
Three bn-e bit-,
i-e, (i.-rman,
Fo«ti*r. s;i-•rifle*’ bit. Dunn. I'mpire, « lmr!rTime of game, 1 hour, 20 minutes.
; I*. Ilalpin

band concert the minor
will fie run on Main street. There
will fie an obstacle race, a sack race and a
three-legged race. Possibly there will be
a tug of war if teams from at least three

gifts

..

affair.

About

forty

upright piano and a handparlor suite from the groom’s
father. Charles if. Haynes; a gift of $10

During the

were an

some

races

1

enjoyable

relatives of the couple were present at
the ceremony, which was held at the
home of the bride, and nearly one hundred presents were received.
The ceremony was performed byjRev.
H. VV. Conley. The best man was B. B.
Whitcomb, the groom’s cousin. Miss
Millie Treworgy, the bride’s younger
sister, was a charming bridesmaid.
» The bride was attired in a
gown of
white Henrietta and satin, trimmed with
pearl and lace. Her bouquet was of white
pinks. Miss Millie was gowned in white
muslin, trimmed with lace and ribbon.
Mrs. Treworgy, the bride’s;mother wore
a fancy silk corsage with black lace skirt.
The groom’s mother was attired in a
black silk. Miss Lura Treworgy and Mrs.
Byron Getchell,|sisters of the bride, were
tastefully *attired in white muslin, trimmed with satin ribbon.
Among the most valuable and elegant

FANTASTICS.

SUMMARY.

most

was a

wort h.
At

HAYN E8.

and

will not

in

I

and

gold

a

chamber suite from the

father,j|Charles J. Treworgy; $75
hi* reputation as a star tw trier suffered
; and $20 in gold, from Mr. and Mrs. John
towns are present to compete.
from Ins visit to Ellsworth.
; F. Whitcomb and B. B. Whitcomb, rer
Then there will be a blueberry pie-eat- spectively; a hand-painted china fruit
Not a man on the Ellsworth team but
PICK-UPS.
ing contest, open to boys under fourteen ! set, from Mr. and Mrs. John O. Whitney;
got at least one safe hit of? his delivery.
Ellsworths play the Sullivans at West
Th" remainder of the Bucksport team | Sullivan to-day (Wednesday), and Ht years of age. There will be only one china ice cream set, from Fred L. Cooke,
but this will be well worth winning of Boston; a solid silver nut bowl, lined
was from the pick of the home team.
Wyman Park. Ellsworth, next Saturday, prize,
How those boys will
a suit of clothes.
Ellsworth went into the field against the *J9th.
with gold, from Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
eat pie for that suit of clothes!
this nine with all home men, and held
Ellis; anil a willow rock* and* a silver
The Ellsworth high school nine will
will
At 9 o’clock the firemen’s parade
and
salt
them down for live innings, and there is
pepper set, from* Miss Ella
this
ttie
Ijinioines at Igimoine
play
form on High street. The line of march ! Fernald.
to
no reason
suppose that Ellsworth (Thursday) afternoon.
will be short, being down Main street
would have lost the game,as some BucksAf er the ceremony, a reception was
THAT HU< KSI'oRT GAME.
and across the bridge, to and around the tendered the truests. and then the happy
porter* seemed to think. Two Bucks..

e-

!

a

ift

..nr

m

ami not

w as

man

The Buck-ports and Ellsworths playc«l at
Wyman Patk, Ell-worth, Saturdav. Bain fell
at
during tin- gatin', and tin* ground* and
ull were wet and greasy. Five and a half

innini'.

uivth

More than

base.

on

thi*, Ellsworth was touching Bass up for
singles and doubles in great shape, ami | Inning* had been played, and the home team
doubtless would have continued the work ! having a lead of one run. »' to
the crowd
in the sixt h inning.
-urged wii the field and demanded the game he
The live innings played were the best railed for rain I'mptre llalpln failed the game
1
exhibition of ball playing yet £seen in in -pile of the protc-w of the I’uek*port*, who
minutes’ suspension as re
Ellsworth. Some bad errors were made | claimed the thirty
rule .V7.— Bangor .Vetcn.
on
both sides hut they) were not ex- i quired by
The crowd did nothing of the sort;
pensive, and, owing to the wet, were very
they neither “surged’’ nor “demanded.”
excusable.
i
The one great feature of the game was The umpire railed time on account of
Weeks’ two-bagger when the bases were rain, in strict accordance with rule 57.
full, sending three men across the plate. He did not deny the “claim” of thirty
He was willing to remain, but
Minor features were the work of| Adams minutes.
the Bucksports as well as everybody else
left tin* field and did not return.
It was an unfortunate affair, and unsatisfactory to both teams, and all the
more so because in about fifteen minutes
t he rain ceased entirely, and did not fall
again during the afternoon.

behind the bat, and of Foster and Bass
in the box, and Gorman’s coaching for

Bucksport.
i

INNING.

FIRST

Tillock,
tirst man to step to thejplate. hit to
left for a single.
Bass sent a slow one to
second. Tillock stuck to tirst and Bass

Bucksport

first at the hat.

was

the

whs

crowded

Gorman

out.

ball and trotted to tirst. Tillock moving up to second. Bobbins lined out ft
two-bagger to right, sending Tillock and

Gorman

Bobbin* was caught
second, and Hubbard retirrd

home.

napping

on

second

short and sweet, not

a man

Cullity popped

high

a

It is

save
con-

quite

strict accordance with the
hague rule. Whether the Ellsworths
had ’sure defeat" staring them in the
face i- purely -p< eulative. The Bueksport-, wh » claim to know the rules so
well, had only t-o remain on the field, or
A-a
return t- it within thirty minutes.
matter of fact, everybody left the field,

of the rain, in

was

reaching tirst.
Adams,
Uobinson struck out and Dorr sent one
out to Stuart.
t base hit to centre for two bases, and
scored on Dunn's sa riliee. Brown and
up

the game to
defeat, and

probable t hat a challenge will be issued
shortly for a game mi neutral grounds
w it h a neutral umpire.”
Tom \\ as e-ilb d by the lunj'i:-" because

ONI) INNING.
the

called

themselves from a sure
trary t«» the rules of the game.

W.-cks was the flr*t man up for Ellsworth. Bass drew a bead on his cap and
Weeks trotted to fir^t holding on his
head.
The “hit/’ evidently, was jtoo
much for Weeks, as lie was caught napfew minutes.plater.
ping on second a
Stuart struek out. Foster reached tirst
on a single, hut died there on Adamt hree and out.
«Kt

Ellsworths

the

on *tr ’.k»*s.

Bucksport'* half of

including the Bueksport team, and they

foul for

were

by

no means

the last to leave.

Jones hit to E. Brown and was retired
at tirst. Tillock struck out.
Bass and

is very
Asa matt-r of solid fact, it
much to be doubted if the spectators or
either team, as a whole, understood Unrule. The umpire did not declare the
game terminated; be simply called time
on account of the rain, whereupon everyleft the
body, including the players,

Gorman

field.

Flynn

went out at first.
THIRD

on

went

INNING.

first

to

on

but d* d

halls,

Bobbins’ out at first.

challenge, it

may he authorithe Ellsworths are

As to the

Brady sent up a high tty which Gorman tatively said that
1
gathered in. Weeks hit safely. Stuart ready to meet the Buck-ports at home.
Bit to Gorman, who threw to second to ; in Buck-port, or on neutral grounds at
catch Weeks, but Dorr’s muff of the easy any time.
one saved both men.
The error was not
1) ,'uii know anvbod) that does not use lied.
expensive, however, as both Weeks and dine’- liu-'ia Salv
bIrf.
Stuart died on bases, Foster sending u
I
fly to centre and Adams one to tirst.
__

1

Children Cry for

FOtRTH INNING.

Hubbard could not find Foster’s curves,
and struck out for the second time.
Cullity sent a long fly out to Stuart at
right, but the wet ball slipped from his
hands, and Cullity was safe on tirst.

Bobinson,
struek

another easy mark for Foster,

out.

sent

Dorr

a

right and Cullity moved

Cullity

up

to

Chase’s low
caught stealing third.

scored

Dorr was
Chase sent

Dunn

single

on

an

struck out.

Brady rapped

out

out

to

third.
throw.

grounder to first.
E. Brow n, Flynn and
singles, ami the bases

easy

full. Two men out and the bases
full. It was a golden opportunity, and
Weeks showed himself equal to it, and
covered himself with glory by sending
the ball over the left fielder’s head, sending in three runs, while he landed safely
on second.
The Ellsworths had the long
end of the score for the first time in the
were

Ayer’s Pills promote the natural motion

bowels, without which there can
be no regular, healthy operations. For
the eure of biliousness, indigestion, sick

of the

headache, constipation, jaundice,

liver complaint, these pills
fjvery dose effective.

equal,

have

and

no

n

iiiii.umg,

turn

uhck

iu

1

1

are

me

I

dis-

Pitcher’s Castoria

Ore
a

YVOll

^VtevvdAo

T\\e

cause

Prcfrecfcxow
0\ CVmcxneaw

"\u\eresV9 ?

willing to work for the cause
inforof Protection in placing reliable
mation in the hands of your acquainAre you

tances?

If you are, you should be idcnti.'.cd
with

THE AMERICAN
PROTECTIVE TARIFF LEAGUE.
133 W. 230 ST.. NSW romt-i.
It to the League
Cut till notice out and send
hand.
•tohe* vour poatUan. and rtrea tep'rs

retired

pair

The

Falls.

worth.

The prizes are a silver water service for
first prize and a gold-lined silver trumpet
for second prize.
The engine trials will occupy the time
well to the dinner hour. The firemen will
Hancock hall from 12 to 1
fed at
be

college,

business

gor

and

beenjjenher
father,

has

in
business with
J. Treworgy, the well-known
mill-owner, during the past two years.
Her business duties have not lessened in
the least her lovable and homelike disposition. She will make an ideal wife.

gaged

o’clock.
WYMAN

selves.

Miss Ethelyn Jordan is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Annie J. Sargent, at West
Goulds boro.
The much-needed rain fell Saturday
afternoon and evening, not in
sueh
quantities to wash out everything, but in

just the right way to set vegetation
growing once more. The long drought
had almost stopped the gardens in this
vicinity.

Tired Women

resolutions.

The following resolutions were adopted
by Christian Endeavor sewing circle,
Trenton, June 19:
lias
Whereas: It
pleased our Heavenly
Father to remove from our circle a highly esteemed .Mister, Miss Lizzie S. Haynes, therefore

Ehould stop and consider the dangMi
whi h threaten them because of theil
weakness, languor and lack of ambition.
Thousands of women find their strength
unequal to the demands of duty. And
yet there is no escape from the incessant
round of care and toil. They must have

lie it
limn!red

That wc recognize in the sad loss to
circle the change which awaits us all, and
that we may he prepared to meet the summons.

strength. How shall it be given? By
building up their systems through purified, enriched and vitalized blood.
Iiood’B Sarsaparilla will give them
Strength because it will make their blood

our

Resolved That we extend our heartfelt symto tiic bereaved family, trusting they may
find tlie consolation which can come only from
Hod, who hath power to comfort as well as to
afflict Ili.M children.

pathy

Resolved,

That

nerves upon
pure and enable It to feed the
proper nourishment. It will create an
appetite, tone the stomach and invigorate
women need.
every organ. It is what tired

copy of these resolutions
he sent to the family of the deceased,] and
another to Tiik Ellsworth American for
publication, also a copy to lie placed in the
a

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

record book.
Mrs. Carrie McFarland,)
Mrs. .Iclia A. Remick,
M Its. ( LARA K. I.KLAN D,
)

{Com.

Blunt, a retired merchant,
prominent in public affairs, and a highlyesteemed citizen of rtkowhegan, dropped
dead Thursday.
Me was fifty-five years
was
of Hge.
Mr.
Blunt
Governor Burleigh’s staff.

Only

Is the

James P.

colonel

on

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that

con-

True Blood Purifier
Prominently In the public
It feeds the
■

Mercury,
as mercury will surely destroy the sense of
smell and completely derange the whole system
when entering It through the mucous surfac
Such articles should never he used except in
prescriptions from reputable physicians, as ti e
damage they will do is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them.
Hall’s Catar.ii
Cure, manufactured by F .1. Chenev «fc Co
Toledo, o., contains no mercury, and is taken
internally, acting directly upon the blood and
In buying
mucous surfaces of the
system.
tain

nerves on

nSllr.

it

Hood S PHIS

today.

eye

pure blood.
harmoniously with

act

Hood's

Sarsaparilla.

83*

Maine Central Railroad.
1895.

Local Time Table—June

HARBOR TO BANGOR.

BAR

-SZ^S

i)i

Hall’s Cntarah Cure be sure you get tin1 genuine. It is taken internally, and made in
.J. Cheney it Co. Testimonials free.
tta'Sohl by Druggists, price 7’>c. per bottle.

jfijp

Toledo, Ohio, by F

prints more vital stamarriages and deaths
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
The American

...
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REAL—At Penobscot, June 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred S. Iteal, a son.
cnLLINS-At Bucksport, May ID, to Mr. and
Mrs. William \V, Collins, a daughter.
DoW—At Tremont, June is, to Mr. and Mrs.
Win Held M. Dow, a son.
II ARID MAN—At Deer Isle, June 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. Dearborn llarriman, a daughter.
JOY—At Eastbrook, June 11), to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred L. Joy, a son.

15,

PERRY—At Buck-port, June
Mrs. Harold L. Perry, a son.
SMALL—At Sedgwick, June
Mrs. II. A. Small, a -on.

23,

to
to

Mr. and
Mr.

and

MARKIKD.

Charles

PARK.

MOOR E

AT
Bueksport correspondent of the
In the afternoon the scene of jollity w ill
Bangor Xt\cs, in speaking of the defeat
be moved to Wyman Park. The fair assoof t he Buck-ports at Ellsworth last Satciation has arranged an excellent trotting
urday. -ays that “on their return were
programme of three races. The races and
very sore over the result, claiming that

the

!

sen*

The

by

hit

was

>1

bride’s

to their m-w home at the
best wishes for their future
band.
welfare and happiness come from all who
During the parade, which will occupy were acquainted with the young people,
the hour from 9 to 10, there will probably
whose good qualities are too well known
be a minstrel show on a raised platform
here to need mention.
in t he square.
Dr. Haynes is a graduate of the HahneENGINE CONTEST.
maim
medical college of Philadelphia,
I
Immediately after the parade will occur and of the Portland business college.
the engine contests. There will be at
He served the city last year as alderman
least three engines, possibly more, in the
from Ward 4, in a most (honorable; manare
contest. These three
“Ticonic,” ner. At present he is engaged jin busi“Dirigo” and “Hunneman.” Some of the ness with the firm of Whitcomb,
old tire boys will be on the brakes, and Hay nes, & Co.
they will “jump her” for all the engines
Mrs. Haynes is a graduate of the Banmgn

postoffice square, where the line will

Mrs. Jesse H. Phillips came to Shady
Mrs. Phillips is
Nook last Thursday.
stopping at Mrs. Marks’ at present. Mr.
Phillips comes Wednesday of this week,
accompanied by his father and mother.
They will occupy the Lowell cottage
while they are building one for them-

memorial

HELLS.

The wedding of Miss May Treworgy
Dr. Martin H. Haynes at Ellsworth
Falls, last Thursday evening, June 20,

it is safe to prebe up in time to
dict t fiat the sun
hear the first tap of the bells in Ells-

of bells

A.II. It. 11.11. T IL P.o. A. E.
0
_*
3
o
0
Weeks, 11*. 3
3
oil
o
l
Muart, rf. 3
1
I
o
2
u
Fo-ter, p. 3
y
A •lams, c.
3
1
s
I
1
(*
1
< linso, *s.
112
ooi
•>
On
1
2
Dunn, rf. 3
I
111
o1
2
2
Brown, 2b... 3
111
0
I
u
Flynn, 3b. 3
1
0
1
1
0
0
Brady, If. 2

and Ellsworth
this time at Wyman park,
live innings were
WM victorious. Only

FROM EARLY

Ellsworth’s celebration of Independence
Day this year (weather permitting) will
be ahead of all previous years. There

SIXTH INNING.

third time last Saturday,

FURIOUS

HAND TUBS WILL BE

The Bucksports went to the bat for
the sixth inning.
Cullity went out at
first. Robinson struck out for the third
A FINISH -ELLSWORTHS
H UN PREVENTS
time.
TAC KLE
PLAYED GREAT BALL TO
The umpire called the game on account
NEXT.
SULLIVAN
[ of rain. The score stood 6 to 5 in favor of
Ellsworth.
F.LLSWOKTUS.
Ellsworth and Bucksport met on the
(or the

CELE-

TO LATE—BIGGEST HOSE RACE EVER

IN FIVE INNINGS.

diamond

WILL

BRATE INDEPENDENCE DAY.

muffed Bass’ high fly. Jones
scored on Gorman's rap to centre for two
bases. Buss scored on Robbins’ hit to
short and Bucksport was again in the
lead. Gorman was
caught stealing home.
Hubbard, as usual, struck out.
Foster reached third on error by Jones,
who failed to stop his
long grounder.
Adams followed with a single to short
centre which sent Foster home, tying the
score.
Dunn sent a grounder to third,
but reached first safely on
Cullity’s wild
throw. Adams scored on the error, and
the score stood (> to 5 in favor of the home
team. Jones gathered in Flynn’s
fly.

SIX TO FIVE.

ELLSWORTH

iltjfacrt iacmcnts.

Notes from Hay Side.

a

But

little if any change
will be made,
however.
Reports of committees were heard, all
indicating that arrangements for the^celebration were progressing finely.
The report of the committee on subscriptions showed that the total amount
subscribed was $610.50.
The appropriations so far made to the different committee* aggregate $565, leaving a balance
of $15.50 to meet incidental expenses and

FIFTH INNING.

Jones was hit by the ball. Tillock sent
hot tty into E. Brown’s hands. Dunn

by

EATON.

—

Julian A. Moore, «»f the firm of*Wade
A Moore, Lynn, Mass., and Ada M. Baton,
also

Lynn,

of

'i'he

week,

were

groom

BA KTLKTT—Yol’NG —At Lamoine, June in,
by Rev. L. D. ( oehrane, of Ellsworth, Miss
Alice E Bartlett to Ralph T. Young, both of
Lamoine.
CANDAbE --MoRH.W -At Surrv, June 15, by
Rev. David Smith, Ml-- \ddie 1 Candage, of
Bluchill, to Levcrett Morgan, «»f Surry.
G RA Y
PETEItS—At Brook-ville, May lb, by
W. (
Bate-, e-.i Mi-.- ( lara <• ray, <>1 BrookVllle, to ScWell E Peters, of Sedgwick.
HARDISON-HAMMOND—At Sullivan. June
13, by Rev .1. A. Weed. Mi-s Emily J. Ilardison, ot '-ullivan, to William K. Hammond, of
Somerville, Ma -.
F \ RLEY At Bar llarh«.r. June
M \ RvTON
Mi-.- Tena Mar-ton to
21, by E. s. ( lark, esq
James J. Farley, both of Bar Harbor.
MCDONALD-YE\To\-At Winter Harbor,
June lb. by R. Kami, esq., Mr- Mina Me
Donald, of Gouhl-l oro, to Handy D. Yeaton,
of Steuben.
NEWELL
WOODBIH DGE
\t Bucksport,
Jijne JJ.ii> W. \. Pi ini- k, <‘-q.. Mi-- Maria
'.Newell to Hiram E Wood bridge, both of I

married

there

last

formerly resided

at

.,

purses are: 2.50 lass, trot and pace, purse Fils wort h, and the bride at Brooksviile.
£75; 2.10 class, trot and pace, £100; 2.35 I Several Hancock county people were
class, trot, £125.
presen...
The trotting will commence at 1.3(1
The Lynn Item describes the wedding I
oVIm k. Admission to the grounds w ill as a very brilliant event. It says:
be 50 cents for adults and 25 cents for
“During tile evening there were over j
1
200 persons present, some of them eomchildren.
of New Kngbui.L
HOSE RACE.
I ing from different parts
The house throughout was handsomely
Bucksport.
T.vo o’clock is the hour fixed for startdecorated with ferns, cut flowers and PREBLE- BI'TTEBFI EI.D
At
Dr. -den,
ing the hose races. Vhis will be the pot ted plants, while enl w ined around t he
•June is, by Re\ A E Chase, Ml-- ( ora c. J
and
a profusion of ivy,
ot Pre-den, to Rev. ( he.-ter F. Butter
a
was
of
feature
big
window
Preble,
great
day,
big
draperies
gr».U
j
Held, ot swan*- I -land.
producing a very artistic and arboreal
it
expected some record-breaking runs effect.”
\, El|- worth Fall-,
IIIEWoRM
II'YNEs
The State record now held
w ill be made.
June JO, b> Rev. 11. H t on!«•>. Mi--Georgia
The bridal
procession formed at 7
Martin II
May Trow orgy t" Id
Haynes,
by "Dirigo” and made last year, is 1:01. ; o'clock, and to t lie music of t he “Liberty
both ot Ell-worth Falls.
from
and
I
on
cornet,
Bell”
this
passed
\N ill it be beaten
piano
year?
W
\KEFIEt.P
llopliK
l\>
At
'-teuben,
the library through the drawing-room
The race will be not only for the large
June
t.oo.'in-, e-q., Mi-- \da
I'.v -I <
into the parlor. The bridal couple was
U. Hodgkin-, both ol
Wakeliehi ,t" < liar!
cash prizes of £125 to tirst, £75 to second attended
by Miss C. Adine t.rindall,
Sullivan.
mm"
niece of t be groom, and Bugene A. Baton,
and £25 to third, but will be for the
WELCH Hooper
\t
Marlav ille. June 22. j
of t he hi ide.
bv Rev. I.ei'iiard
Mar-li, '11-- Alberta « •.
championship as well. Orono will come son
The bride was attired in a handsome
Welch to Tlioina- 1! 11 ooper, I" >t h of Frank
down here to wrest the championship
»*»•
travclingsuit of French novelty, trimmed
from "Dirigo” if possible. Can she do it?
w ith jet ami ribbons, and carried bride
WLBBKK GRo-i--At Buck-port, June 22, bv
W. A
'li-- Ida 1
W el.ber, o'f
R.aniek, c-M
Then there will be companies from roses.
Ell-worth, to « h.irl' -s. tiro--, of Bucksport.
The ceremony was performed by Kev.
and
Bar
and
Brewer
Harbor,
Cardiner,
Tillman B. Johnson, pastor of the First
the "Eagles,” of Ellsworth, making six
I>IKI>.
Baptist church, in the presence of a large
companies in all, and all of them speedy number of friends.
\t 'Lii'
\I\STIN
refresh'To, June 22, Alfred AuIn
a
room
decorated,
beautifully
If the hose races this year do not
ones.
tln, aged b.3 year-.
A
feature of the
were
served.
ments
will
be
furnish some excitement it
Al'sTIN
At
N.-rt'i
comEl!-worth, June 22, I-a,
of
a
whs
the
reading
poem
evening
daughter of Philander R. Au-*in, aged
strange indeed.
posed by Mrs. Jessie Pearson for tbt
2 month-*.
years,
The large purse has proven a drawing occasion.
\t
Ea-t
June
1'.,
Corinth,
was
tilled with IIA Rl»IN<;
The drawing-room
card. (Jardiner had already voted to gc
Rev
L
Kathrecn. widow
Harding, formpresents.
of Ell-worth, aged -4 years.
erly
to Lewiston on the Fourth, but on reat
7£
will
reside
Mr. and Mrs. Moore
PETTINGILL
\t Ell-worth. June
Jt. Mr.-.
ceiving the invitation from Ellsworth, President street, Lynn.
Ida t
Pettlngill, aged .3*; year-, b, montits.
reconsidered their vote, and decided t«
SM \LL-.\tMt. Desert Ferry. June 24, Ml
Ida small, aged 22 years.
come here.
Wide hats are to bo turned up at the
STE\ ENs At Bluchill, June 2n, 'lis- Miriam
BASE HALL.
back, an old fashion revived, but with a
P Stevens, aged 4J years, 7 months, 2 days.
new* dressing—big bows of ribbon arc place
At 3 o’clock there will be a ball game,
W.\ RDW FEE —At Penol.-eot, June IS, Mi-s
is
tho
straw
where
givraised,
been determined what Immediately
It has not yet
Augu-ta Wanlw. ! 1, aged bn years, 5 months.
Such a one in shot
ft quaint effect.
clubs w ill play, but it is hoped to obtain ing
with ivy leaves,
garnished
straw,
green
A cash
two clubs from out of town.
atifacrtisnnmta.
violets and heliotropes, has the wide brim
prize of £25 is offered.
lino with black chiffon edge, with a narrow
Horse trotting, hose racing and base
gold braid, and is turned up at tho back
ball will pretty well till the afternoon at
with a largo black satin bow.
Wyman Park. No official programme hasHutinesH Notice*.
been arranged for the evening. The celeNearly’ all women have good hair, thougl
Spring Arrangement.
bration after dark will be quite informal,
many are gray, and few are bald. Hall’s Hall
There will no doubt be lots of fireworks, Uencwer restores the natural color, aiK
thkee Titles i*kk week.
SUMMARY OF PROGRAMME.
thickens the growth of the hair.
ON AND
MAY 6,
Morning—Down Town.
The American has subscribers at 10L
Ringing of bells at sunrise (or before).
1

—

—

'Slip on signal or notice to Conductor.
Included.
; I) iil\ ->ui.do;.
A

Sunday

only.

These train- connect at Itai _r *r, with through
trains on Main Line to and 1T‘>*ai Cortland, Boston and St. John.
t* -1 t" procure tickets
Passenger-are rep■:
before entering the train, and «-perlally Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
—

Tickets for A1* Points South and West
sale at the M C. R R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C F GREENE, Agent.
I-AYSON TrcivElt,

on

F

\ j
Pre- and Gen’! Manager.
E. BOOTHBY. Gon’l Pa-s. and Ticket Ag’t.

BOSTON AND BANGOR

Steamship Company.
si 'mi n

siaa ii r.

—

—

—

-ntninoticing Mondav, Junr '2\, 1 m*•"*. steamer
s.iwt' ile, leaves
"Ml. 1>E>EK*T," (‘.ipt- \\ <
For Bo.-tun, every
Bar Harbor a- loln-wweek day, except Wednesday, at l.nu p- in.,
with main
making connection at Rockland
line steamer. For Northeast Harbor southwest
and
Rockland,
every
Harbor, Green's Landing,
For Seal Harday except Sunday at 1 .*'**» p. m
IsSwan’s
and
Thur-dnyFor
bor, Mondays
For Sorrento,
and Fridays.
land,

Tuesdays,
Sundays.

RETURNING
From Boston, every weekday except Thursdays at‘>.00 p. m. From Rockland, touching at
Green's Landing, Southwe-t Harbor, Northeast
Harbor and Bar Harbor, daily, except Monday
From Seal Harbor, Wednesat (about) ft a. tn
days ami Saturdays. From Swan’s Island,
Sundays and Thursdays. From Sorrento, Mon-

AFTEiTmONDAY,

Fantastic..
Rand concert.
Minor races and pie eating contest.. .8.00

n<
^.ix
to

n.0(

Firemen’s parade.
Minstrel show.9.u0to 10.(*.

Engine trials.l".u*
Dinner.12.W to l.o<
Afternoon Wyman Park.
—

Horse trot.
Hose Race.
Base Ball.

1
3-(X

COMMlTTEE MEETING.
A

meeting of

celebration was
Hie programme

general committee or
held Monday night anc

the

as

outlined above

was

days.

7b post-offices in Hancock county,
all the other papers in the county com-

of

E. S. J. MORSE, Agent, Bar Harbor.
GALVIN AI'STlN, Gen’l Supt., Huston*
WILLIAM II. HILL,
General Manager, Boston.

the 7

bined do not reach
ican

is

not

the

so

many.

The Amer-

only paper printed

Hancock county, and has

never

ir

claimed ft

be, but it is the only paper that can prop
erly be called a County paper; all iht
rest are merely local papers. The. circula
tion of The American, barring the Ba,
Harbor Record's summer list, is large:
than that of all the other papers printec
in Hancock county.

steamer"CAT1IAKINK,”Capt.O. A.Crockett,

will leave Ellsworth every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at ba. m. (stage from Hale’s stable),
Surry at 7 a. m., for Bluchill, Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargent vllle, Castine, arriving
In Rockland in season to connect with boats for
Boston direc t.
RETTUNING.
Will leave Rockland every Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday at b a. in., or on arrival of Boston
boats, tor all above points, arriving in Ellsworth at about b p. m.
Thruoprh tickets to all points west sold on
board and baggage checked through.
o

A.

G. W.

CttorKKTT, Manager.
HIGGINS, Agent.

pi Kill CAN H°l

SK.

ELLSWORTH, ME.,
WILLIAM WEEKS, Proprietor.

!

Centrally located: within easy reach of tho
station and the business part of the town.
»g.oo per day. Special rates to regular
boarders.

Subscribe for The AaieejcaiI

""

tra

A soft, eray day. l ot the rain fell not,
ti
><i on tie- point of falling,
r
ThAnd in ;..■ un-liard over the hedge
A Lluei.ird was cheerily calling.
of blossom showed
ha, glossy and si. nder;
On ..
Xo cl a --red I tves were pushing up
Of pau i. s fragrant and tender.

Xo faint.

<

p

..

Twas just th

time

when the winter gray

Far v.v. r the line was fleeting.
Ar-1 to the spring that wifc almost here
The bluebird offered a greeting.

I knew tomorrow the rain might fall
And fro. /». while it descended,
flurry of snow might come
Ai. i..u..
n

the bluebird's carol

was

ended.

would shoot
But
His arr ws straightway through it,
For the si .ring was donning her flower crown,
And the merry bluebird knew it.
—Hattie Whitney
n* vor

mind, the

sun

A FA III JSMUlvEIl.
The b. ;; W..S ringing as I rushed on to
the plat form at King's Cross station, when
the
n; n-s., was to start imnusliatelv
Tii* e was precious in my case, and I could
* this sp« ial tra n, wl
HI afford t
did not stop till it roughed Crewe
1 ru-: etl al"’]•» «s fust a- I could, ran*;,
ilig my raveiing hag.
‘’Wli.it class.-" shouted a ]>orter.
I replied, struggling to opt d
“First
of t he nearest first class compart
the d
meat

said the port
“That
“Come along quick, sir. or the train will
..

you.”

start wit bout

The carriage

UV

m

*

/Jiw

*

^

ffitfiAND

THE

had bound my arms and legs so that I wa«
helpless. What strength and skill this del
I could feel the
cate looking woman had!
thin cord almost penetrating my flesh.
Yet in my state of stupor I accepted it asn
necessity, and 1 offered, or. more proper
lv, wa> able to offer no opposition.
She then, with another n»i»e, lashed me
Still 1
to one of the dividing seat arms.
was silent and unresisting.
My feelings were quiescent. I had noth
ing of the horrible sensation of nightman*,
where the mind revolts, but paralysis
cramps action.
She now took up the strange l*>oking In
strument, which I felt would 1h* utilized
on me. and the service of which was exciting in my mind great curiosity. It may
seem strange to the reader, but it is a fact
that. wi;h tightly -t retched cord biting into my flesh, my whole thoughts wero concentrat«*d on the strange looking instrument lying on the seat by the woman s
side.
The reason <<f it presence was not long
She took it, and again
to be in doubt
bending over m»* forced open my mouth
It was a gag
and ilx. il the instrument.
all this, strange to say,
I submitted
The only idea
even mentally quiescent.
I had was a -light curiosity as to what she
to in.- next, but no wonder as
would d
to the pufpc—.• or end she had in view
struck me.
She sto,.d over me for a second or two,
contemplating h.-r handiwork. Evidently sat is Ihil. .*he t k down allot her parcel
from the ra« k. which she unfastened with
her b.-e-k turned toward mo and which she
placed on the seat, covering it with brown

Fast Orland Kish Hatchery.
Charles G. Atkins, superintendent of
the sea-salmon breeding establishment at
Kast Orland, says: “Salmon are coming
in well now, and cost less than last year.
We have already received 207, and are confident of getting 450 in all.”
The salmon referred to are taken for
breeding purposes. This year the State
has increased it* subscription toward the
support of the Fast Orland hatchery from
£500 to £7.50. and w ill receive a proportionately large number of sea salmon.
It has been found difficult to transfer
the salmon for the hatchery from the
salt water of the river to the fresh water
of the Orland lock*, there being such a
great difference in the temperature that a
large number of the fish have died. A

CREAMERY.

Orhtinl Has Propped It and Hucksport
l ik

it

up.

The stockholders o( theOrland creamerv
company have voted to assess the stockholders sufficiently to pay all bills accrued

by

the

company, square all up and close

business.

This enterprise, which started in under
apparently favorable circumstance**,
has been a failure for the want of finan-

such

cial support.
money enough
subscribed; a few paid in but a large majority held back, giving as an excuse that
the directors were not managing the affair
properly. They had select d a location,
There

put up

an

ice

was

house, tilled it with ice. and

gone to work grading before getting a
deed of the lot. and they would not pay
in

their

stances.

under
money
The lot. being

I

in-

somewhat

volved, it would take some time to do
this, but the way seemed clear.
Meanwhile part of the directors were
in favor of buying another, and, what
seemed to them, a more favorable lot, to
which a deed could be secured at once
and so remove the objections of the subscribers on that score. On this the directors were divided, a majority refusing to
make any changes, and right there the
whole matter stuck.
Bucksport will now probably take the
matter up, work together and carry it t<
The board of trade there ha**
a success.
taken it in hand and a pointed h comto
confer
with Orland parties.
mittee

>

paper
She then sat d >wn on the seat, and re-.ighr delicate shoes s!n* wore
moving t
*
v
heavy boot*. which had
is'pbie.-d t!'.- !!
evidently be»-n among the contents of the
Next
.-might up her -kirt and
parcel
fastened it around her waist so as to leave
of
h.-r
lower
the
legs free.
part
She r-— and putting each foot successively on the seat fastened a strong leather

IS---

IT

THE TALK OF THE

water and
en route
previously and is

This has

usually

a

Liquor

Also tliP EstPii»lv«' Ansortnipnt of-—

CARPETS, MATTINGS,
OILCLOTHS and

success.

liar

was

a

Pullman and

v

•-

M.

hibition:*! iism* i Kiehard*nn. made raids
tlie saloons of John McDonald, 1’.
W. Ford and l\ B. Herlihy. seizing large
quantities of liquor in each
The small dealers complain that while
they art raided t In- s\\t il establishments
are allowed to flourish.

upon

CALLERT’S.

place.

Goods

d

motion.
Tin- first thing I noticed as I recovered
self powas that the only other
cupav? of the compartment was a lady,
young e d looking and stylishly attired
The see.»nd. which may appear slightly
CongTie.iis v,as that “smoking" was unmistakably inscribed on the windows
Tin* anomaly struck me immedian
and my mine, seeking a compromise, -uggested that the lady might be a foreigi r
aud hail not unprehemled the signifies
of the window legend
Tln-re \'
lie w is not English.
Her
an el-gau.-eand fitness combined with-.plicity in her attire, something so sir.
feminine in her get up, which was h r
eign t an English woman's appearan*
So far had my reasoning gone when *. v
companion, who had l>een looking at
with aniirudcdexpression of astonish].
and pity, said:
“You nearly missed the train."
There was a suspicion of a foreign
cent in 1 -r tones, hut otherwise her E: -*
ILsh was perfect.
“Yes," I replied. “1 was lucky : r
It w;.a a matter of important..• h>r
once.
me to catch this train."
she asked.
“Are you a ltttali*t“Are we rot all obliged to lx* so m re
I returned. “Had the cab I
or less
in got m a blocl.. h.xl I even missed my
footing as I ran along the platform I
should have missed the train."
“It might have been better for y u.
Who knows what incidents might not l ave
so
sprung for v .ur good from either of thaccidents?" she returned, more as if mu-ir.fr nl .nit tban as if ritreotlv addressing mo.
“The oon.-equenoe would have been that
I should have missed my train, ami I will
chance missing the other improbable possibilities of good. Who knows?"
She continued: This train may meet
with an accidoat. We may all be sm:i'!.»*d
1
up. Your what you call luck may -ive
been your bad genius fighting against your
better genius, which was holding you
back."
I laughed loudly as she obstinately 'tuck
She smiled as she *•
to her pessimism.
r
ed back in her corn, r and drew fr.
pocket an elegant little cast*. \vhi<
*
contained
I
saw
opened, and which
■

>

■

rettes.

“This is a smoking compartment, i-it
not?" she queried as she struck an...: .1
and lit a • 1 -rurette she had selected from
one side of her case.
I own I was rather disturbed. Po>- .•«!
.t her i*;h* as my com] .m. a
and perfe*
had been, t!. re had Iwen a feminine -harm
me -ur-d
did i. t seem t
about her th
k
to a w Mi"': who >11 i--kes. ]Iow«*ver, I
out my cig r case and was selecting no
1
when she
>'•
“Will y u try one of these cigar.
Th yaresli.
f 1'.y
Please d<»I smoke, bur
stronger t.n.u tl.e
are very* good."
I
•. :
hut her ey.
I thought
a
treating stronger than
way of
t
und she sink
words Itas if .-he w
&lie asked, w
r
"It is goo*;
I puffed the 1.
•1
v r
stT'1:
ut
I
“Yes.
st’-' mg.
'Not f--r a man:-’
1 a: -weml.
"Fornie, ye'
it >eem**d :** me
As I rein, mb- .•
that the tr ;r a -quin d an unsteady
.*y
ment. I noticed that my companion
t
ed backward .ml i rward, and that I
-to maim...: .1
to devote all my »•:
*.t
it
tivir.ced
sitting position. 1 f
t; n
th.it n. .-ie me
was this Bwinging
i'-U. y.-r whi a ]
flVi giddy.
ai;.’ 1:-*
dured a sor* of
far'. ;a
--u* .*
ne > which
di'agie. able. gradually r.r;/rg:ng •-n a r*
-u
a> to
les> feeling ol being
ll dazily no
and [ ver f
of what was passing r und me
I noticed my
1..; iriiuti ri>». open *he
—

-•

..

<

■

»

■'

••

■'

wit
f -v
.<■
tliai at th* •■line tit.
r' *he
reason or other, she !;**ld at then-;
down
r
window* a shawl which hung
back so that her head and the top j
luff body were c no* *a led from me. My impression was that this action was a *•- n-cieraie > ne to he* p the draft from me.
We h. I
It whs now quit-' dark.
m.. and t!i
King's Cross at 0 la
i:i
of year being very early
February, and
the weather cloudy, the outside obscurity
wa» only occasionally and briefly oner a* !.t»d upon by the lights of some station
which we dashed by.
My companion only remained at the
window for a few seconds. After closing
it she took down a parcel from the raw.
and moving from the corner sat opposite
was aware

■

me.

She leaned forward and closely scruti1 was in a happy kind of stunized me.
I could see all she did. though I felt
por.
that I was only able to keep my eyes half
open. She then rose, and bending over mo
delicately raised my eyelids with her mid^he seemed now satisfied. A
dle fingers,
look of relief passed over h< v face.
She groped about u the il■ r of the .:irv.w- i .r the
All.
mge for soni.uhing
Having found it.
end of my cigarette.
Then -he
the
window.
<.f
■he threw it out
opened the parcel and produced some thin
I0^>es and a-mail, strange looking instr
mtjtt
Ii. at. i 1 m r-* lible short »p;g*e of time >he

pail

h knee.
placeil h.-r shoes

She

let down

again

her

in

the window

a

little.

n an experience of over
fifty years
combined with m<*dcrn invention
and improvement makes the

It had com.- on to snow, and large flakes
blown into the carriage.
In my e rum pod jh.sit ion the cold was
numbing na and I almost fancied then
were

for

a sec-

she

was

Portable

to spare.

Taking

under l.*T short

mantle

tin*

ar-

might

have turn

man was a

nihilistic plot—the

a

and up
trash in other

*

J

goods

our

cheaper.

any

line

as

Seventydollar did

difference; although our goods are bettimes, wc sell them as cheap as you pay for
If you want

place-.

not out

commencing

in

All-Wool

Fifty pieces

our

.....

|-

Carpetings, consisting

dard makes, at

Royal Tapestries,
Brussels,

at

cents per ward.
cents.

at

.fl
25
50
25

....

Ladies' Coats, a great Leader, at
Ladic-f and Misses’ Capes, a Leader, at
We have higher grades, but these two
values.

cents per

S4.95
$2.90
are

leaders ami extra

.......

THE

AMERICAN HOUSE

DRESS GOODS.

STABLES,

ELLSWORTH,

Two Cn

|-

Ifargains,

at

which

no

one

follow :
!
25 cents per yard.

can

36-inch All-Wool Novelties, at
India Twill, all coIots,
3S

at the

All-Wool Challies at
A magnificent line of high-grade French

wo

foreigner."

prices,

from

39 cents

...

SILK DEPARTMENT.

ime

price.

Finest
!'v*

lvla.tch.ed.

—

r

BE

FOUND

ONE

of*

Strings
c

offered for Sale in the State.

Fail’s

and

Saddle

Single

and

Horses

WASH DRESS GOODS.

They consist of

All the Novelties in the
fabric'

Drivers.

Draft

Horses.

1

[-

One lot of Wash Silk' at
25
One lot of Jap. Silk' in stripes and small plaids, par5.'
ticularly good fur Shirt Waists, at
Satin Duchess, in all colors, at
There is t o one who shows a larger line of silk' than

OF THE

I

39 cents.
Novelties at cut
to $1.00 per yard.

....

MAY

pair.

[-

CLOAK DEPARTMENT,

SALE.

OO

cents.

1

Oil Cloths,
Lace Curtains,
Holland Shades,

J

i

of all the
;o

Japanese Matting.

good

“Well, if slit- was, she was blown U
pieces by her own bomb."
When the snow cleared away a plac«
was discovered in the hedge on the outsldt
of the ditch where the woo<l had Ikvii «vi
deiitiv blown away and blasted, but n<*
the smallest trace of the mysterious wo
man was e\» r discovered.
1 was sure 1 had been drugged by mean1
of the cigarette, and that the fair plotu*
was fully pr*'pared not to tie
interruptei
in her scheme if any one at the last mo
ment gut into the carriage she had selected
I concluded that the nonsuccess of In
diabolical plan had lx*en happily br-nurh
about by tin- jolt of the train, which ).?*<
she er*-p
caused her to lose her footing
along the hx>tboard to hurl the tiomb i: t
tho irri.i_r«- occupied by the II : i;.n cm
bassador, and that it had really Uvii 1
case of “the engineer being hoisted by hi
own petard.' —London fcpare Moments.

,,ne

a

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

ENTEJMMMSE.

HURSES~FOR

are

ments,

_

AT

were

in

good and reliable ,’oods
of date, you can get them of us.
We offer the following leaders in our several different
depart-

the best i.i the market.
Made ini
style for wood or coal or wi-h nr I'.ittmiis Kcniovaftlc Dockash
If not for sale in your I.*oaht\ d«> n t pay a larger profit on in-,
Grate.
ferior makes represented as “ju-t as good," but ask us where to get the
best. Made and warranted bv
J

NEW

to the

which

Cooking Range;
For 1095

WOOD & BISHOP CO., BANGOR, MAINE.

there is

stores

ter

I asked. “Ii

explosion,

was an

other

cverv

--

“Tliert*

goods

;

ticle file had \ hu'ed n the seat of the car
riage, hi..- opened tin #’• r on the nearside
and stepped ut • n the footNartl
The ex; r« -- was running on the extreme
rails of the railroad A ditch bordered tht
way at not more than a f.**t from the outside rail A- I have -aid, sm w was falling
in large flak.
Froni outside she closed the carriage
door, and h.-r face disappeared from t lit
wind- >w
Suddenly the train jolted. as trains run
ning at exprt
sp.vd occasionally do. and
shortly aft.-r a loud explosion struck my
I remembered no more till conscious
oar.
ness came back tome with a sense of acute
pain. The train had reached Crewe, a porked into the carriage where I
ter had 1
was, assistance had been summoned, and
I was being freed from my bondage.
It was some time before I could give an
account of the incidents of ray eventful
journey, and even then my recital was received with some skepticism. No trace of v.
woman could be* found on the line, and
purely she could not have escaped unin
jured, in spite of her knee pads.
“Whohad the engage*i saloon?" I asked
“The Russian embassador," was the re

ply.

1

GOLD CLARION j

>-f e
passion in her eyes as
Hut
d .-he turned toward me.
bound on action and had no time

look

was a

many

never

But the fact -till remains: you cannot buy
pudding
price of bread, or good, reliable, new and fashionable
at the price of trash.
Between our prices and th -e of

the

at

All
That is Best:

pocket and

buys

a>

last year.
»v»vw»v\‘vvy/y>

a<

over

cheap; they

.ire

five cents

.'Ifcucrusrnunts.

■

DRAPERIES,

-j

--

wholly reserved, ami into the first co
part:.!' it of iho next carriage I was Italy bustled :j» the train gradually ncquin

’

OUTSIDE GARMENTS
AND WRAPS;-.

Harbor.
There were more liquor raids at Bar
Harbor Saturday.
Liquor Constable
assisted by Constable
Aaron Bunker,
Burns, of Bar Harbor, and a Bangor proItuids at

«■.

SILKS,-—-

_

aerated
bv
tried
been

constantly

pumps

TOWN,

OF

FINE DRESS GOODS

method is to be tried, that of transporting the fi*h overland from Sharks
point to the station at Fast Orland. in
large tanks on w In 1* supplied with iced

salt

EXHIBITION

THE

new

circum-

those

a

ilbbrrtisnnrnt*.

«

"r

Between Times.

Wh

iliUlil

I 1 I 1

u

same,

cnts.
c-nts.

|of

consisting

over

fitly

......

Crepon effects seem to be in the lead. \\ e oiler sever
of them at 12 1-2 cent- per yard.
Elegant line of Sateens. Ginghams, I’crcalcs. Scotch I .awn.
Prints, all at the lowest price'.
■

...

Throughout
and

life

our

are

meannesses

for the sake of the

worst

I Intend

weakness*

Making til's

Permanent Easiness. aS Solicit Patronage.

a

usually committee I

people whom

....

we mos

despise.
Tommy- Paw. why do they always cal
the prohibition party the “dry" party
Mr. Flagg -Because it gets thorough!;
wiped out at every election.

A.

SAUNDERS.

1.

HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR.Particular attention is called to t.te wearing qualities of
Hoys’ and Children’s Hose We make a specialty of tn
they being fast colors and very durable. Prices from

Stmntisniuiits.

to

If you

pills for const!

Beecham’s

*a>s

mor«

want

a

satisfactory Ladies’ Hose,
our

Green.

Get the
10 and 25*.
book at jour druggist's and
go by it.

!

SHIRT

than 6.000.000 boiea.

Wiggins

Powder,

75
50

Sure Cure

*ur

Headache

Chloride Lime,

My Powders have been sold fo
the past five years, and haw
not failed in a single instance
Relief in fifteen minutes,
or refund thi
warrant them
Twelve
money.
box for 25 cts.
If you try them

always

use

NO

S. 1).

once

ii

you wil

them.

For Nervous
ache and

powders

or

Sick Head

Royal

Blue Vitriol,

i

Disinfectant,

Wiggiii, Druggist

No. I Main St.,

EllswOktu.

$2.50

$3°°

25

LACES AND EMBROIDERIES
large quantities and every style, to suit every taste.
In PASSEMENTERIES and all kinds of DRESS
In

Copperas,

MINGS and DRESS LININGS,

PARCHER’S DRUG STORE.

we

are

TRIM-

headquarters.

our departments are now complete with a large assortment
select from. OUR PRICES ARE LOW, and there is no
is
one who will sell you goods cheaper than we do; neither
there anyone who shows a better assortment of goods than we

All
to

! ^ps'CRESCENT BICYCLES

do.

Neuralgia.

CURE, NO PAY.

$1 50
$5.00
$io°
$1.00
$1 -5

12 1-2

------

Cross

Samples

JOY’S MUSIC STORE. SSJ'SSk
Also FINEST PIANOS, ORGANS and SEWING MACHINES for sale or
NEW Ml SIC. New SONGS. New BANJO Ml'SIC. Fairbanks' Imported Banjo

FRANK M.

to

t

WAISTS

Ladies’White Skirts,
Chemises,
Corset Covers,
Drawers,

Headache Powders.

I White Hellebore,

in either black

X Hose at 25 cents.

In Wash Goods from
25 cents to
Silk Waists,.$3-°o to
Ladies’ Night Dresses from
5^ cents to

uiseui

1

cents.

colors, ask for

pation

Annual

25

cur

in Woolen

Carpets

sent on

application.

rent.

M. GALLERT.

Strings.

JOY, Main St., Ellsvortli.
V

l

PRAIKIB SOIL.
ROADS OS
of S.nd

«n.l

prll..«s OItmB.

!<•»'»

r.moollmt

With Oood
Ko.ult.,

Turner of Illinois,
fiO years in observ,,
h.,s s,,ent over
w'‘
with Illinois
ftI1(1 experimenting
not cost ono-twentipa,g it would
to mako and k.s-p up
Dart as much
in the hilly,
road* in Illinois as
of New Engami swampy country
the jmople could agree to go
“
on some scientific,
t tho business
Tho esseutiul
sense plan.
nd common
roads of Illinois
lint as to the prairie
soil in such condipnt the surface
that it will park mid
ion of dryness
(L e., break or work np in
,
the wheels of vehicles and

Professor .1

“t,
’th

CW1
Saif
jfto

ts) under
hoofs of animals.
stone or gravel
No granite, ponnded
,us
good a foundation for a
fftll lUulwv
soil when kept dry
Ita.1 as our ordinary

Uc'

«-

r>

...

StJbcrti'srmcnta.

the light wheel craze.
Let

Hlcycle Weigh Enough to
Carry You, Says an Expert.
It is a significant point to note in connection with the light weight craze that
no
really high-grade maker at least,
none who has obtained
recognition—catalogues n machine weighing less than
twenty-one pounds, catalogue weight, at
what is known as the popular price, unless a specific statement is made that such
a machine will
not he guaranteed for

rpilK

Is under a severe strain. The cord J
4 is at its utmost tension. In a
4 moment it will break. The man
4 is a wreck.
He is worse than (I
dead. The need of the times is a ^
A help for weak nerves.
A low ner^)
vous state is inherited.
Pale and \
delicate children come into the >
world from weak and shattered
parents. What is demanded is not D
a sedative
merely, hut a tonic as ('
well. The nerve centres do not ^
need to he lulled into sleep for one 4)
night but t<» be rebuilt. The rem- ||
edy is at hand that will do this ^ |
T

antee.

2
2
J

The good saint bath well said that
“there is reason in all things," and, with
the
exception of the average bicycle
crank. I think that the saying is a true
one.
What earthly difference does a
couple of pounds weight make in the
running qualities of a road machine? Can
anyone answer? I trow not, hut any rel>«ir man can tell the difference that a
couple «f pounds make in the wearing

1^
I

doubt very pleasant to be able to
pick your machine upon one finger and
call ttie attention of admiring friends to
its lack of avoirdupois, but even an eighteen pounds bicycle is quite a load toea ry
tinder your arm (on a red-hot day in August i, with a twisted frame and buckled
wheels, and the nearest railroad station
five miles away.
In the words of the poet, don’t be a

bicycle

a

SOT t'NCOMM<»N
I. A W llulli tln

I

to pack beneath the supTineum
bent weight, and no sort of drainage
except free and open tile drainage can
secure that result, as every farmer can
leant ly driving over his tile drained
land Ho will find that it tiegius to
pa-k first directly over tlio drain, and
later as he recedes from it
To make the upper foot of the roadbed sufficiently hard to support the im-

enough

fs and wheels without psichsort of paving or pounded
If
ar-" gravel is resorted to.
ct. no or
kail np.n an artificially constructed
rxnils-d, as is done in cities, it is excelUnder other
lent. but is v. ry costly.
c- n.ii!' 'is these accessories are not as
useful as mui'.n sand, mixed with the
ord'.a.iry surf me soil, f >r the sand will
pack mid.-r travel only when it is thoroughly v t, our soils only when they

part f h
ing.

arc

«

me

s

almost dry

A ; r i-• r admixture of the two. therefare, ir h.ibly in alsiut the prnpirtious
half f each, will pack solidly
f
together and make the tipper f.».t of the
road!- ! snfibicntly hard and solid when
resting a a it underdraititsl foundation.
Sand ..real ashes, or any fine substance
that will pack when it is wet, mixed
with the ordinary soils, is far letter for
this purp. se than coarse gravel or broFor this material, when
ken st..ne.
once w-!l intermixed, rising :uid falling
with the s al, will stay with it, whereor pounded stone
as the coarse gravel
sinks ! >wcr and lower, if the ground is
verv soft, until it disapp’ars altogether.

bears

first-

a

told," said the caller, “that your
husband is engaged on a work of profane
history." “Yes," replied the author's
wife, “it certainly sounded that way
when 1 heard him correcting the proofs.’’
“I

[From

tbat

tit it with standard
weigh enough to carYork- Recorder.

class maker's name,
road tires, and let it
New
ry you safely.
am

“My child,” said the mother to her
married daughter, “a man is like an egg.
Keep him in hot water a little while and
he mu> boil soft; but keep him there too
long and he hardens.”
The deaf and dumb wagonmaker picked
up a hub and spoke. The blind carpenter
reached for bis plane and saw. The deaf
cowboy went out with his dog and herd.
The elephant inserted his trunk into a
grate and flue.

u'd be

ing c’u’d only bark,

If the t

foine

as

a

skyeterrier

cz

grouty old gentleman, after making
will, called bis serving-man, and remarked, “Michael, I've left you in my
will nil the impudence 1 possess." Michael
“Faith, Fin glad to see that by your
generosity 1 inherit the greater part of
"Well, well, M ichael, you’ve
yurestat*
A

his

i-mne

lukr

Fair

iJ&acttisriiicnts.

Kept l»rjr.
I have notice*! this simple f;u*t in till
■ the r»T- ii-, wlicnt 1 li ivf tr:iVflc«l nr (if

which I havo read, from Canada to
Texas, b t li oast and west of the Rooky
mountains, and in all sorts <»f soil, both
adobe and

prairie: Whenever you strike
pier** f gtxxl road in the w»*t and
rainy .--.tv.n you may lx* sui** v»f t’*u
fact.! > That it is thoroughly drained
a

■

either by» 1* \ ate n or—if not tile drained
—by natural underlying gravel Ixsis,
and J> tli.it its surface is mix. d with
•and t -u*h an extent that it will p.uk
and n-. t poach under vehicles and ani-

mals.

In Nebraska, for instance, over all its
hundreds f miles square naturally underdrain.-d by gravel l***ds, wh*-rover
there is enough s.uid in tin* s il t pack
-ii the sui fa.-** in» addit i >nul v.
k f
>

situdo and
sleeplessness from
which men and women in this
climate suffer.
Dr. Swan will answer all Inquiries regarding vour case free of
charge. With EVERY' BOTTLE
is a BANK CHECK, out OTARANTES that this REMEDY"
WILL DO
ALL WE CLAIM
FOR IT.
Full Pint, $1.00. Sold
everywhere. Sent on receipt of
5eates Medical

Weatbrook, Me

Co.,

j

JbSL

801h whether naturally or artificially seared, is tho prime and only necessary
condition to insure good roads. —Profoss01J B Turner.
Educate the People.
‘I know of no better
way than to incr^60 the road tax. Then first make the
roads good so they will last, by
graveling them, doing what ou can
^ch year with a reasonable tax levy
as the
people aro able to pay, and
extend the good roads to tho orosstoads. Tho
only way to get tho people to
*** the
advantages of good roads is to
commence building small tioccs at a
“210, and then it will not bo lung before
will all bo willing to pay inoro
that all might enjuv tho beno,Ws
of good roads.
Cor. (iJod Koads.

^ch

An

Object Umud For Ottawa.
Ottawa is cryiug for better roads,
c
aiming to have Buffered tho loss of
■ttaeh trade because tho cities of Utica
aod La Salle
could bo reached in better
““pe—Streator (Ills.) Free Press
An

June

petitioner

by

4
4

i
X
\
^

ILcgal Xotkcs.

—

on the petition aforesaid, ordered, That noire be given bv publishing a copy of said petition, with this order thereon, three weeks
-uceesslvely in the Ell-worth American, a
that all pernewspaper printed in Ellsworth,
second Wedsons intcrc-ted may attend on the
a court of probate to
at
of
Julv
next,
nesday
!»e hohlen In (MuehHl, and shew cause, if any,
tvhy tin* prayer of *aid petition should not in;
granted. Such notice to he given before said
•ourt-

A true

(). P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge.
Attest:—Oh vs. P. Dorr, Register.
copy. Attest:— (’has. P. Dork, Register.

ST ATM OF MAINE.

STATE OF MAINE.

Ha.ni ii' k, ss: (Kurt of Probate, Ellsworth,
June term, a. d. ls«i.r.,
>K.TITIoN Hied !•> Fben \.«.<>tt for admin
i-tratlon In estate of William tiott, late of
Bu< k-port, deceased.
Petition tiled liv John IF Tinker for adinlnlstration in rotate of tieorge B. Tinker, late of
Trem.iiit, deceased.
Petition tiled 1 > Nancy J. Hodgkins and Sar-

Hancock, ss:—Court of probate, Ellsworth,
June term, a. d.. 1895.
(/COUNTS having been filed for settlement ill estates of
Cornelia <
Kemlck, lau* or nanrocK, ue’i htiI.
Seneca 11. Remirk, administrator.
I»aidcl T springer, late of Hancock, deceased.
David \V Springer, administrator.
Josephine S. Hancock, of Bucksport, Geo. O.

Harriett It. Treble, late of ►Men, deceased
Petition tiled by Rcrtha A. Rlckford for ad
ndnistratioii In the c-tate of Amanda Myrick,
of (iollldslMiro.
IIan< «i. k, ss. —Probate ( ourt, second Wednesday, June, 1 -•.«■).
Notice of the foregoing petition I- ordered to
he published three week- -ucce--lve|y in the
Fll-worth American. printed at Fll-worth, in
said county, prior to the s« coiid Wednesday of

late of Orland, deceased.
Montalde Dorr, administrator.
Henry Dennis, late of Trenton, deceased.
MelvIn’D. Ilavnes, executor.
Franklin French, late of Franklin, deceased,
Ruth A French, administrator.
K. K.
J. F Gray, lute of Sedgwick, deceased.
Chase, administrator.
June t alter, late of Bluehlll, deceased. E. K.
Chase, administrator.
Ordered, That the said accountants give
notice to all persons inteiested, by causing a
published three
copy of this order to be
weeks successively in the Kllsworth American, a newspaper printed in Kllsworth, in
said county, that they appear at a probate
court, to bo hidden at Bluehill,on the second
Wednesday of July next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
tliev have, why tin* same should not he alO. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
lowed.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dohk, Register.
A true copy, Attest:—Chas. P. Dohk, Register.

A

V

Mitchell, guardian.
James M. Dorr,

j

true

(). P. ClNMNd H A M, J udge.
Attest: (Has. P. Douu, Register.
copy. Attest: Cham. I*. Dork, Register.

COMM ISSIONKKV NOTICK.
l'N DI'.RsHi N F-D, having been apX
pointed by the Hon. Judge of Probate
for the county of Hancock, on the second
commissioners to
Wednesday of April, 1
receive ami examine the claims of creditors
against the estate of Robert 8. Leach,
rrf AM£ioai tjiak: :wuf SstclS'C* 1 /
de1/
in
said
late of Penobscot,
county,
f_■ » «Q«H
.STATE OF MAINE.
ceased, represented in-olveiit, hereby give
tl it six months from the date "f
Hancock, ss:—Court of Probate, Ellsworth,
cred!
t<>
said
allowed
are
-.lid appointment
J une term.
it,.r- in which t.» pre-ent and prove their
PETITION having been fil'd by the
claim-, and that tli y will lie in session at the ;
-ran allowTHE OLD RELIABLE
widow of each deceased.
of
f.-r
tie
follow ing pbie*- ami' time.purpose
ance «#u: of !lie personal estate ot
the store of I
vi/.
at
-i!.,
reeeiviue
tieof
W.
late
Ellsworth,
William
Grant,
in !*• m.bscot. Hancock
A
Hon. iP
ceased.
it n rday
June JU, 1 >'-*• *, at
countv. Maine, "ii
1- rank 1m French, late of Franklin, deceased.
and at the -ame place on !
one 11"r!•■»» k p. m
Ordered. That said petitioners give public
at one o'clock p. in.
.: j;. 1
;,
! Saturday
notice to all persons inteiested, bv causing a
.! unc.
I)ateii this IT: li dav
copy of ; iiis order to he published three weeks
su>'( <—.
ly in the FI Is worth American, a
printed <*r published in Kllsworth,
newspap'
Hal Itood the Te«t ol Time
a curt of probate Puthat tli> •• ci iv apt- it
MORE SOLD THAN ALL OTHER
(OMMIsNIOMIUs' NOTH I
san! ••" n• v. to be held at t he probate olliee in
COMBINED
second
'on
the
Wednesday in
BRANDS
II' I
lb. r- ha- :mg
appdtited Bluehill,
t!. -1;
fore''-hum, Judge Juli luvt, at till of tile dock in tinH-o. <• P
\\
if
have, why
‘tul
show
cause,
noon.
any
they
•'
re
H'
to
I.
"I
Pi"b
tin sa-iu should not he granted.
III
f-d'f-.r- to the
til
.1
e il I.«!
C>1
<>. P. * l NM M-IIAM, Judg*
rzzzzzzz zxzxzxz x zzxxxxxr z ^ e-tate I I.. ,11 •!« \ t.i'io late "I peeoh.-eot, 1
n \s. P. I). •nit. Register
p y. Vttest:
•-!
•!. I !!
r.
nt.
y
d«
hereby give j A true
I"
-aid
cred
tire
alh-wed
month-ix
that
notice
In
|
scriber
sill
givi j uhlic n
reby
r|s11
!:iim-; and
love tln-ir
it.-r- t.. mi g in and
11.! v
hat he has been
toali concerned
X
v a c at (.range hall, j
attend lli.it
11, at nr -!
and has taken upon himself tinappointed,
and
I North llfook-vllle, Saturday, \ugu-t 17,
of the estate of VIan
administrator
of
trust
at ten o\ lock lit the
m« i.o.er 1". I'
1 hut
b. rt M Houston, late of Buck sport, in t he counK PdilP -i m , OI11*r,.
via
ton
t y ot Hancock, deceased.by giv ing bondsas the
( HAS
II Ph It K 1 N -, »
law ilirects; he therefore requests all persons
April lo, is*;..
►«
who are indebted to said deceased's estate, to
M
make immediate payment, and those who
Notice of Petition for DUcliarge.
have any demands thereon to exhibit the
same for settlement.
*TATK OK MA1NK.
Ulysses G. Houston.
—t ourt of In-olvency.
k, ss
Ham
h
M
Bucksport, June 12, 1895.
the a-e of Lewis J. File-, of Fllsworth,
3B
'-f
auftnsi » *u;» :rii«iguVMUjmu:t
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We

think wo can’t keep house without
itMrs. Gilman Smith,
Dec. 3, ’l»4.
Bethel, Me.
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insolvent debtornotice
rpilF subscriber hereby gives public
K i- hereby given that n petition has,
to all concerned, that he has been duly
oi June, a. d. l",-»a,
on this thirteenth day
d and has taken upon himself the
appoint'
i.ei n pie-ented to -ahl court, for -aid county,
of the last will and testain the trust of executor
Lewis -1
Files, of F.ll-worth,
late of
Eden,
by
of William spratt.
ment
(ountv of Hancock, praying tlial lie may do- ;
of Hancock, deceased, bythe
in
county
creed’to a lull discharge trom all li- debts, ( giving bond as the law directs; he therethe
revised
-c\
of
i.ty
inwho are
provable under chapter
fore requests all
persons
of the >tate of Maine, with amend
ftatuti
debted to said deceased's estate, to make imim-nt- tliei• to and addition- thereof, ami upon
mediate payment, and those who have any
that
a
-aid petition it I- or«h red by -aid court,
demands thereon to exhibit the same for setFrank Spratt.
hearing be hud upon the -ame, before -aid court, tlement.
at Rluchill, in -aid county of Hancock, on !
Bar Harbor, June 10, 1895.
d.
Wednesday, the tenth day of July, a
at eleven o’clock In the forenoon, and that
NON-KESIDENT TAX NOTICE.
notice thereof he published In the Fll-worth
Non resident taxes In the town of Sedgwick,
American, a new-paper printed or published in
In
tin*
three
county of Hancock for the year 185*4.
for
once
a
week
said countv of Hancock,
of
rpnF follo'wiug li.-t of taxes on real estate
Huccei-i\ e* week-, the la-t publication to be live
i.on resident owners in the town of Sedg?
and
that
of
before
hearing,
lea-t,
tbeday
davs, tit
committed
hills
In
a.
d.
185*4.
vear
the
wick
for
all*creditor- who have proved their debts, and
to prontis- F. Stanley, collector ot said town,
! utlm
per-oti- inten -ted, may appear at -aid on the tenth dav of' May, 1m*4. has been replace and time, and -In-w cause, ifbeany they turned by him
me as
remaining unpaid on
granted
have, why a di-eharge should not
ninth day of May, Dby hi- eertllieato of
said debtor, according to the prayer of his the
that date and now remains unpaid, and notice
j petition.
is hetvh> given that 11 the -aid taxes, Interest
\ttest —( IIA- p. I)U|(K, Register
Into tin* treasury of
of said court for -aid county of Hancock. and charges are not paid months from the
day
Mild town within eight--ei,
of the eominltn.ent of -aid Ml!-, so much ot UnIN IN sol. \ KM V.
to pay the
he
-uilieient
as
will
taxed
estate
real
and
Notice of second Meeting.
amount due therefor, Including interest
will, without further notice, he sold at
! STATK UK MAINK, Hancock, ss. —Court of charge-,auction
Herrick. Smith A
of
stopat
the
publle
| insolvency.
( o
iii .-aid Sedgwick, on the sixteenth day of
In the ease of Fred 1*. Sargent, of Cioulds1
December, a. d. ls'.'n, at two o'clock In the afterboro, insolvent debtor,
noon.
to an
that
notice
t«•
i_pursuant
give
r|anIs
VALUE. TAX.
£ order of euurt therefor, a second meeting ;
1
of
of the ereditor- "f -aid Insolvent debtor will be
Eaton, George, or unknown,
In
in
room
formerly
court
Bluehill,
buildings
and
land
| held at the probate
-aid county, on Wednesday, the tenth day of
occupied by John Donley, situ1
?1 •"
$'*1
at eleven o’clock in the foreated neart W. Pert,
July, a. d 1
in
for the purposes named
chapter Billing- Frank M **r unknown,
;
: -evenly of therevi-ed statutes of the State of
land and buildings situated near
*11
!-•»
Snow's Cove, so-called,
Mu i.e’with amendments thereof and additions
Attest —(.'ha- 1*. DoitU,
I thereto.
Phillips, H. B.. or unknown,
and lot situated on Carhouse
Register of -aid Court.
^
ter’s Point, so-called- Bounded
on the northwest by the town
rpm: 8uba< rib. hereby gives public notice
road, northerly, easterly and
1 t" all concerned, that he has been duly
southerly by land owned by the
himself
the
taken
haand
upon
•.ppointed
4o0
-'-40
heirs nfJ. lV Carter,
administrator of the estate of
trust of an
William, or unknown, lot
in
of
Pratt,
late
H.
Parker,
Rucksport,
Hurry
on* Carters
situated
of
land
Hancock,
deceased, by
tiie
county of
.1
3S
Point, so-called.
giving bond as the law directs; he therefore
or unknown,
I requests all persons who arc indebted to said Staples, Porter M.,
Arno
of
land.
Staples
of
lot
*■;
deceased's c.-tate to make immediate pay1 "3
5*0
land,-itunted at West Sedgwiek,
tm-tit, and tho-e who have any demands thereSami ei. IIekki* k.
on to v xhibit the same for settlement.
of
Treasurer
Sedgwick.
Alvar A. Parker.
June 13,1895.
Rucksport, May 8. 1895.
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Itelief in ^i\ Hour*.
re
Distressing Kidney and bladder di.-case>ul 111
" <,KI v 1
lleved in six hour* by the ”S»
<•
lne*
1
new
'I hiAMI UH A.N hll'.SU O UK.”
ot it*
I-a great -urprise on account
itt the ! !.»<!•!. i,
promptness in relieving pain of the urlnai >
hark and every part
relieve* rett nIt
female.
or
pa->-aIre* in mule
1 nl,nmtion of water and pain in ,.a-lng
reiki and
want
It
quick
immcdiat.lv.
yen
!»■ " »K
sold
by
cure, tlds is your remedy,
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Agricultural Problem.
k wood is
$8 a cord, how much can a
make (hiring tho season when it i
mkes four horses to haul an
empty wagA W Bulletin.
X^riiggist, Ellsworth Me..
^ yin,

.t,mor

v

4

a

e

hotter r<uids
was true of all the
naturally under
drained portions of the city of MiimeaP* lis
spito <.f th** heavy 1 ads *>f
lamb* r and grain drawn over them.
The same was true of tho city of Santa
Barb ir.i n tie Pacific c*»;ust, as I hav
seen Si also ts it in Texas.
So it is in
py own stockyards and gateways, whero
lath** Se.isi•!! f r hauling in the cr»*ps
the wagons would sink to the* axles and
the men nearly to the tops of their b*x)ts.
At first we tried to secure relief
by
taeaiis* f broken stone
d cc»arse gravel,
which, m the wet places, soon sank out
cf sight. Bat
gtx.x.1 drainage and an ad
fixture of sand with the soil removed
the difficulty. I think all who try the
experiment will find that good drainage,
either natural or artificial, with a sufficiency of t;aml in tho surface foot of tho
■'

Probate,

I

1

Julv, 1*’.*.Y'

rMm h

of

To the Honorable Judge of Probate for the
countv of Hancock.
nked l. ORCUTT, of Sullivan, 111 said eoun1
ty of Hancock, in the State of Maine,
guardian of Enoch R. Hlalsdell, a minor, respectfully represents that said ward is seized
and possessed of the following described real
One undivided half of a certain
estate, viz.
lot or parcel of land situated in Franklin, In
said county and State, known as the George
Hlalsdell quarry l«'t, and bounded and described as follows- Hounded on the north by
land of John Springer, on the east by road
leading to the Ellen ( lark place, so-called,
and known ns the Ellen Clark road, on the
of Hlalsdell
west by land now or formerly
R.
Enoch
RialsDonnell and
said
and
Jell; that it would he for the benefit of
said ward to have said real estate leased
ns a
granite quarry for the term of five
years, with the privilege to be granted to the
lessee or lessees thereof, of quarrying and removing all kinds of stone and granite from
*aid lot, and of erecting and maintaining all
Toetlons thereon necessary to carry on the
jiiarrylng business; wherefore your petitioner
[trays'’that he mav he licensed to lease the same
or the
purpose aforesaidDated this eighth day of June, a. d. 1895.
Fkkd E. OKU TT.
STATE OF MAINE.
of Probate hel l
a
Court
At
Hancock, ss.
it Ell-worth, on the second Wednesday of June,

.)
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1

r.

ItoaUwcyra

Wht»n

orders, Indigestion, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Heart Trouble, Las- ||

inheritance remarkably

into your

soon."

GOOD DRAINAGE ESSENTIAL.
Nearly All Soils

Jno. Swan, *,
diseases is
being prescribed, recommended P
and used by the ablest of physi- (*
ciansforthe cure of all nervous disnervous

<

ye’d

ant to see!"

w

11

prescript ion of Dr.

specialist in

ss:—Court
d. 1895.

give public
perinterested,
causing a copy of the petition and this order thereon, to be published
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed or published
in Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
at a court of probate for said
county,
appearheld
at Hluehill, on the second Wedtone
nesday of July next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, to show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge.
Attest:—('mas. P. Dork, Register.
A true copy, Attest:—('has. P. Dork, Register.
sons

...

the

a.

orderedThat
Upon the foregoing petition,
saiu
notice toall

I

thot's n ebrysanthennum," said
“It is,"
Dolan, deeply interested.
replied his wife, who bad been indulging
in floral purchases.
“Well, a wondherful
“An’

it

Dr. Swan’s Nerve .**.
and Blood Tonic

Hancock,
term,

Court of Probate hohlen at Fllsworth,
within and for the county "f Hancock, on
the second Wednesday of June, a. d. 1896.
'MtANK I. HRFWFR named executor in a
certain instrument purporting to he the
last will and testament of Daniel W Brewer,
late of 1-Men, in said county, deceased, having presented the same for probate:
Ordered, That the said Frank F. Brewer
give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of this order to he pub\w
klished
three
successively in the
A l
r published
Fllsworth Americ. :i,
at
Fllsworth, that they
may appear at
a
probate court ♦<» be held at Bluehill.
in
said vanity, on the seemul Wednesday
of July next, at ten “f the clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
uhv the said instrument should not be proved,
approved and allowed as the last will and
testament of said decease.I.
n. p.
IN N IV; HAM. Judge.
Attest: -Cuss. !'. Doitn, Register.
( has. !\ Dohk, Register.
A true copy, Attest:
At

Mr.

flower .t is.

J

..

no

chump, buy

Cl 1

A

use, and even those who do make a
roadster sun posed to weigh under twenty
pounds, and listed at f25 higher than tin*
standard line, object in most instances to
stand behind them with a broad guarroad

qualities.

S

To the Honorable Judge of PTobate for the
county of Hancock.
('M)KUsignk.I), John G. Jordan,
administrator estate Sterling H. Haynes,
1
late of Ellsworth, lu said county, deceased, respectfully represents that the goods hi.d chattels, rights and credits of said deceased arc not
sufficient to pay Ids just debts and charges of
administration by the sum of five hundred dollars; wherefore your petitioner prays your
honor to grant him a license to sell, at public
or private sale, and
convey the homestead place
of said Intestate situated in Ellsworth aforeHounded northsaid, and described as follows
erly by Sterling street, easterly by State street
and land of Adrian Phillips, southerly by land
of said Phillips and land of Mrs. Oscar Tomkins and estate of Samuel Koval, westerly by
land of said estate of Samuel Royal and homestead lot of John W. Frazier, containing one
acre, more or less, and being all of the real estate of the deceased (including the reversion of
the widow's dower therein), to satisfy said
debts and charges of administration; that he
asks for tin* sale of the whole as a partial sale
would be detrimental to the Interests of said
estate, and the heirs wish a sale of the whole.
John G. Jordan, adinr. as aforesaid.
June 12, 1895.
STATE OF MAINE.

your

It is

ILcgal Notices.

Hcgal Xoticta.

t-xecedin^ J

1

1

3Lifl.il Notices.

To the Hou. Judge of Probate within and for To the Honorable Judge of Probate within
and for the county of Hancock.
the countv of Hancock and State of Maine.
E. JOHNSON, of Hurry. Hancock
fPHE undersigned, Alfred Staples, respectcounty, Maine, administratrix of the
fully represents that lie is guaruotn of
estate of Ezra Johnson, late of sai l Surry,
Freeman ana Mira Sprague, minor heirs of
deceased, respectfully represents that the John Sprague, late of Swan’s Island, deamount due from said estate for the payment ceased, who are owners of the follow'ing deof debts and the costs and expenses of adscribed real estate:
ministration as near as your petit inner can
Two undivided sevenths of ?.P ‘v' t'--1 esnow determine, is the sum of one hundred
tate of which said John Sprague died seized
and fifty dollars; that the amount of the perand possessed, subject to the right of dower
sonal estate, as per the inventory, was the
of Margaret Sprague, widow of y id John
sum of two hundred and eighty-five dollars
Sprague, therein, a portion oi w/iicn said
and eighteen cents; that the honorable Judge
real estate is bounded and described tvs folof Probate has granted an allowance to the
On the southerly by J.ongf ’ove;
lows, to wit
widow of said Ezra Johnson of the sum of
on the easterly by land of Isaiah Stanley and
#285.18; that the personal estate will not. when
land owned or occupied by Rodney Sadler;
sold, amount to the appraisal thereof, and
northerly by land owned or occupied by Rodtherefore there will he nothing from the perney Sadler and land of Thomas Stanley, and
sonal estate, after the payment of said allowland of Michael Stinson
on the westerly by
ance. for the payment of debts and costs of adet al. and John Stanley, and by the westerly
ministration; that a sale of some portion of
line of the John Stanley lot prolonged until
the real estate of said deceased is necessary
it intersects the line of land of Thomas Stanfor the payment of said debts and costs of
ley on the north: and whereas it is for the inadministration; that said deceased died seized terest of said minors to lease to Matthew
and possessed of the following real esBaird, of New York, the right of entering in
tate. viz.:
and upon and occupying the abov* -described
A certain tract of land situated in said Surlot for the purpose of quarrying and cutting
ry and bounded as follows, to wit: Begingranite to any extent that the said lessee may
ning at a stake and stones on the northerly desire, with the privilege of erecting and
vilside of the highway leading from Surry
o.- conmaintaining all buildings neciaaury
:«i,
lage to Ellsworth by land of Edward S. Jarvis; venient for use in connection
quarthence
by said road about three rying and cutting of said granite, with the
rods to a stake and stones; thence north 29
privilege of using such portion thereof as
degrees east 16 rods and 10 links to a stake may be necessary and convenient ioi uit purand stones; thence north 14 degrees east 9
pose of dumping and yarding all waste granite
rods and 5 links to an oak tree; thence west
and grout made in such quarrying and cut3 *•_> rods to the line fence; thence north 25 deting.
grees east by said fence 25 rods and m links to
Also the right to use two undivided sevenths
the corner of the field: thence north 64 deof the wharf heretofore constructed by said
grees west by the fence 18 rods to said JarTaylor
upon another portion of said real esvis’ land; thence southerly by said Jarvis’
Also two undivided
tate for all purposes.
land 56 rods to the first-mentioned bound, sevenths of the following described lot of land
acres, more or less, with the
containing 4
to be used as a yard for the deposit of stone
buildings thereon.
intended for shipment, viz.:
Beginning at
Also one other tract of land situated in said
the shore at the westerly side of said wharf;
Surry and hounded as follows,to wit: Begin- thence running N. N. E. 137 feet; thence east
of
Patten’s
at
the
shore
at
a
tree
ning
spruce
by south H7 feet; thence S. 137 feet to Long
bay at the southwest corner of the Wilbra- Cove; thence by the Cove to the wharf and
ham Swett lot: thence northerly on the line the
place of beginning; also the right to use
rods
to as to
between said lot and the Jarvis lot 250
two undivided sevenths thereof, the
of said Swett lot;
corner
the northwest
road for all purposes that is now used by said
thence easterly on the north line of said j Baird from said first-described lot to said
!
Swett lot about'16U_, rods to a stake and stones;
wharf, all upon the following terms and conthence southerly to a large rock on the west
ditions: To hold until the ‘24th day of March,
side of the cove; thence westerly about 16 »-_*
1900, yielding and paying therefor the rent of
rods to the place of beginning, containing 26
4-21 of $20.00 per year, payable at the end of
acres, more or less, with all the buildings
each year on the 24th day of March, the first
!
thereon.
payment to be a pro rata payment, and in adAlso a certain tract of land situated in said
4-21
of 50 cents per one
dition thereto
as
to
wit:
BeSurrv and bounded
follows,
thousand blocks for paving blocks, 1-21 of ^
ginning at an oak tree about 25 rods northerly :i cent per lineal foot for edge stone, 4-21 of b*
from the side of the road leading from Surry
cent per cubic foot for all other cut stone,
to Ellsworth; thence west 3hi rods to land
md4-21 of 2 cents per ton for all waste or
owned by said Johnson: thence north 35 de'rout sold; the same to be paid on the twenh
corner
of
links to u
grees east 25 rod® and
ty-fourth day of March of each year; and the
said Johnson’s land; thence southerly to the
there:..
lessee is to covenant
....
place of beginning, containing one-fourth of imount as aforesaid, and quit ami deliver up
an acre, more or less; the last above-dt scribed
he premises peaceably and quietly at the end
lot was conveyed to the late Ezra Johnson by
order
and
>f the term aforesaid in as good
Vianna Withnni, bv deed dated July 8.1870.
;ondition, reasonable use as aforesaid, or inThe first two lots above-described were conevitable accident excepted, as the same now
Wm.
said
Johnson
to
the
Romer,
jr., ire; the lessors to pay all taxes levied upon
by
veyed
bv'deed recorded in book 130, page h*9, of the
he two undivided sevenths of the pre:-ises,
Hancock Registry of Deeds; that all of said
mil may enter to expel the lessee if he shall
the
homestead
three tracts of laud comprise
ail to “pay the rent, as aforesaid, whether
of the late Ezra Johnson; that to s-'.l a poriaid rent shall be demanded or not, and make
tion of said homestead would greatlv depre>r suffer
any strip or waste thereof (no acts
ciate the residue thereof; wherefore your peherein authorized to be construed as waste),
titioner prays that inasmuch as by a sale of
ihe premiir shall fail to quit and surrender
residue
any portion' of said real estate, the
ses
to the lessors at the end of the term
would be greatly depreciated in value, she
..f
the eoveviolate
or
shall
any
iforesaid,
may be licensed to sell, at nubile or private
lants of this lease to be by him performed;
sale, for the payment of the debts against
'tjon
laid lease to contain the fur' he"
said estate, and the costs of administration
turn,
if said
hat at the expiration of the
thereon, the whole of the foregoing described
essee shall
have faithfully performed all
real estate of said deceased; and the under:ovenanis therein made by hi.:-, lit it if resigned petitioner, being the widow of the late
juested by him the said minors will then
Ezra Johnson, and as such entitled to dower
•xecute and deliver to him a good and sufin said real estate, hereby signifies her
ficient lease, upon like terms and conditions
b>
granted
written consent that license may
the term of ten
is the one to be executed, for
to sell the foregoing described real estate, inrears, so far as said agreement can '-e legally
eluding the widow’s dower and the reversion made by said guardian; that said e>t: H- ;s unthereof in said estate, and that from the proproductive of any benefit to -aid minors and
ceeds of said sale, she, said widow, may have
inors
that it will be for the inti rest of -aid
her share thereof equal to the present value j that the same should Ik- leased a- afi
said;
of her dower in said real estate, to be esti- ; said guardian therefore pra
\"iir
honor
mated by th« judge according to her age. and
that he may be authorized ami empowered
that the'residue thereof, after the payments
agreeably to law to lease above-deserioed real
of all debts against said estate and the costs I estate, or such part of it as in your
pinion
of administration thereon, be distributed to j may be expedient.
Alfred A. Staples.
the heirs at law of said Ezra Johnson, accord- |
STATE OF MAINE.
!
made
and
in
such
cases
statutes
to
the
ing
Hancock, ns. —At a court of probate held at
provided.
Dated this 12th day of June. a. d. 1*95.
Ellsworth, on the second Wednesday "t June
1
Mary E. Johnson.
a. d. 1895.
lit orr
w
\i a
V y
That
On the petition afore-aid. Or I
notice be given by pubii.-hiug a
"pv ol said
Probate, June
Hancock, ss:—Court of
nm i• imi. with
his order t hem >n. t liree weeks
term, a. d. 1895
I
in the Ellsworth Duer-cm, a
Upon the foregoing petition,ordered: That successively
in Ellsworth, that all persaid petitioner give public notice to all per- | newspaper printed
the second
sons
interested
may attend
sons interested, by causing a copy -,f the pc<>f
next, at a court of
July
Wednesday
he
to
order
this
thereon,
and
published
tition
nwi shew
hill
in
blue
he
holden
to
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth ] probate
if any, why the prayer of -.ml petition
American, a new spa per printed or published cause,
not'he
should
granted.
that
in Ellsworth, in sain county,
they may j
(). 1*. < L’NNIN'.H \ M, Judge.
sai l
appear at a court of probate for
county, j
Register.
Attest( ’HAS. r. 1
to be held at Hluehill, on the second Wed1*. D-nui, Register.
Attest:—(’ham.
A
true
copy.
nesday of July next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, to show cause, if any they
have,
why the prayer of said petitioner To the Honorable Judge of Pr.d, :<• within
and for tbe county of Hancock.
should not he granted.
(». p. CUNNINGHAM. Judge. |
W.
Mr’
Cum.
rpHE t’N DKRSK '> N El).
Attest: —( mas. P. I)okr. Register, j
A
guardian of .Miles S. (Him of Orland. in
A true copy, Attest:—< mas. P. Dorr. Register, the county of Hancock, minc.j, re-etfully
shews, that the said minor is seized ai.d posm said
To the Honorable Judge of probate f -r the sessed of certain real estate -i:’ a’
\ certain
Orland, and described a- f<>!!•*
countv of Hancock. Mate of Main*-.
t>■ 11
herewith
the
ngs
Hiram
of
land
'.
or
lot
1 ) ESPE* I'll' LEY
parcel
represents
■J, ..
id
ami
I \ Vaughan, guardian of Arthur Drink- on. situated in said Orland,
ginn.ig at
described as follows, to wit.
water and William Drinkwater, minor
owned
of
a
honecorner
late
of
Ellsworth,
by
the
northwest
of Arthur 1'. Drinkwater,
u
•'aiding
Hancock canty. Maine, deceased, that said ! the heirs of John A. Ruck on
’•‘•etrtai n lot
front the county road tn th»- '!•
minors are seized and possessed of a
nor’ h id
situated in said FM-worth, | ing-house: thence hv said «t r-•
or pitrccl of land
ink-: Hence
west five rods and seventeen
with all buildings thereon, and bounded and
south
n
lliuut
live
rods;
wit:
lit*'
West
to
Beginning
south
described a- follows,
*■ r-.-sud
k
of lot ! east five rods and eight links
School street at the northeast cortn
.» k. thence
home lot of the heirs of John /
now or formerly owned by the widow 1 ranks;
t
J
T
lot
the
'-e'-'iuing.
to
place
thence westerly to land now or formerly
by said home
l;■<
tc or
containing twenty-seven sqm
H. Partridge; thence northerly by -aid Par"ii-t.-r.y four j less, with right -->i‘-w ay. being t
tridge's line four roils; thence
jses conveyed to .-.mm I.. < ..11. O.V deidoi
rods to School street; thence socherlv by
hmeight.
School Street to the place of beginning, con- • Alexander <Hagerthv. dated
ii< m-u
1
Inks, and rt-f'-rded in liam-< 1
taining i vt >n -'16; square rods, nmt c *i
I.
e->.
:• is
Deeds, bo-.k JJ*
png. : "
being the same premises deseribed
to
s-i.d
;itmu.
E.
benefit
id
anv
d<
ed
from
d
veved in the mortgagi
unproductive
-aid
and that it will be f'-r t In in
Drinkwater. n coi 1. 1 .1 t lu
Googin- to \.
odl.mdthc
minor that the same should !•
Regist rv of Deeds for Hanc<" k o*uti" 'I <:m
a
I
interest;
on
r-'-i.'
ill v o 1. ISO, page 15-j; that -aid c-tat
proceeds secured
d arid
md
-a i I
m
ductive of .uiv hem lit t
j your honor that he may be an.«
M
that it would b< f. r the bettetit of
-U
|i'>
real estate, or such p'
t«. have .-aid r« al *--tat« -old and tin
placed inteim »■ be
pravs that In
estate at public or private -ale and Mice the
STATE OF MAIN'
M
U a court of
Hanco. k,
minors.
f
V
ml
1.: iswort h. on tin.
-•
Dated J urn- '. a. d. 1
a. d. lv.i ,.
June,
«
ltd:
HI.
V\: ..II vN, g
11.
< 'r 1*
I
-a
hat
1
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petit
-T VI 1 < '1 M AIN 1
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ro! .1 ar
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of
E11 s\\ o rt
second \N e<' m-.la
the
Ellsworth, on
*’
1
newspaper printed in Elisw*u; !i.
June, a. i>. 1895.
• 11• nd
1 •’ '■
I m
,o;« inter.
| ()n the pet it i"ii afo|-f id. "rd*
•>■.
t
d -■"•'i
f
Wedm-dn V
July m.\t
notice he given by publishing a
wekprobate to be holden in lilinnm. mo -new
petition, with this order lhereon, t!.:
i.
\un-ricun.
the Ell-worth
in
cause, if any, w by the prayer >d -.i. !
successively
i<
to hi.
'lit; * 1
Snul
granted.
should m*t
a
newspaper printed in Ellsworth,
on
lie-econd
given before said court.
persons interested mav attend
i)
I*. ( I NN IN' !! \ NI
Midge
t
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July ne\». at a « art of
i-t«
-hew
i:.
( H AS. Ik
\tte-t
probate to be li .Men in Hluehill. md it n n
* HAS. I’. !
A true copy, Attest
1
cau-e. If an \. W nv ihe pr iier "f
Su< h not
should m»t be if!ranti 1.
given before -aid court
sTAli: OI M\IM
«
I'NNINl.H \ M. Judge,
p
t le eb
a'
If an. oi K, ss.: At a Probate
• it as. P. ll'iKii. Rcgl-ter.
Attest:
the
in and for said count
KUsworth.
A true copy. Attest: -« has. J*. I»>R .Register.
isecomi Wednesday of June,
b.
CERTAIN instrument pur
rPHE subscriber herebv give- public nont of
ami
a copy of the last will
flee t‘- all concerned, that In bw- bet n
A
u\
nitty
Eliza F Car.ldwell. late of tb
himtaken
has
and
upon
duly appointed,
and state of New York, ami
pnd-ati
self the trust of executor of the la-t will and
k
N.
Cy
thereof in said state <>f
testament of Albert Bartlett, late of Tre
authenticated, having been present- : t■ the
deceased,
of
Hancock,
mont. in the county
..ni x, i-o the
sanl
our
for
of
be
probate
judge
by giving bond as the law direct-;
-I
fib
id r.
all
purpose of being allowed,
therefore requests
persons who are
.n
in the probate court for our said
indebted to said deceased's estat *. to make ;
tt<
tlu i.
Ordered, That m.ti<
immediate payment, and those who have any |
bing
all persons interested therein, n>
demands thereon to exhibit the same for setI a copy of this order three we- kJohn T. R. Freeman.
tlement.
paper
in the Ellsworth America!
1895.
J
une
12.
Ellsworth,
printed or published at EP
of
county, prior to the second V.
IN INSOLVEA< Y.
‘a. d. P-'.c. that they
p1 " at
July,
Notice of Second Meeting.
1.
then to b* b
a probate court
ourt ot
u
said c->
in
ami
for
hill,
State of Maine, Hancock sif
'n
o’clock in the forenoon. ami
Insolvency.
anv they have, against th- sunn
In the ca-e of Lewis J. Liles, of Ell-worth,
!'
bait
<). P. ( L N N 1 N
HAM, Ji: I
insolvent debtor.
Pi Ulster
(HAS. P |i'
\ttest
in to give notice that pursuant to an
meetA true copy, \ttest: < has. p. in
1 order of .ourt therefor, a -e-"int debtor
insolvent
of
said
creditors
of
ihe
ing
STATE OI MAIM
will he held at the probate court room, in
din at
Hluehill, in -aid county, on Wedne-day. the
u.i
Hancock, ss: —At a probate
o'clock
eleven
d.
at
a.
1895,
tenth dav of Julv,
"'luym u
Ellsworth, within and for mm
d I
in the forenoon, for the purposes named in
of .hr
secomi
the
Wednesday
of the
chapter seventy of the revised statute-thereof
CERTAIN instrument purp-’img to In
nt of
m.
State of Maine, with amendmenta copy of the last will and li
and additions thereto.
t> of
John T. Higgins, of the city a..
Attest: Ohas P Dorr.
ini
and state of Colorado. .-ml
Pueblo,
1
'ado.
Register of said court.
probate thereof in said stat
i.t-il
duly authenticated, having k
Y.
IN 1 \ SO LVlvA't
lv- lor
to the judge 1.1 probate for s.n-i
iu
reNotice of Second Meeting.
the purpose of being allowed, 'mu
court
in the
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probate
of
ss.:—•
ourt
Hancock,
of
Maine.
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insolvency.
In the

case

of Thomas L. Moran

county,

of Eden,

I insolvent debtor.
rPH IS is to give
I
!
!

not i- c that pursuant to an
1 order ot court therefor, a se md tm eting.'f the creditors of -aid insolvent debtor,
will be held at the probate court roqin in
Bluelii'l, in said comity, on Wednesday, the
1895, at eleven o'clock
tenth d IV of July, a. d
-'muned in
in the forenoon, for t
chapter-e\ciitv of the i#, sen sta’1 te- t the
with Munendiucnts thereof
Maim
State of
and n id it ions thereto. M
Att»-*;— Ciiah. P. Dorr.
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Ordered. That notice then-'*
all persons interested therein. I.v pu I •: i -1, mg
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\m
three
ively
order
this
a copv--f
American.
m-.mpiper
Ellsworth
in life
~l:
printed or published at 1.11-a V.
of
:o..-l
cmint \, prior to th.t
proJuly, a. d. 189ft, that they may ipp-.-u
tn
.‘'mb
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he
held
a*
to
then
bate court
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'» Un k
t
and for said county, at
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ui.- they
the forenoon, and show can
have, against the same.
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Vttesi
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V true copy, Attest:— Chas. P Dork, Register
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otill

April.
All tho world is drenched and dreary,
Drowned in April’s tears.
Leaden skies, a wind grown weary,
Sighing with a cadence eerie
April's fo.-lish fears—
Tear stained, frowning child of springtixrs,
Sprite of smiles and team.

pages.

lIarT»or.

At

a

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
stated communication of Bar Har-

bor lodge. No. 1S5, F. and A. M., on June
were
2, 1895. the following resolutions

adopted:
It having pleased

God in His infinite
from this earthly
remove
John T. Higbrother.
esteemed
lodge
when
gins, in the prime of his manhood,
achieveso many of the possibilities and
ments of life were before him, thereby
and
causing a vacancy in the home
fraternal circle which can never be filled,

wisdom

to

f

j

j

our

1

Over all the world the gleaming
Light of April's smiles.
Wakes the flowers from winter dreaming.
Every breath with hope is teeming—
April’s Witching wiles.
Fickle, fleeting month of promise.
Mingled tears and smiles.
—Laura Bertfeaux Bell in Homs and Country.

A NIGHT IN TOWN.

to give public expression to
the worth and virtues of our deceased
and
of our sympathy with his
brother,
family and friends, it is hereby of John
“Dorothy, I wish you would run In
Resolred, That in the death
! town today and attend to a little business
ami sister have
T. Higgins the
for me. I’ve a touch of the gout myself,
been deprived of a son and brother in
best affection
said my father as wesnt at the break fas*
everyway worthy of their
and esteem, of w hose brilliant career in
table idling over our hom< grown straw
the brief span of life allotted to him here, berries and
g hatting ovsr I lie rich c <wm try
but
be
to
reason
proud,
they had every
cream.
better still, whose honor integrity and
“And then you might possibly induce
God-fearing life might well be emulated
by all. The w ife has lost a companion Jack to come out with you tomorrow for
whose loving kindness and manly qualover Sunday.”
ities, whose fortitude under great physi- I
whose
courage in
Father looked slyly at mother as he
cal weakness, and
laboring on almost while life lasted, must made this last suggestion, for was there1
no
comher
to
by
have endeared himself
evnr a Sunday during the whole long summon
bonds, and the separation from mer that Jack,
my dear, old Jack, did not
whom must have beeu like giving up life
The young son will miss the i spend with us at Applegate?
itself.
Father gave me my instructions. I was
guiding hand* the tender care and wise j
counsel of a loving father, ami to the care ; to go to the bank and have a check cashed. a 11.000 check, pay his fisc insurance
of the God of the fatherless is he com
and

wishing

parents

|
i

mended.
This lodge has sustained the loss of one
of its worthiest members, whose aim it
was to “act
upon the square, keep a
tongue of good report, maintain secrecy

1

premiums, settle a bill at one of the shops
and bring home the hundred or so I would

have left.
Before boarding the train I telegraphed
Jack to meet me at 3. so when I arrived
and practice charity.” and we shall long
in town I made straight for the I wink and
hold him in loving remembrance.
Resolved, That in token of our sorrow drew the money, intending to hurry
and in accordance w ith ancient customs
through my »rrands so to have all finished
the altar and regalia of our lodge l>e
But just
when Jack and I should meet.
that
for
in
days;
thirty
mourning
draped
as I
stopped from the cashier’s window
be placed
these resolutions
upon the
Mr. Allan stopped me, saying:
records of the lodge; that copies be sent
"Why, how do you do. Miss Clyde?
to the family of the deceased and to the
How very intent on business wo are,
Bar Harbor Record and The Ellsworth
I looked up smiling and then felt conAmerican for publication.
1
scions that Harry Allan was looking at
H. L. Hadley, ]
Com.
the package of bills in my hand.
E. C. Parker,
E. E. Brewer, J
“Oh, yes," I replied, "just attending to
How are you?
a few errands for father
We have been hoping to see you at AppleThe summer residents are arriving
gate this summer."
Jack
"A \ '.-asure yet in store for me.
rapidly now. William C. Whitney, exarrived
the
of
Thursday.
navy,
Osborne has kindly offered to chnt>emii
secretary
me some time, and if I can get away from
business you may be sure that I will avail
Castine.
Nearly all of the cottagers have arrived. myself of your hospfcallty.’*
Chatting and laughing and interchangC. F. Prescott’s circus was in town Sating town and country gossip, Harry and
urday.
I thought at
I walked down the street.
The “Acadian” opens for the season every corner he would leave me, and I
hoped so devoutly, as I was impatient to
June 26.
payout the money that was already beMiss Grace P. Thomas is at home on a
and a burden; but, no, he
I coming a care
short visit.
hail never seemed so attentive.
Finally
with
the recollection of mother’s injunction
J. F. Rea spent Sunday in town
t«. do
I
hail
I
told
him
and
to
came
me,
his

family.

lie

iixjxtxi

as n nc wure

shopping,
1
about to accompany me.
church Sunday.
I am
Don't come with me.
"Oh, no.
Prof. Kiddle and wife are in town to
buying a gown, and a word at the wrong
time or even a misplaced smile might per•pend the summer.
1
C .me up tonight if
vert- my judgment.
William (i. Sargent, who has been
I'll be staying at the house."
you wish.
away on business, returned this week.
Without giving him time to remonstrate
turned into the
or even to say goodby I
Arthur S. Johnson and wife, of Boston,
When 1 had finish'd my
nearest sh« p.
to spend the summer in
have arrived
pureh.ises. it was time to meet Jack, and
town.
the thought of him drove all care for the
The ladies' relief corps held an ice I money awnv.
The rest of the afternoon
entertainmant at the was spent in a much more profitable mancream social and
business.
ner than in any way concerned
town hall Friday evening.
Our gay little dinner was given up enMiss Grace
Noyes and Miss Nora
tirely to mirth, the very id* a of dining
Coombs, who have been teaching in Yi- alone
being so deliciously novel that fanalhaven. arrived home Saturday.
never
entered my rattle
I ther’s $ 1.000
Mrs. R. Woodbury left town on Thurs- i brain <1 head until we start'd for home,
and then it was but a momentary anxiety,
day. to attend the graduating exercises
as I felt in my inner pocket only to find
Her son, Ernest, is a
at Bowdoin college.
tin* crisp notes wifely there.
member of the graduating class.
Jack and I opened the house and
June 24.
brought out rugs for the porch, uud were
talking the nothings that we always talk
when I saw Harry Allan approaching.
Great Pond.
Jark grumbled at the threatened interrupMr. Rice, jr.. is in town to-day.
tion to our tete-a-tete, but both of us realWaldon Hastings, of Boston, is at Allily lilted Harry, and we felt it was only
lake.
gator
selfishness that made us dislike to have
a
him
with us. so we welcomed him, and.
J. P. Patterson started Friday for trip
after all. we had a very pleasant evening.
in the eastern part of the State.
‘W n’t you sing for us. Miss Clyde?"
Fred Hale, of Ellsworth, is spending a
asked Harry later in the evening, and so
He is accompanied by I went in to the
few days in tow n.
piano, leaving the men to
a friend.
But after one or two songs
their cigars.
mo
in
I nunemUT singing
Jack billowed
Miss Winifred Jackson, of Beaehniont,
‘1 Wish I Were Where the Gady Huns,’
Mass., arrived Wednesday to spend se\
1 would not have
hut I did n-'t at all.
•ral weeks at her old home.
fxvn anywhere in all the world except
The minstrels gave an impromptu con- right then*, with Jack leaning over the
*
cert on the Great Pond house
piazza, piano and j »ining in the music with his
was forgotten,
Thursday evening, to a highly apprecia- deep, mellow voice. Harry
and when he came in to bid me good night
tive audience.
! it was with a start that I remembered he
School was to have been closed last Friwas one of the party
"You surely won't stay here tonight,
day, but the teacher, F. L. Tozier. having
given such excellent satisfaction, hat- will you, Mi.-^ rivdei Can't I Induce y«ti
Mother would be
to go home with me?
been retained for another week.
charmed to have you^’
Flossie.
June 23.
1
“Oh, no, thank you, Mr. Allan; I am
not a bit afraid, and then, you know, I
Franklin Itoad.
have to get down town so early. I have not
George McKay and family have moved )
si ness, and if 1
yet attended to father *>
to Winter Harbor.
staid at your house I would disturb dear
Mr,
a
barn
for
I
her
know, is used t
Fred Graves is building
| Mrs. Allan, who. 10
o'clock I expect to
By
Macombtr, of Franklin.
| late breakfast.
have my errands done and 1m* on my way
Elmer Kingman, wife and daughtel
to the station."
spent Sunday at Waltham.
“Dorothy, dear, don't stay here; do go
for
a
left
Stewart
Mattie
Miss
Saturday
to Mr. Allan's or the Browns'.
in
Guilford.
with
friends
short visit
"Why, Jack, you are as foolish a» mamlam dema. You need not talk alxjut it;
H. B. Rich has gone to Bar Harbor,
termined now to stay and prove to all you
where he will be employed for the sumfussy bodies that an American girl is quite
mer.
safe in her own house, even if alone.
The school entertainment at Egypt
“Well, if you are determined, I suppose
Wednesday evening was well attended by there is nothing I can say, especially as
Jack's advice does not go," laughed Horthe young people of this place.
ry, and, bidding me goodby, ran down the
A number of the young people were
steps. Jack staid a few minutes longer,
guests of Miss Mattie Stewart Tuesday and then said:
You
"Good night, foolish little girl.
evening. Ice cream and cake were served
during the evening, and a pleasant time will be sorry tomorrow, when you see me
a
looking worn and haggard after
sleepwas enjoyed by all.
less night worrying about you. You ought
June 24.
to lx* made to obey, but I declare I can't
undertake a task at which your parents
Lamoine.
The ladies of the Lamoine sidewalk have so signally failed."
And dear sweet Jack kissed me good
society will hold a fair in the grove near
night and left.
the town hall, July 4. The programme of
When he was really gone I regretthe day will include firing of cannon, ted the foolish
pride that had made me
|
ringing of bells, and fantastics in the ! stick to my threat of remaining alone in
morning, orations at 10 o’clock by Arno | that great, dreary house, but repentanco
W. King and Dr. N. C. King, of Ellsworth, | came too late. Feeling nervous and excitand Henry Boynton, of Sullivan. Din- ed, I took a book to my r<»nm and read for
will be served in the town hall. a half hour or so, trying to quiet my disner
! turbed nerves.
There will be races in the afternoon
Finally, getting somewhat sleepy, I bcand
sack
of
potato 1
consisting
bicycle,
gan to prepare for bed. As I stepped to the
A
ball
drama
a
base
races, and also
game.
; dressing case to braid my hair for the
will be played in the evening entitled night the first glance into the mirror re“Uncle Josh.’’ This will be followed by a vealed the face of Harry Allan at the transom.
My first thought was that I was in
drill.
j some danger and he had come to protect
North MI■*w<*rth.
| me. My impdlSbwos to «U1 him by name,
On Thursday evening, July 4, there will
but as I looked again his desperate expreeat
hall.
Agricultural
be a ball and supper
sion showed me that should I speak or
scream no course would be too brutal for
for 'him. For one mofcenc 1 felt puiab and
i cold, and any action sefemed impossible,
but I roused myself aiid by whatl now
I
There

were no

services at the CnitariHn

I

j

Children Cry
Pitcher’s Castoria.

some

deems

an

almost

superhuman effort 1
carry out a plan that

forced myself to
formulated like a Hash in my dared brain
With trembling hands I arranged my
hair, and when 1 had finished I went n
the pocket oT my gown and t«*ok out the
package of motley, looking at it and count
ing it in as interested a manner as I could
feigt\, Then I carefully placed it undei
some boxes in my bureau drawer. All this
time 1 felt his gleaming eyes upon me,
though I did not again have the courage
Before I went tc
to look into the glass.
b*s! I knelt down to pray in hope that
some latent feeling, some inherent good
ness, might come to that wretched man at
the sight of ftinoeent devotion.
My only
prayer was: “God help me! G«h1 help
mv
laid
the
low
and
I
turned
me'”
light
self in N*d. acting like Some one In a
trance.
I thought, can this lx> 1? Gan
this be Dorothy Clyde?
It seennxl
I closed my ryes and walt«*d.
a lifetime N fope I luvirtl Harry Allan let
I'ai ;
over
the
transom
and
himself down
ioftly in his stocking feet to the f'H*t of
l*«d
Oh. the horror of ft! I gn min'd
thought then that I was dona for, hut
be evidently took it for Uio breathing * f n
heavy sleeper and went on over to the
bureau, open«*d the tfrawer, took the mon
1
ey piM'kage ami stole hack to the door.
heard the key turn in the lock, and ht

?jy

wa»

gone.

some time In a state of semi
consciousness, hut after what must havi
been al>out 30 minute I pulled myself together and managed to prepare f>-r my
I rose hastily, dressed
part in the game.
anti went quietly out of the lonely house.
on
our steps for the poI stood waiting
He saw me
liceman to pass on his boat.

I
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Monday.

next

John Gilley, the boat man, is here ready
busines.-.

for

I>r. Wiibor’s
for t he season.

arrived

sons

week,

this

place

Mrs. Blodgett, with their family and help, are at the Cook cottage.
A. If. Reinhardt, of Boston, is here and
his barber.shop. Ihis is his
has
Mr. and

cure

here.

season

and family arrived

HarveyJiHodgkins
week, and

last

living

are

“Tassletop”

in

cottage.
Cochrane cottage is being made
ready for them to move into next week.
Manager W. H. jUwrence is now having the roads of the land companies retired, widened and ’materially improved
all around.
The

lay there

Fuller Whittaker

planking the
They have 100
t he

is

in

now

town

company’s coal wharf.

tons

of

coal

on

the

way

of cream, if it were
a market for it.

possible

production

Wool,

Hemp

Linen

and

cawi'ij rs,
offer them while
*uch

lux

t<»

this

they U-t

price* that any
buy

afford

cannot

nl

Intend

one

mlo

t<»

opportunity.

Shall continue to

keep a full line
OILCLOTHS and STRAW

of

MATTINGS.

improvement

E. F. REDMAN.

N. B. Yonto.

Cousins isj.going in the
“Sorrento” this season.

FURNITURE. CARPETS,

Penobscot.- One of my neighbors kept
fifty hens in 1K92, and kept an account of
He paid out
what lie bougtit for them.
f.V), besides what went from the table.
Fggs sold for fllM.15. He also raised

Charles

Capt.

Kutlrc Stock of

my

Woolen, Cotton and

judicious

for

out

pro-

On being asked the estimated cost of producing a pound of flutter, should say that sixteen cents would be
If we wish to increase the
the figure.
ami profits of the business we
in the stock
believe that
and careful and
feeding are all
results.
about
desired
the
that will tiring

summer season.

steamer

to

To cloae

thoroughbreds.

re-

land

CARPETS!

Many of t he farmers of eastern Hancock county have just engaged selling
cream to the FINworth creamery; how
the enterprise will pan out remains yet
to be seen, and reports will be made later
It is true we have the skim-milk to
on.
feed to hogs, and should say that it is
worth two cents |**r gallon for this purin cows is to
pose. Think the most profit
have them fresh in the fall.
The cows kept in this section are for
the most part grades, although there is at
present quite a movement in introducing

opened

tilth

CARPETS! mm

Agriculture.

county:
Lamoine.—The secretary asks, what
have your cows netted you the past year;
how many can answer auo^ujUly? I bea
lieve not one in twenty, yet from
business point cf view all w ho are engaged in dairying should be aide to do so.
We would certainly favor selling milk in

Hon. Frank Jones was in tow n Sunday,
will he here with his family to spend

and

summer

Hoard

to the State

The last bulletin issue»1 bv the State
board of agriculture contains the following interesting letters from Hancock

I>r. (irons’ cottage is open this week,
and Mrs. C. B. Smith is expected soon to
arrive and open her cottage.

the

iSlrtjcrlistmtnls.

IN.

PIANOS AND ORGANS,

Col. C. A.J Sinclair has jl»ought a new
paused, looking at me suspiciously.
He will rent hisjeottage and live
No. 'i Water
I am Miss Clyde,” I said. “I came to yacht.
seventy-five chick* from the same hens.
on his yacht.
town today and am staying alone in our
For ail purj>oses I think the Wyandotts
ELLSWORTH.
I find I have forgotten one of my
house.
Capt. James Walker Benet has been in and White Ixghorns are about ns good as
N. F. Norton.
any.
principal errands. I wish to go up to Mr tow n looking after his cottage.
the
in
He
leaves early
Allan's house.
At t he present
Bltfhii.i..
prices milk 1 F.MTAltLISHEU, 1SH9.
is
much
Mrs. W. H. I aw rence
improved
morning for the east, and if I don't set
jva%.s (letter than cream. Skim-milk is
at Portland.
fed to calve*, with ground barley. We
him tonight it will In' too late, and father after her treatment
feed it to the pigs with corn meal.
J une ‘<25.
will lx.- so put out. If you have any doubt
Would prefer to have most of the cows
of my In-ing Miss Clyde, hero is my watch,
fresh in the fall. Cream is separated by
Sul
lit
nn.
with I) »r«»thy Clyde on it. and see—this is
The bottom
Marcus L. t'rann is at home for a short the deep-setting process.
the latchkey of our house.”
skimming cans are used, partially sublaw
mv
to
><f
After
these
vacation.
study
As I showed
deciding
slight proofs
Mostly grade Pur ham* and
merged.
identity I press«*d a #?> hill into his hand Mr. Crann left the State college, as the Hereford* with some Jerseys. Farmers
and was pleased at its effect and lus ap- courses wi re not directly advantageous to in this section are breeding more to
parent belief in my improvise! story
Since the new course* Jerseys every year.
his profession.
The cost of producing a pound of butmiss?
Shall
“How can I serve
and

|

Street,

ME.

1-tfL

'KAMOS

WOOL! WOOL!

you,
walk up to Mr Allan's Ionise with > .'•
It isn't exactly on my beat, but I i.m fix
that all right.
As we approached the Allan house
courage began to fail, but I was ashatm d
then to back out and determine! that if I
died f< r it I would make an effort t<* g- t
I asked the policeman
back that money.
I wished to save all
to ring the d<»or Ik-11.
The house was dark and
my strength.
quiet ami it was after continu'd pulls at
the Ik-11 that a Me»-py servant let ti< in.
“I wish to we Mr. Allan,” said I
mum. he's in ImkI.”
Take me t*» the
“Never mind if he is.
door of hi* r»>om.”
The stunid girl was tin» far g- no with
sleep to see anything unusual in this ile
mand of mine.
"You stay here in the hall.” I said t
the policeman, "and wait till I want y<*u
—to walk home with,” I added, seeing hi?
surpris.nl l**ok.
\Vc paused on tlio landing and the girl
IKiint.nl to a door at the head of the stairs.
Will you
“Sure, that's his room, leddy.
be wanting me any inure?”
"Pleas.* stay hen*, so you can show m
out after I have aeon Mr. Allan,” I replied.
With sudden courage, born of desperation. I kn.K'k.Ml firmly at the door.
"Is that you. mother? I am all right
You ar.- old enough to know better than
to prowl around in the middle of tho
night, worrying about me as if I wer** a
baby. Do go back to bod, Harry Allan
baid in Irritated tones.
"No, Harry Allan, it is I. Dorothy
Clyde, who stands outside your room.”
With that I opened the door and stepped
in.
There he wit in a most dejected attitude.
Closing the door so as not to be
overheard, 1 continued:
‘■I've come for my money, you thief! 1
will have it' You an* in inv power! A policeman stands 1h*1*>\v ready to help me at
any moment.
"For heaven’s sake,” be cried, “then,
must bo some mistake!
Dorothy, you arc
>

crazy!
looked at him firmly in tho eye, and.
out my hand, said:
“Mr Allan, if you will give me my
f 1,001) I will never tell n living soul .»f this
night's w<>rk. If y**u do not r* turn it to
me I will give you up to justice!'"
he ga*i**d, and his
“Do you swear it?
while face grew LKiro pallid.
"I give you my solemn word of honor.”
I answered, and ho tremblingly handed
me tlx* package <>( n<>te>. juntas it
when it lay in my bureau drawer.
“Good night,” I said s> rnfuWv ;i> I
started to leave.
“Stay' Let me tell you why I «li«l it I
nr knowing
can’t h*t you go without
that an acfc so l«»w was not done ex* ej.t ;it
a moment <*f greatest extremity.
A fool
i.sh investment—»>r speculation nither—
has s*) crippled me that unless I can ni«*ct
a note of IL'-'K) tomorrow I am a ruined
I would not g*» to my mother f»<r
man.
aid. as the last time she helped me out I
promised never to dabble in stocks again
When 1 met you and saw that exact sum
in your hands, fur I heard the paying teller
count it out to you, an idea came to me
like an inspiration from satan. I learned
I

stretching

jrour plans
to favor my

Everything

you

of instruction have

N«»rtli|I*«*not>sf «*t
Mrs. Klirabeth D. Grindle died Wednesday, June 12. after a long illness. She
was

in the

night!”
‘‘Well, my little one is not so brave as
ghe thought. It was too much of a strain
on your nerves, dear, but you were really
perfectly safe, Dorothy, as I tipped the
policeman $j5‘to watcji the Sojistnrflnight.
Cry all you want to, darling. I se6 you
aro a very nervous little girl, and the best
thing I can do is to marry you right a^vay
and neve* let you out of my sight again.”
Dfcar qja Jack, IT he Ixwl only

sixty-ninth

of

year

iier

age.

husband, she leaves
three sons. Henry, of C'astine. Wlllis A
of Haverhill. Mass., and ( harles, w ho remains at home.
Besides

Ka»l

her

aged

Surry.

There wiiifhe
hall next

social dance

a

Rural

at

Wednesday evening. July

3.

The Western t’nion telegraph company
completed twenty-five miles of new

has

telegraph line, connecting
ith

w

the main line

at

I.ubec

village

Machias.

Mrs. Mary Cowan,
Dixmont,
victed poisoner, must go to prison, her
counsel having withdrawn exceptions
of

and

stopped

all

mn-

proceedings

for

a

Biddeford

f<«x

by jumping

terrier

from

a

w

indow to

Rev. Dr. B. L. Whitman, president of
Colby, has accepted the invitation to beof the Columbian unicome president
versity at Washington, D. C., and will
enter upon the duties of his new position
in September with the beginning of the
school year. The position pays a salary
It is rumored that Colby will
of fo,000.
endeavor to secure the return of Dr. A.
W. Small, now in Chicago, to succeed Dr.
Whitman as president.
harbor
master of Bangor, committed suicide by
shooting last Thursday morning. The
deceased w as about sixty-seven years old.
He leaves a wife and one daughter. Mrs.
He retired from the sea
Charles Sew all.
some years ago. and in 18SM and 1895 was
elected harbor master, in w hich capacity
he served the city ably and faithfully.
No man on the river had more friends
than Capt. Adams. The cause for suicide

Capt.
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TO THE

Shippers of
Hancock County
Granite

AND VICINITY.

setting the value at h fair market figure.
This rule, together with taxing furniture
above the statute limit, heretofore neglected, -will greatly increase tax valuations for 1S9P.
Hood's 1*11 U [cure Liver [Ills, Biliousness,
A plea-ant laxative.
Indigestion, Headache.
All I>ruggl-t4
A<1 vt.

:

I make.

is at work

assessors

through the State establishing a uniform
basis of taxation that will make a vast
difference in the valuation of property
Heretofore some town
over last
year.
assessors have been in the habit of assessing property at two-thirds, three-fourth*
and at a fair market value, while other*
have taken the value at w hat the property would bring at a forced sal*-. The
State board now establishes the rule of

The

undersigned having

In Kbsworth In

buslnc**, f

nurance

*1

;
.»

connect;

■*

«rt

f

general

Ship Brokerage
buslnem*, and making !!.•■

—

Granite Business
de-ire

to

a

solicit orders f-

specialty.
an

line.
When

Baby

When she

was

was a

sick,

we

c.t

gav.-

Child, she

cn--

When she b**came Miss, she
When she had

if

clung

•

to

<»ur

v-ria.
'a t

art

>ria.

facilities for handlin.: tl.S
w
In eve!

lKsr ci .o-*

nected

l*y

OVumria.

Children, she gave them Castoria,

l.ong-lMstanee

Teleplinii,

t.early ail the prominent
Maine, rust of th«' lVn.
having IHIitCT WIKKS H-!ep!
egrapli) from our thee to Ih*-t
Y'-rk this, with our past expwith

unknown.
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think will enable

Wo ’cesttr
An American Production

If you want a YKSShh or I *^*
k.
INslBANt i: of any
give u- a « all, and we will do out

plea-e

uu
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A. W. CUSHMAN & SON.
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WORMS IN CHILDREN.'!p
orms, but their
Hundreds of children have
them tor nearly everything e. e.

troubles has never
all Druggist*, or o»

solit itrtl.

One
s Certain

AT-

g

,,r'

GRANT & CUSHMAN,

$15.50,

£1

1

or

Solid Ash Chamber Sets,

parents doctor

IF
True’s Pin Worm Elixir
ih/b«*t

HemIs the best Worm Remedy ma-le. It is likewise
edy for all the complaints of children, suoh as Feverishness.
Indiy slioti. Sour Stomach, etc. II ha* b«»u a
ostiveii'
II year*.
It* efficacy in •uch
lioahi hold remedy for
Been equalled. Purely vegetal.le and harmless. Price Ml CW. At
the Proprietors. •
0R J. F. TRUE 4. CO., AuMRrt, Me.
1

bamil.'

l___

in the world.

»

u- to

Rucceaafully.

and the Best

y.: :i

j

»

favorite

the

fruit tree's.

>-f
nt

ELLSWORTH WOOLEN MILL.
tr »
F<|iilppe«l I card

1

■

The State board of

suicide

-till

Prefer early cutting.
mostly grown.
Karly cut hay is worth more ami we
usually have better ss rat her. lows and j
sheep ssill give the largest profit. Would
like to correspond ssith br*ed*-r*»of fine
II. B. Gray.
Shropshire sheep.
Oriv.ni>.
Many of thequesti*»ns in this
bulletin arc beyond my
‘jurisdiction,
word
for poultry and j
but vsill say a
fruit. The Plymouth Hot k i- my favorite,
and

Mubacrll'cr !***• U Inforn th«
ountn
U S and adjoining

The
cr-

A.hires- all order-,:

committed
the
river bank, then into the water. The dog
had twice before jumped into the river,
but had been rescued each time.
A

1

In summer it ran
ter is hard to ewt imate.
In vs inter it costs
be produced cheaply.
cents. To inan
twelve
me. on
average,
we
crease
the profits of the business
should raise more of our own feed, buy
vs*
most
can
the
feeds
that
the
get
profit
from, keep tatter cows, and above all,
pay more attention to our business.
By careful handling, the coat of raising
a
ton of hay is almost nothing. The
grain can be made to pay tin- cost of seeding the land. Four dollars !s a fair price
if
the
for harvesting
crop is good.
Timothy, red-top ami the < lover are

new

trial.

did seemed

theft.
In the evening when
you sang I stole down stairs and unbolted
door.
I was well pleased
the basement
when you insisted upon staying alone, for
after Jac k left I ret urned to the house and
entered through the basement door. How
did you know it was I?”
"I saw you in the glass. My first impulse was to speak. I thought you had
come to save me from some danger, but
the expression in your face frightened me.”
“If you had spoken or screamed, I would
I was mad, stark, star*
have killed you.
ii g mad.
Mis* Clyde, you have saved me
fr ra myself.
May God bless you.”
Prove your gratitude by going to your
mother for help," I answered. “She has
So saying I left,
never failed you yet.”
clinging tenaciously to that hated money.
When we arrived at home, I gave my
stalwart * scort another greenback, confessing to him that I was quite timid and asking him to especially guard the house during the rest of the night.
In the morning, when Jack came, I
threw myself into his arms and cried as if
my heart would break.
“Ok, Jack, I have had such a horrible

been instituted ne nas

decided to continue hisstudie*. and 1h |ks
to attend the college one ytar aft* r beii g
admitted, and graduate with the class f
'98.
He is to be local editor of the Piacataquia Qb»errer‘mun his return to Dover.
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Big

fortunes

everywhere acccm-

a-vtr'
pany the efforts of big
These people beganin
tisers.
kept
a small
way, but they
v*everlastingly at it, told
clear
in
tell
had
to
bright,
they
c *s

terms, and they are the
who will assure you that
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